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this month

H

ere we are at the turning point. This have not gone
as we hoped. Honestly, there had been clear hints
for some time, because at the end of 2007 something negative was already floating in the air.
And so it was: raw material and oil prices skyrocketed, Us
economy in “stand by” (to use a euphemism); construction
industry braking down everywhere, consumption weaker
and weaker, decreasing confidence among companies
and families.
In this and in the next issue, we will be explaining the current situation of the furniture industry, technology, wood

trade, parquet production... according to our tradition in
these “summer” issues, we will be committed to the search
for data and information for the traditional half-year balance.
A complete and important chapter will be dedicated to
Xylexpo NEW, which closed some weeks ago.
On one side - exhibitors and areas - the show was a record,
on the other side - number of visitors - there was not much
to be proud of. You can find more details in the article on
page 43.
Enjoy your reading then, and if we may, enjoy your
deserved summer holidays.

WINDOWS
Lm Serramenti: low-emissive glasses

news

Glass surfaces play such an important
role in determining costs related to air
conditioning and optimal resource management.
Lm Serramenti in Vittorio Veneto, in the
province of Treviso (info@lmserramenti.com), launched “Linea Ambiente”
(Environment line), an open line of products, fully customizable as to materials
and finishing.
The new line of products meets the
request of customers wanting their door
system as close as possible to biocompatibility parameters, so as to guarantee full heat and sound isolation, so that
harmful emissions as well as waste of
resources can be avoided.
With windows equipped with low-emissive glasses, you can notably reduce
energy use to obtain and maintain a
comfortable environment at home, and
this means less damaging emissions
and energy request with significant eco-

nomic and environmental advantages.
“Linea Ambiente” windows are produced with wood from trees whose
growth is monitored, with hardware
without galvanic bath and painted with
water-based products. ■

FURNITURE
Review of the Uk domestic furniture industry
The Aktrin Furniture information centre,
in collaboration with Business &
Research Associates have released the
2007 edition of the Review of the Uk
domestic furniture market. 2005 proved
to be a poor year for the Uk residential
furniture industry, with sales declining by
4 percent and several major companies
going into liquidation. The following two
years saw some improvements with
sales reaching £4950m and £5010m
respectively. For 2008 sales are predicted to decline to a level of about £5005m
before rebounding again next year.
Sales of upholstered furniture are
expected to reach £1640m in 2008, representing 33 percent of total market
sales. Sales of kitchen furniture are forecast to reach £1130m in 2008, accounting for 23 percent of the market. In

regards to domestic furniture (other than
kitchen and upholstered furniture), multiple furnishing outlets currently account
for around 40 percent of total sales in
value terms, whilst independent outlets
account for around 21 percent. As far as
kitchen furniture is concerned, specialist
kitchen furniture outlets are the main distributors with 39 percent of the market in
value terms; within that sector independents account for 32 percent of the
market whilst multiples account for 7
percent. Multiple furnishing stores
remain the major outlets for upholstered
furniture with 48 percent of total sales,
compared with independent outlets with
17 percent of the total market. Within the
ultiple furnishing stores category specialist upholstery outlets account for
around 26 percent of total sales. ■

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
“Reflective mood” in the first quarter 2008
Italian woodworking technology has unfortunately come to
the end of a positive cycle that has been lasting for three
years. According to the trend survey by Acimall’s Studies
Office, the first quarter 2008 recorded a shrinkage of
orders by 5.8 percent as compared to the same period of
2007. The reasons include the specific economic cycles of
the industry, but also the macroeconomic factors that have
caused the recession of US economy and substantial stagnation in Europe.
It should be underlined that, in the first three months of
2007, the results had been particularly good, so that trend
magnified the effect of slowdown in the January-March
2008 period.
According to the interviewed companies, the decrease of
demand has been stronger in the domestic market (down by
8.5 percent), while foreign orders have fallen by 5 percent.
In Q1 2008, prices went up by 1.5 percent (probably due to
the usual price list adjustments at the beginning of the
year), while the period of assured production is basically
stable (three months).
Coming to the quality survey, 65 percent of the sample
indicated stationary production in the first quarter, 26 percent growing and 9 percent decreasing.
Employment is considered as stationary by 76 percent of
the sample, growing by 18 percent and falling by
6 percent.
Available stocks are stationary according to 71
percent, decreasing according to 9 percent and
growing according to the remaining 20 percent;
these figures match the trend of production.
Particularly interesting answers were given by
the interviewed companies about the possible
trend of orders in the near future, with a hint of
pessimism: domestic orders are expected to
stay at the same level according to 47 percent of
the interviewees, to expand further for 15 percent
and to shrink for 38 percent. Stability is also predicted on foreign markets in the next few
months by 47 percent of the sample. More optimistic forecasts for 21 percent, who announce
slight expansion, while 32 percent fear further
shrinkage. The latter remarks are clearly affected
by some worry for the unfavorable currency
exchange rate and the loss of competitiveness of
the Italian system.
A widespread feeling of low confidence in the

Italian markets still lingers on, despite the growth of import,
going up in 2007 and still rising in the first months of the year.
The analysis of order indexes at current prices
(2001=base 100) shows – for the 2001-2008 period – the
seasonal trends of woodworking machinery sales (the “bottom” is touched in the third quarter of each year). Another
significant fact is that, during 2006-2007, business went up
again to 2001 levels, and export played a key role, always
showing a stronger dynamic than total orders and domestic orders.
The price index in Q1 2008 reached a value of 115.7.
Ambrogio Delachi, Acimall President, expressed his confidence in the industry’s capacity to find the right solutions to
get over this difficult period.
“In the past – Delachi said – we faced even harder challenges and achieved excellent results, thanks to the capacity of Italian manufacturers to respond to customer
demands through the quality and customization of their
solutions.
However, our products must become more competitive and
for this reason we need a political strategy to that fosters
investments, both through de-taxation policies (such as the
liberalization of amortization of investments in production
equipment) and through initiatives to support the training of
engineers and specialists. The “country system” can and must be a
strength, especially in
difficult periods, therefore we need the commitment of all involved
actors. An example is
the law proposal “Industria 2015”, within
the frame of the Financial Act 2007, that
will provide important
technology innovation
tools, an incentive the
whole Italian business
world is looking at with
great interest”. ■

Ambrogio Delachi.
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NEWS

TECHNOLOGY
Success for Scm Group’s “Metropolis” at Xylexpo NEW
“Metropolis”, the Scm Group’s “big city” for wood and panel technology has had a great interest among their many visitors at Xylexpo NEW at the booth covering an area of 7000
square metres in hall 3 of the exhibition that took place in
the new Fiera Milano-Italy at Rho, from the 27th to the 31st
of May. This year, Scm Group introduced many lines and
integrated cells for the woodworking and panel processing
industries, with over 130 machines and systems on demonstration in a specific area.
The big stand “Metropolis” involved: the housing division
area where Scm Group introduced all the technologies for
the wood building trade (structures, roofing, stairs, floors,
door and windows) and “Aries” the new Cnc machining
centre for hardware.
A parquet line that is able to cover the whole process from
solid wood slats to packaging; a nesting area with “Ergon”
and “Accord” machining centre cells, much appreciated
by the many Scm Group visitors to the stand.
Scm Group-Panel Division area presented an integrated
with a flexible line that was able to produce three complete
office units in 30 minutes and many other solutions for the
furniture industry.
During the demonstrations, more than 100 complete offices
were produced and donated to the Papa Giovanni XXIII°
association, with headquarters in Rimini.
Many visitors also attended in the areas that presented the
“Wavy Finish”, the last patented innovation by Dmc, who
will also create soon a new research centre for machines
with flexible sanding belts in Thiene-Italy.
Great interest was also shown for the polyurethane glue

pressing system “Pur System 3” by Sergiani, Busellato
machining centres and for the software stations located in
several areas of the stand.
At Xylexpo New 2008 an award was made for the best Scm
“L’invicibile” customers and dealers with a ceremony in the
Scm “The original red passion gallery”: the art area where

there were exhibited objects manufactured with Scm
machines by companies who are leaders in their fields of
manufacturing.
During the week of Xylexpo, the Scm Group was given two
prestigious awards: the “Premio Internazionale Leonardo
Da Vinci” for innovation and design and the “Sodalitas
Social Award 2008” for its activity of social responsability. ■

WORKSHOPS
Workshop on GreenBuilding at Fao, Rome
During the “European forest week
2008”, from 20-24 October 2008, declared by the ministers responsaible for
forests of 46 european countries, there
will be a number of interesting events,
including a workshop on Monday, 20
October, in Rome at Fao on "The Roles
of Wood in Green Building, and Green
Building effects on the Forest Sector in
the Unece Region."
Green building is a strong trend in resi-
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dential and non-residential construction
in North America and Europe, which is
impacting wood markets, and eventually
the entire forest sector.
The workshop is organized by the
Unece/Fao Team of specialists on forest
products markets and marketing. More
information is available on the workshop,
including its objectives, planned outputs
and target audience at: www.unece.org/trade/timber. ■

CERTIFICATIONS
Fsc certification for Alpi poplar

FAIRS
Furnifab: bigger than ever the sixth edition

Alpi (www.alpi.it), an international industrial group operating in the field of wood
processing and transformation, has
obtained certification covering the use
of poplar for the production of multilaminar wood in accordance with Fsc (Forest
stewardship council) standards.
With this important certificate (number Sgs-Coc004194) Alpi is taking a
further step forward in its
environment strategy and
is clearly demonstrating
its commitment to achieving excellence
in the use of natural resources.
As a result, Alpi spa is now able to provide its customers the world over with
Fsc certified multilaminar wood veneers, also in Hpl version.
Alpi spa is also committed to promoting
awareness among its poplar suppliers
and encouraging them to further expand the wooded areas managed
according to the Fsc criteria. ■

With 110 international exhibitors from
14 countries, a good 3,000 trade visitors, and approx. 5,400 square meters
of exhibition space, the sixth Furnifab –
Furniture Fabric Show in Poland continued to build on its previous successes. This key gathering of the seating
and upholstery industry in Poland,
Eastern and Central Europe took place
on April 1-4 in halls 6 and 6A at
Poznan International Fair.
Organizer Survey Marketing+Consulting in Poznan rated this year’s increase in show space at 25 percent. With
44 companies taking part, Poland represented the largest national cohort at
the show, followed by Italy with 21,
Spain with 14, and Germany with 11
participants.
Overall, the number of Western European exhibitors moved slightly
ahead of those from Central and Eastern Europe.
Particular highlights at the sixth Furni-

fab were a special display and presentation on “Natural fiber rediscovered New applications for the furniture
industry” and the “Trend Forum
2008/2009”, offering exhibitors and visitors clear and concise information
about the top innovations and exciting
developments in the industry.
Material Connexion Cologne, the
Cologne branch of the world famous
Material Connexion materials library in
New York, presented new developments and product solutions relating to
natural fiber injection molding in the
furniture industry in a special exhibition
on display throughout the show.
Natural fiber reinforced plastics and
wood plastic composites are currently
experiencing a real boom, and not just
in the furniture industry.
The next Furnifab takes place on
March 3-5, 2009, at Poznan International Fair. ■
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NEWS

flash news
CONSTRUCTION It’s still a positive
trend for constructions in the Nordic
countries. Demand has been constantly
growing for six years, but the lack of
personnel is becoming a problem as
well as the price rally due to high
demand.

EGGER The new “Link” range of
products will be the first production by
the Egger sawmill in Brilon.
The main product is going to be sawn
softwood, distributed by the company
set up during 2007 and called Egger
Sägewerk Brilon GmbH.
In this way, the Egger Group production
program is further expanded and completed.
ACQUISITIONS The financial company Hannover Finanz GmbH has
acquired 90 percent of Holz-Her Reich
Spezialmaschinen Gmbh.
The remaining 10 percent is still controlled by Reich’s managers, Wolfgang
Augsten and Rudolf Vogl, who will continue to run the company.
The acquisition was carried out through
an Austrian holding.
ROMANIA In 2007 furniture export
from Romania went up by 14 percent to
1,112 billion Euros against 973.6 billion
Euros in the previous year. 90 percent
of exports are shipped to Eu countries:
the biggest importer is France.

FURNITURE The turnover of the
German furniture industry increased by
8 percent in February compared to the
same month of the previous year. Office
and store furniture production has
recorded the greatest increase.
However, statistics only refer to companies with more than 50 employees.
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FAIRS
Interzum: another resounding success
Interzum guangzhou 2008, the fifth edition of Asia´s most comprehensive
woodworking machinery and furniture
production trade fair, held at the China
Import and Export Fair Pazhou Complex
in Guangzhou from 27 to 30 March
2008, drew to a close with resounding
success. The four day exhibition, held in
conjunction with the
renowned China International Furniture Fair
and Hometextile China,
spanned over a total
space of 60,000 square

meters, a 100 percent growth compared to 2007.
This is the biggest Interzum guangzhou
to date, featuring over 686 exhibitors
from 22 countries, and country pavilions
from Italy, Germany, United States and
Taiwan. Interzum Guangzhou 2008 also
saw an exponential increment in visitors. The exhibition welcomed over
57,073 visitors.
This is a significant increase of over 25
percent from 2007.
Next event will be held from 27 to 30
March 2009 in Guanghzou. ■

FAIRS
Zow Italy staged in Verona from 2009
From 2009 (October 21st - 24th, 2009)
Zow Italy will take place in Verona.
Recently, the presidents of Verona
Fiere, Luigi Castelletti, and Survey Marketing+Consulting, Milan, Peter H. Meyer, signed an agreement for the period
2009 to 2013.
According to both sides, this step
marks the logical consequence of the
dynamic growth of the Italian Zow show
during the last eight years, which has
been increasingly bursting the capacities of the present venue. At the same
time, this relocation will bring about
relaxation in the international calendar
of all Zow events covering seven major
furniture clusters in six countries in the
future. Furthermore, this step will
expand the time interval to the Zow in
Istanbul (October 1st - 4th, 2009), which
is dependent in its schedule on traditional local holidays, and which had a
tremendously successful start last year.
Given the fact that the contract with the
present Italian venue expires this year,
Verona Fiere will offer nearly unlimited
space for the demands of the Zow concept, which is aligned according to
space limitation for the exhibitors. In

addition, there will be all the benefits of
an internationally renowned venue: airport in only 10 minutes distance from
the fair, motorway junctions to NorthSouth as well as to East-West directions,
grand scale hotel and gastronomy
capacities, and, of course, the attraction of the city and the region for
tourists. The cooperation of Survey and
Business International, Milano, at the
present organising secretariat in Italy
will expire by mutual agreement by the
end of this year. ■

FAIRS
Zow Spain goes to Zaragoza
Organizer Survey has decided to move
the eighth edition of the Zow tradefair to
Zaragoza. It will be held from June 2nd 5th 2009 in the Feria de Zaragoza. Survey
has taken this decision as it will have the
opportunity to extend the Zow into product groups like interior design accessories and semi finished products such
as doors, windows and flooring, as well
as semi-finished wood products, which it
considers of vital importance for its
growth in the Spanish market. Those
opportunities where not available in
Ifema, Madrid.
Zaragoza has a modern tradefair
precinct with over 130,000 m2 of covered
space divided into 11 pavilions. Zaragoza offers a wide range of hotel facilities. For exhibitors, the change of city
also means a considerable reduction in
costs, given that Zow as of 2009 will take

on the total cost of transport between the
pavilion and the exhibitor stands (six percent of total exhibitor costs on average).
Zow will also not be applying the Cpi
increase and it can offer a ten percent
tradefair discount if the exhibitor accepts
to pay by instalments via Banco Santander. Visitors to Zaragoza will also be
getting a better deal.
Not only will they get to Zaragoza more
easily and swifter but also more economically thanks to discounts by Iberia and
Renfe and thanks to more competitive
hotel prices and services. They will also
have free parking at the trade fair. In
Zaragoza, it will be present for 2009 the
theme of interior design for new generations such as single parents, young people on low incomes…each with their specific ideas and needs as far as living is
concerned, generally in limited spaces

CONTROL LOGIC
Spark
detector
designed for
dust collection
systems
to protect
storage silos
from the risk
of fire.

where they seek greater amenities, comfort and quality of life. In collaboration
with well known market leaders Zow 2009
will present “the kitchen of the kitchen”,
a live demonstration where onlookers can
observe the entire process of making the
components of a kitchen right up to the
final assembling process. New materials
and their possible applications, uses and
specifications present a constant challenge for the entire furniture and interior
design industry. It is of crucial importance
to have a comprehensive information source on the latest trends in materials.
Survey has also the license for “Material
ConneXion”, in Germany the most prestigious new materials library worldwide
(www.materialconnexion.com/de). Zow
2009 will once again be held in conjunction with the Z-mac showcase (machinery
for the furniture and wood industry). ■
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sensitive infrared sensor,
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them in a flash.
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The CONTROL LOGIC system

is designed for “total supervision”.
It verifies that sparks have been
extinguished, gives prompt warning of
any malfunction and, if needed,
cuts off the duct and stops the fan.
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20137 Milano - Italy - Via Ennio, 25
Tel.: +39 02 5410 0818 - Fax +39 02 5410 0764
E-mail: controllogic@controllogic.it - Web: www.controllogic.it

CONTROL LOGIC s.r.l.
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FAIRS
Wood in the heart of Europe
50th Klagenfurt International
wood fair will be held from 28th31st August 2008 and is the
Central Europe’s most important
point of competence for the entire
timber industry – “from the tree to
solid timber processing” (www.
kaertnermesse.at). Clearly structured into the areas of forestry,
sawing, timber construction, timber logistics and biomass, this
trade fair enjoys a unique profile
and offers an overview of the
entire value generation chain.
With 20,500 visitors from the
trade, the International timber fair
attracts specialist visitors and
decision makers from a huge
catchment area including Austria,
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, Hungary and Slovakia. ■

FAIRS
Ca’ Pasarela for habitat
“Ca’ Pasarela”, a vanguard platform for habitat, has closed its
fourth edition – held in Madrid
from 14th to 17th February – with
36,265 visitors, 40 percent industry professional and 60 percent
general public. With solutions
exhibited by 165 companies and
brands, this event was an innovative platform for international
design. The projects Abecedario
with “M” de Madrid, “Huellas” de
Abecedario, “Econciencia” and
“I+D+Art”completed the offer and
the interest of this edition. The
event was organized by Ifema
and promoted by Acción Pasarela
promotores, establishing the fair
as a European reference for habitat design. ■

FAIRS
Ligna 2009: “resource efficiency” the keynote theme
The threat of global climate change is
forcing industries of all kinds to refocus
on energy and resource efficiency as
matters of strategic importance. These
issues are already shaping up to be
keynote themes at Ligna Hannover, the
world's leading fair for the woodworking
and wood processing industries, which
next runs from 18 to 22 May 2009. The
theme of resource efficiency
is central to all display categories at Ligna: forestry and
forestry technology, sawmill
technology, solid wood
working, wood materials and veneer
production, the furniture industry, surface finishing technology, special displays and the "Handwerk, Holz & mehr"
(woodworking trades) section. And it's
obviously a theme that's close to the
hearts of the exhibitors who have
signed up for Ligna 2009. The promotional literature for the event was sent
out back in November 2007 and the

registrations have been flooding in right
from the start. This is not surprising given that, in their exit surveys after Ligna
2007, a massive 83 percent of the
exhibiting companies signaled a clear
intention to participate in the 2009
event. Ligna 2007 occupied 148,800
square meters of net display space and
fielded 1,832 exhibitors, of whom more
than half came from beyond
Germany. The event was
used as a relationship maintenance and business platform by 107,279 visitors,
including 45,800 from beyond
Germany. "Handwerk, Holz & mehr", the
fair-within-a-fair dedicated to products
and solutions for the skilled woodworking trades, also recorded increased
exhibitor and visitor numbers. As in past
years, the 2009 event will profile a truly
international range of industrial technologies. Technical refinements, innovations and emerging trends. ■

FAIRS
Industrial coating technology
PaintExpo is Europe’s number one trade
fair for suppliers and users of industrial
coating technology (www.paintexpo.de).
As a result, organizer Jürgen Haußmann
expects the number of exhibitors strictly
from the field of industrial coating technology to exceed the figure of 285
achieved for the last event at the upcoming PaintExpo which will take place in
Karlsruhe from 13th through 16th of April,
2010. More than 50 percent of the
exhibitors from 2008 have already confirmed their participation at PaintExpo
2010. 5924 visitors from 43 countries
gathered information regarding comprehensive Europe-wide offerings ranging
from pre-treatment right on up to final
inspection for industrial coating technology at the last PaintExpo, a 20 percent

increase. Industrial coating technology is
the strongest sector in the overall field of
surface finishing with a market share of
40 to 45 percent. Thanks to its clear-cut
focus, the event makes it possible for
suppliers to present their products and
services efficiently in a targeted fashion,
and users are able to quickly gather comprehensive information. “By further expansion in the areas of pre-treatment,
automation and paints, we’ll be able to
match up offerings presented at PaintExpo 2010 to current market issues to
an even greater extent, and thus improve
event quality for the visitors once again”,
reports Jürgen Haußmann, managing
director of organizers FairFair GmbH. It
can be assumed that next event will be
distinguished by further growth. ■

NEWS

FAIRS
The International chair exhibition is back (Udine, 13-16 September 2008)
From 13th to 16th September, the 32nd
International chair exhibition Promosedia will be taking place. For four
days, the exhibition center in Udine will
be a reference point for international
experts who can’t miss it. As in the past
edition, the exhibition will be organized
thanks to the synergy between Udine&Gorizia and Promosedia.
Hosted in the Udine exhibition center
halls, this is considered as a key event
to keep up with the latest chair production trends, among visual and sales
routes that guide the visitors through
different solutions in the housing industry. Excellence will be shown up in this
exhibition which offers everything:
besides the protagonists – chairs –
there are tables and accessories.
The products are accurately selected

for their original design, high quality,
accurate machining and material
choice. For classic or modern, traditional or innovative design, the trade fair will
be a trip through trends, anticipating the
upcoming developments and exploring

all sectors, from residential to contract,
from office to congress, from elders to
children.
The wide exhibition offer will respond to
all needs and requests according to different ages and market.
The event takes pride of a high level of
demand internationalization. Last year
figures confirmed it: 65 countries were
represented by operators coming from
European nations – in particular Belgium, Great Britain, The Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, Germany, Austria,
Greece, Slovenia, Slovakia, Poland,
Portugal and Spain – and from extra-European countries such as Japan, Russia, Australia and the United States.
India and Arab Emirates operators were
also present as new big potential markets. ■
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FAIRS

JULY
2-5 July
Awisa
Woodworking Machinery Fair
www.awisa.com
• Sydney (Australia)
Technology
23-26 July
WoodProAfrica
Woddworking Technology Exhibition
www.specialized.com
• Johannesburg (Africa)
Technology
29 July-1 August
ForMòbile
International Exhibition
for the furniture industry
www.formobile.com.br
• San Paolo (Brasil)
Technology

AUGUST
20-23 August
IWF
International fair
for the woodworking machinery
www.iwf2006.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Technology

SEPTEMBER
1-5 September
Lesdrevmash
Woodworking machinery exhibition
www.lesdrevmash-expo.ru/en/
• Moscow (Russia)
Technology
9-12 September
Tekhnodrev Siberia
Fair for the woodworking machinery
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Technology
10-13 September
Furniture China
Furniture international fair
www.furnitureinchina.com
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
13-16 September
Promosedia
International door fair
www.promosedia.it
• Udine (Italy)
Doors
23-27 September
Primus Woodworking
International exhibition for
the woodworking machinery
www.theprimus.com
• Kiev (Ucraina)
Technology
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24-28 September
Aseanwood
Woodworking machinery fair
www.aseanwoodfurnitecno.com
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Technology

OCTOBER
8-10 October
Klimaenergy
Energy fair
www.klima-energy.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Energy
15-18 October
Woodworking
Exhibition for the woodworking
machinery
www.lahdenmessut.fi
• Lahti (Finland)
Tecnology
15-18 October
Zow
International exhibition
of components and accessories
for the furniture industry
www.zow.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Components and accessories

21-25 October
Orgatec
International fair for the office layout
www.koelnmesse.it/orgatec
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

18-21 November
Fenestration China
Windows and door fair
www.nuernbergglobalfairs.com
• Beijing (China)
Windows and doors

23-24 October
Klimahouse Roma
Exhibition for energy and construction
www.fierabolzano.it
• Rome (Italy)
Constructions

21-24 November
International Furniture Fair Tokyo
International furniture fair
• Tokyo (Japan)
Furniture

24-28 October
Saie
International salon
of building industry
www.saie.bolognafiere.it
• Bologna (Italy)
Constructions
26-29 October
W6, Woodworking with wood
Woodworking Technology fair
• Birmingham (U.K.)
Tecnology

2 - 5 July
Awisa
Sydney
26 - 29 July
Woodpro Africa
Johannesburg
29 July - 1 August
Formobile
San Paolo

29 November 8 December
Ecoabitare
Fair for home finishing
www.artigianoinfiera.it
• Milan (Italy)
Constructions

1 - 5 Spetember
Lesdrevmash
Moscow

3-7 December
Index Dubai
International furniture fair
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Furniture

13-16 November
Expoedilizia
Construction and architecture fair
www.senaf.it
• Rome (Italy)
Construction

Xylon is present at:

29 November 7 December
Heim+Handwerk
Sales exhibition for building,
furnishing and living
www.hh-online.de
• Munich (Germany)
Construction and home decoration

DECEMBER

NOVEMBER

“OUR” EXHIBITIONS 2008

20 - 23 August
Iwf
Atlanta

9-12 September
Tekhnodrev Siberia
Krasnoyarsk
19-23 September
Aseanwood
Kuala Lumpur
23-27 September
Primus Woodworking
Kiev
15-18 October
Woodworking
Lahti
15-18 October
Zow
Pordenone
26-29 October
W6 Woodworking with wood
Birmingham
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DATABANK: ECONOMIC RESULTS
OF THE TOP 170 COMPANIES
This is an interesting survey by Databank, carried out for Xylon, analyzing
the economic and financial results of the top 170 Italian companies operating
in the industries closest to woodworking - that is "Woodworking machinery",
"Wood and furniture - Production", "Wood and furniture – Sales”,
"Wooden windows and parquet" - relating to 2006.
The 50 most important companies (in terms of net
turnover in 2006) were selected in the areas of
"Woodworking machinery", "Wood and furniture Production", "Wood and furniture – Sales”, "Wooden windows and parquet", while the top-20 were
included in the “Wooden windows and parquet”
segment. For each company, net turnover and number of employees in the 2006/2005 period were
measured. For the same period, also the ROE
indexes (declared result/own means) were calcu-

lated. The ranking of each company is based on
the net turnover of 2006.

SOME REMARKS... AT INDUSTRY LEVEL
The purpose of the survey was to give a picture of
the most significant (largest) manufacturers of woodworking machinery and accessories, and their customers. The overall framework can be summed up
in tables 1 and 2. Six companies operating in the
“Woodworking machinery” industry are included in

Table 1 - TOP TEN - GROWTH
Company
Uniteam srl
I.F.I. - Iniziative Forestali Industriali spa
Derwood srl
Barausse spa
Cassioli srl
Elmag spa
Margaritelli Italia spa
Angelo Cremona spa
Centro Macchine Legno srl(2)
Delmac spa
(2)

Net turnover 2006
(000 €)

Net turnover 2005
(000 €)

16.013
6.514
4.420
21.252
23.393
16.959
128.401
29.734
9.870
15.135

7.296
4.244
3.064
14.873
16.152
11.722
98.325
20.771
6.922
10.826

The balance sheets analyzed were drafted in short form according to Article 2 of the Italian Civil Code.

Turnover variation
2006/2005 (%)
54,44
53,49
44,26
42,89
30,95
30,88
30,59
30,14
29,87
28,47

Table 2 - TOP TEN - INCOME
Company
Celaschi spa
Leitz Utensili srl
Falegnami Italia srl
Uniteam srl
Viet spa
Calligaris spa(3)
Flou spa
Ferrerolegno spa
Garofoli spa
Barausse spa

Roe 2006
(%)
105,21
70,42
69,20
52,81
46,24
44,99
43,77
39,82
39,15
34,59

After the change of the closing date from 30/11
to 31/12, the 2005 balance refers to a period
of thirteen months.

for trade and 17 million Euros for "Wooden windows
and parquet". With a good average profitability of
"Woodworking machinery" companies, outstanding
results were achieved by Celaschi, Leitz Utensili,
Uniteam and Viet. Ten companies recorded negative values in 2006 as it happened in the previous
year. In terms of growth, Uniteam, Cassioli, Elmag,
Angelo Cremona, Centro Macchine Legno and Delmac recorded excellent results. High productivity
per employee characterized the "Wood and furniture" industry, with an average of 342 thousand
Euros, with values above the average for Chateaux
D'Ax. Finally, the “Wooden windows and parquet”
segment recorded growth for all companies (except
for five companies) and good profitability levels.
di Rosy Politi ■

(3)

Note: The ranking by turnover variation also takes into
consideration possible changes in the company during
the period under scrutiny, as detailed in the notes.

Table 3 - BALANCES
Industry
Woodworking machinery
Wood and furniture
Sales
Wooden windows and parquets
TOTAL
the “top ten” ranking by growth rates, while four
companies are included in the revenue-based top
ten. Three companies of the “wood and furniture”
industry are included in the revenue-based top ten,
while there are no companies in the growth-based
ranking. As to "Wooden windows” there are two
companies in the growth-based top ten and even
four companies in the revenue-based list. In terms
of total dimensions, 170 companies in all four areas
considered represent a net turnover in 2006 in
excess of 8,211 million Euros, with a 8.46 increase
over 2005. For each of the four industries considered, the detailed composition is given in table 3.

... AND AT ORGANIZATION LEVEL
The average size in terms of turnover is 37 million
Euros for companies in the "Woodworking machinery" industry (it was 33 million Euros in 2005); 91 million Euros for "Wood and furniture"; 19 million Euros

Number
of Companies
50
50
50
20

2006 income
(000 €)
1.842.334
4.556.567
951.144
846.437
8.196.482

2005 income
(000 €)
1.637.375
4.292.919
861.401
765.052
7.556.747

METHOD FOR THE DEFINITION OF RANKINGS
The data used in the rankings were provided directly by the Companies or taken from their balance sheets. The following calculation criteria were applied.
Net turnover: Net turnover includes revenues from the sales of finished
products, semifinished and raw materials, royalties for know-how transfer, active commissions, fees for leased-out assets, and it is net of license
fees, VAT, manufacturing duties, discounts and returned sales. For engineering companies, it also includes the variation of current works.
Net turnover variation: Variation of net turnover is the percent variation of net turnover over the previous year.
Employees: Employees refers to the average number of employees
declared in the balance sheet.
Net turnover/employees: Net turnover/employees is the ratio between
net turnover and average number of employees.
Roe: Roe is the percent ratio between net profits/losses and net assets.
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TOP 50 COMPANIES IN THE "WOODWORKING MACHINERY" INDUSTRY
Rank

Company name and legal form

Net
turnover
2006
('000 €)

Net
Turnover Employees
Net
turnover
variation
2006
turnover
2005 2006/2005
(N.)
employees
('000 €)
(%)
('000 €)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Scm Group spa
Biesse spa
Cefla scarl
Pozzo spa
C.M.S. Costruzioni Macchine Speciali spa
Costa Levigatrici spa
Imal srl
Angelo Cremona spa
Giardina Officine Aeromeccaniche spa
Masterwood spa
Italpresse Engineering spa
Griggio spa
Busellato spa
Cassioli srl
Sicar spa
Ormamacchine spa
Pezzolato Off. Costruz. Meccaniche spa
Giben International spa
Stark spa
Elmag spa
Storti spa
Uniteam srl
I.M.E.A.S. spa
Sorbini srl
Omga spa
Delmac spa
Corali spa
Vitap Costruzioni Meccaniche srl
Paolino Bacci srl
Osai srl
Nardi srl(1)
Viet spa
Makor srl
Centauro spa
Paoloni Macchine srl
Sueri Alfredo spa
Celaschi spa
Baschild srl
Maggi Engineering srl
G.M.C. Service srl(2)
A. Costa Righi srl
Friulmac spa
Pertici spa
Centro Macchine Legno srl (2)
Leitz Utensili srl
Cosmec srl
Steton spa
Manni spa
Putsch-Meniconi srl
Balestrini Renzo spa

388.823
315.634
230.712
71.436
68.002
32.979
31.369
29.734
29.477
28.757
26.814
25.798
24.856
23.393
22.815
21.662
18.694
18.659
18.271
16.959
16.348
16.013
15.991
15.947
15.139
15.135
15.005
14.773
14.744
14.497
13.717
13.455
13.451
12.831
12.618
12.452
12.396
10.799
10.455
10.374
10.032
10.022
9.992
9.870
9.402
9.356
9.035
8.985
8.820
8.751

352.014
270.823
226.740
62.156
55.518
29.754
26.745
20.771
29.223
26.583
22.876
22.604
22.181
16.152
20.228
17.603
15.063
20.952
17.056
11.722
14.231
7.296
15.023
13.857
14.002
10.826
12.151
12.299
12.519
13.626
17.675
13.518
15.442
12.375
11.930
12.292
14.717
8.080
8.451
9.574
9.486
9.482
8.625
6.922
9.020
7.501
8.437
7.415
8.991
7.431

9,47
14,20
1,72
12,99
18,36
9,78
14,74
30,14
0,86
7,56
14,69
12,38
10,76
30,95
11,34
18,74
19,42
-12,29
6,65
30,88
12,95
54,44
6,05
13,11
7,51
28,47
19,02
16,75
15,09
6,01
-28,85
-0,47
-14,80
3,55
5,45
1,28
-18,72
25,18
19,17
7,71
5,44
5,39
13,68
29,87
4,06
19,83
6,62
17,47
-1,94
15,08

1.849
1.298
897
441
356
172
113
187
216
140
161
100
120
108
166
134
123
104
153
77
103
63
86
59
156
12
76
59
45
118
68
68
97
109
62
69
115
24
56
51
56
67
41
n.d.
88
35
44
46
62
49

210
243
257
162
191
192
278
159
136
205
167
258
207
217
137
162
152
179
119
220
159
254
186
270
97
1.261
197
250
328
123
202
198
139
118
204
180
108
450
187
203
179
150
244
n.c.
107
267
205
195
142
179

Roe
2006
(%)

Roe
2005
(%)

18,98
22,03
7,46
30,49
22,14
13,09
22,34
10,43
0,54
4,79
0,34
3,09
n.s.
8,40
0,62
-7,08
0,89
-3,16
-27,52
6,36
-16,78
52,81
20,17
18,22
-2,30
-176,10
10,35
6,17
23,05
-8,81
n.s.
46,24
18,77
1,98
6,97
0,41
105,21
8,18
8,51
6,58
10,92
6,04
-1,75
3,20
70,42
0,53
1,70
-25,85
3,09
-3,55

14,51
14,18
6,83
34,09
1,41
7,76
14,98
3,83
8,91
1,45
0,19
2,59
-4,95
7,64
0,21
1,55
0,62
2,02
-19,62
-162,42
2,45
-13,70
13,79
17,83
-3,41
1,95
5,06
3,30
7,20
7,39
-11,88
499,35
24,40
1,40
1,80
3,69
112,35
7,59
9,12
27,52
7,19
5,70
-0,12
1,51
-17,75
1,07
-1,42
1,59
5,02
-8,70
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TOP 50 COMPANIES IN THE "WOOD AND FURNITURE - PRODUCTION" INDUSTRY
Rank

Company name and legal form

Net
turnover
2006
('000 €)

Net
Turnover Employees
Net
turnover
variation
2006
turnover
2005 2006/2005
(N.)
employees
('000 €)
(%)
('000 €)

Roe
2006
(%)

Roe
2005
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Natuzzi spa
Chateau D’Ax spa
Fantoni spa
Scavolini spa
Frati Luigi spa
Calligaris spa (3)
Gruppo Trombini spa (4)
Sama spa (5)
B & B Italia spa
Veneta Cucine spa
Cucine Lube srl
Snaidero R. spa
Alpi spa
Nicoletti spa
Poltrona Frau srl
Santarossa spa
Poliform spa
Unifor spa
Estel Office spa (6)
Berloni spa
Aran World srl
Molteni & C. spa
S.A.I.B. spa
Incanto Group srl
Haworth spa
Selva spa
Stosa spa
Frezza srl
Faram spa
Las Mobili srl
Effezeta srl
Pianca spa
Mobilificio Fogliense srl
A.L.F. Uno spa
IPAE - Progarden spa (7)
Reni Ettore spa
Record Cucine srl
Boffi spa
Flexform spa
Lema spa
Europeo spa
Albini & Fontanot spa
Knoll International Italia spa
Mobilificio Florida spa
Arrital Cucine spa
Flou spa
Valcucine spa
Arrex 1 spa
Armet spa
Falegnami Italia srl

549.318
245.524
235.952
177.535
160.058
145.344
142.198
140.281
136.418
130.484
125.477
116.948
101.587
99.138
98.776
96.281
93.913
86.208
84.055
83.610
79.585
79.061
73.492
72.257
59.728
57.420
55.775
55.032
54.594
54.274
53.724
52.553
51.480
50.026
49.618
49.321
47.807
47.044
44.104
42.320
42.018
41.675
41.583
40.886
39.710
37.449
35.005
33.906
33.688
32.327

521.601
227.724
208.454
172.034
137.868
152.230
126.914
121.518
149.404
127.387
116.577
116.885
89.013
108.359
87.568
82.800
86.032
68.666
84.675
90.869
67.310
77.570
66.798
63.948
54.495
59.771
49.025
51.176
48.637
53.525
54.397
50.974
46.909
50.323
47.181
45.600
44.861
42.092
37.058
41.521
42.895
40.196
33.237
38.892
38.896
37.052
33.421
30.982
37.461
30.138

-4,17
5,85
2,86
17,02
-17,24
44,99
1,50
1,01
-41,17
0,43
13
2,10
8,10
-20,58
4,63
18,10
10,34
12,19
-1,78
0,35
-1,05
4,54
0,17
-0,37
-23,27
1,36
13,69
11,73
24,14
3,36
-21,39
0,98
1,53
-3,05
-30,51
0,48
-2,64
19,48
30,16
-27,05
-3,31
26,08
5,27
0,45
0,34
43,77
14,03
8,68
-0,95
69,20

-8,39
8,12
2,50
15,77
-8,89
27,44
7,75
0,26
-10,25
-1,16
15
-2,56
15,22
-20,95
2,14
7,94
11,42
4,45
6,26
3,56
-11,06
6,07
0,48
11,53
-34,54
4,76
13,90
1,38
-3,74
6,50
-13,11
1,79
3,30
-60,16
-25,60
2,35
-17,38
7,89
30,16
9,46
2,44
20,17
-1,91
-16,38
-0,68
26,01
25,04
8,90
0,28
43,02
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5,31
7,82
13,19
3,20
16,10
-4,52
12,04
15,44
-8,69
2,43
7,63
0,05
14,13
-8,51
12,80
16,28
9,16
25,55
-0,73
-7,99
18,24
1,92
10,02
12,99
9,60
-3,93
13,77
7,53
12,25
1,40
-1,24
3,10
9,74
-0,59
5,17
8,16
6,57
11,76
19,01
1,92
-2,04
3,68
25,11
5,13
2,09
1,07
4,74
9,44
-10,07
7,26

3.170
98
700
534
372
345
475
163
490
448
258
544
750
463
386
308
486
202
410
421
285
297
132
264
355
205
118
242
320
324
297
225
205
265
197
274
177
171
53
244
154
138
181
150
160
132
148
143
n.d.
98

173
2.505
337
332
430
421
299
861
278,40
291
486
215
135
214
256
313
193
427
205
199
279
266
557
274
168
280
473
227
171
168
181
234
251
189
252
180
270
275
829
173
273
302
230
273
248
284
237
237
n.c.
330

ECONOMY

TOP 50 COMPANIES IN THE "WOOD AND FURNITURE– SALES" INDUSTRY
Rank

Company name and legal form

Net
turnover
2006
('000 €)

Net
Turnover Employees
Net
turnover
variation
2006
turnover
2005 2006/2005
(N.)
employees
('000 €)
(%)
('000 €)

Roe
2006
(%)

Roe
2005
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Corà Domenico & Figli spa
Imola Legno spa
Bellotti spa
Florian Legno spa
Società Legnami Paganoni spa
Pino Legnami spa
A.L.A. Legnami spa
Piarottolegno spa
Panalex srl
Paganoni Importlegno spa
Gatti Legnami spa
Pe Pietro Legnami spa
Fratelli Gallo spa
Michele Alfano Legnameria Italiana spa
Basso Legnami srl
Doriguzzi Mario spa
Lo Castro spa
Andrighetti Legnami spa
T.T.S. Italia spa
J.M.E.L. Jesolano Materiali Edili e Legnami srl
CO.MO.L.A.S. srl
Giobatta e Pietro Garbelotto spa
Tramontina spa
G. Luvisoni & Co. srl
Antonini Legnami srl
Itallegno spa
Albricci srl
Serugeri Comm. Carmine e C. srl
Piva srl
Mori Legnami srl
Mirrione Francesco Legnami srl
E. Comotti spa
Arduini Legnami spa
Dal Lago Legnami spa
Veneta Legnami spa
Giorgio Marin spa
Legnami Crippa spa
I.F.I. - Iniziative Forestali Industriali spa
SI.RA.R. srl
Legnami San Giorgio spa
F.lli Bertolazzi Giuseppe e Fernando srl
Breglia
Baldovin Legnami spa (7)
Gaspare Mirrione spa
L.T.A. Legnami srl
Derwood srl
Legnami Scarpaci Giuseppe srl
Bagnara Legnami srl
Costa Imballaggi srl
Orazio Salvo e Figli srl

155.031
132.230
47.197
46.104
40.521
37.243
30.004
29.900
27.260
27.036
24.394
20.855
16.559
16.218
15.936
15.627
15.553
15.239
15.135
12.754
12.525
12.428
11.170
10.657
10.504
9.750
9.388
8.951
8.849
8.560
8.525
7.753
7.493
7.447
7.147
7.084
6.656
6.514
6.232
5.887
5.886
5.656
5.565
4.792
4.681
4.420
4.276
3.813
3.709
3.418

145.377
115.908
40.040
41.035
36.062
31.137
28.722
27.113
23.312
23.871
22.602
18.777
15.396
15.437
13.512
15.194
14.415
15.898
16.451
11.399
12.053
10.838
9.678
8.494
9.462
9.985
8.588
7.394
7.807
8.097
7.499
7.382
7.556
6.514
5.640
5.931
5.588
4.244
9.514
5.704
5.178
8.135
4.921
4.172
4.579
3.064
4.116
3.092
3.106

1,44
2,70
7,21
19,30
1,50
1,21
0,50
0,90
24,90
3,81
6,40
1,38
2,05
0,07
0,80
1,10
-1,20
2,30
-59,70
0,90
0,50
0,90
0,60
12,60
26,30
2,20
13,53
8,80
26,80
-0,20
14,90
19,50
0,60
8,45
-6,10
1,68
12,00
-6,80
0,50
n.s.
12,20
-6,90
15,10
3,30
-16,60
4,80
24,10
-4,80
-1,40
18,90

0,40
1,20
2,63
6,40
0,60
3,76
0,36
-24,40
21,00
0,10
8,35
0,11
6,80
-0,15
1,00
1,30
0,70
-1,20
-66,60
-0,50
0,50
0,70
0,10
7,00
-82,80
2,06
5,97
10,30
15,30
0,20
11,00
18,00
2,40
7,63
-1,90
0,62
8,30
-7,70
2,30
-3,70
9,40
0,50
12,40
4,70
5,40
3,80
19,60
-62,70
21,20
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6,64
14,08
17,87
12,35
12,36
19,61
4,46
10,28
16,94
13,26
7,93
11,07
7,55
5,06
17,94
2,85
7,89
-4,15
-8,00
11,89
3,92
14,67
15,42
25,47
11,01
-2,35
8,52
21,06
13,35
5,72
13,68
5,03
-0,83
14,32
26,72
19,44
19,11
53,49
-34,50
3,21
13,67
-30,47
13,09
14,86
2,23
44,26
3,89
19,95
10,05

232
174
141
56
39
81
48
164
33
19
52
12
16
51
15
26
53
29
9
45
30
54
20
12
n.d.
24
13
21
13
34
n.d.
14
17
6
19
22
n.d.
n.d.
4
15
n.d.
13
10
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
14
n.d.

668
760
335
823
1.039
460
625
182
826
1.423
469
1.738
1.035
318
1.062
601
293
525
1.682
283
418
230
559
888
n.c.
406
722
426
681
252
n.c.
554
441
1.241
376
322
n.c.
n.c.
1.558
392
n.c.
435
557
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
265
n.c.

TOP 20 COMPANIES IN THE WOODEN WINDOWS AND PARQUET SEGMENT
Rank

Company name and legal form

Net
turnover
2006
('000 €)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Margaritelli Italia spa
Cocif scarl
Cormo scarl
3 Elle La Lavorazione del Legno scarl
Scrigno srl
Coop. Legno scarl
Piero della Valentina & C. spa
Garofoli spa
Nusco Porte spa
Pail Serramenti srl
Ferrerolegno spa
Lavoranti in Legno scarl
Silverox spa
Effebiquattro spa
Tre P & Tre Più spa
Gazzotti srl
Barausse spa
Albertini spa
Soc. Coop. Prod. Serramenti Dolcini scarl
Panto spa

128.401
84.477
84.090
69.570
43.183
41.881
41.445
41.004
34.907
34.070
32.107
31.805
26.267
24.489
24.187
22.424
21.252
21.015
19.980
19.883

Net
Turnover Employees
Net
turnover
variation
2006
turnover
2005 2006/2005
(N.)
employees
('000 €)
(%)
('000 €)
98.325
85.188
73.631
62.278
41.561
39.450
37.751
34.050
33.080
29.133
29.971
27.743
27.882
24.983
23.792
23.138
14.873
18.996
20.356
18.871

30,59
-0,83
14,20
11,71
3,90
6,16
9,79
20,42
5,52
16,95
7,13
14,64
-5,79
-1,98
1,66
-3,09
42,89
10,63
-1,85
5,36

534
434
399
312
87
248
191
200
185
241
82
138
165
90
121
139
65
163
108
168

240
195
211
223
496
169
217
205
189
141
392
230
159
272
200
161
327
129
185
118

Roe
2006
(%)

-0,97
7,75
11,13
9,00
8,82
7,53
4,32
39,15
4,17
2,57
39,82
17,30
20,21
5,07
0,94
5,68
34,59
1,96
4,57
24,60

Roe
2005
(%)

10,67
7,03
13,22
8,50
8,97
6,20
3,16
17,20
4,03
3,62
16,84
17,82
14,37
12,32
1,39
5,76
17,95
2,07
12,46
1,39

NOTES
n.a. = not available
n.s. = not significant
n.c. = not calculable
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)

During 2006, the company was wound up.
The balance sheets analyzed were drafted in short form according to Article 2435/bis of the Italian Civil Code.
After the change of the closing date from 30/11 to 31/12, the 2005 balance refers to a period of thirteen months.
As of January 1, 2005, the company incorporated Rafal Spa, Annovati Spa and Mc Iniziative Industriali Spa.
Simultaneously, the company changed its business name from Falco Spa into Gruppo Trombini Spa.
As of January 1, 2005, the company incorporated Esselle Sas.
As of January 1, 2005, the company incorporated the controlled companies Class Spa and Estel Office Spa
through a merger. As a result of this operation, the 2005 balance represents the first financial year of the company.
During 2005, the company changed its business name from Alpis Spa into Estel Office Spa.
During 2005, the company incorporated Progarden Spa through a merger. After this operation the company
changed its business name from I.P.A.E. Spa into I.P.A.E. Progarden Spa.
During 2005, the company changed its legal form from Srl into Spa.
The company was set up on October 11, 2005, after Bagnara Immobiliare Spa transferred the management
of the whole production segment to the organization. 2006 balance represents the first financial year of the company
and it refers to a period of fifteen months.
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EVENTS

BIESSE: A NEW HOUSE FOR
BIESSEARTECH AND DIGIPAC

Opened in Novafeltria - Val Marecchia (in the Rimini inland) - the new
production unit of Biesse Group aims at expanding its product
offer in the low-medium range of the wood and furniture industry.

Some months ago we discussed with Roberto Selci President of Biesse Group about the new strategies
towards the “base of the pyramid”, i.e. medium-small companies needing “effective”
technologies without investing
too much.
And to witness this new trend,
a new production unit (Novafeltria - some 80 km from the
head office in Pesaro) was
opened to host production for
this market segment.
A new house for BiesseArtech, the brand which identifies the lines for the handicraft
world (if we may say so), here
in good company since the
facility also hosts Digipac, the

latest acquisition of the group
(July 2007) dealing with the
design and production of
assembling systems. It’s a further diversification of the giant
from Pesaro, more and more
determined to provide its
dealers with the widest range
of solutions for the final user.
The new site – 4 million Euro
investment, 5 thousand square meters, 90 employees in
the medium term, an expected turnover of 15 million
Euros by 2010 – allows to
centralize and rationalize all
operations for this specific
product family, besides supporting the development of
new solutions.

“This new production unit is
an important step within our
industrial strategies for the
next years”, so Roberto Selci. “We truly believe in the
development opportunities
offered by this market segment and this new facility
could be the first step for a
more important site.
We have to work hard to let
this idea grow, offering to
craftsmen and medium enterprises machines with a good
content of electronics and
aggregates, meeting all their
needs and maintaining a
good value for money.
To face this new challenge
Pesaro did not offer adequate spaces and structures.
In Novafeltria we have created the ideal conditions to
push hard, within the next 3
years, on entry level technologies for sanding, edging,
cutting and drilling.

“We couldn’t modulate our
know-how to deliver a continuous and consistent offer for
the base of the pyramid”, said
Selci.
We can do it in the new site in
Novafeltria, expanding our
customer and dealer portfolio, generating new turnover
to keep on growing in a market becoming more and more
complex. There’s no need to
say that this project is based
on the “Biesse quality”: we
have redesigned these machines so that they can offer
the same results through new
mechanical and software
solutions”. (l.r.) ■

ȺɇȾɀȿɅɈɄɊȿɆɈɇȺɋɉȺ ɇȿȾȺȼɇɈ ɉɈɋɌȺȼɂɅ
ɌɘɆȿɇɋɄɈɆɍ ɎȺɇȿɊɇɈɆɍ ɄɈɆȻɂɇȺɌɍ ɊɈɋɋɂə Ƚ
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FAIRS

XYLEXPO NEW: AN EDITION TELLING
THE STORY OF THE MARKET
Xylexpo NEW has just closed an edition is to be carefully read, keeping in mind
the record of exhibitors as well as assigned square meters against a strong visitor
reduction. We discuss it with Paolo Zanibon, Exhibition’s general secretary.
While exhibitor figures indicate a “record event”, the
same does not apply for visitors, at least in terms of
numbers. The 21st edition of Xylexpo NEW (www.xylexpo.com), held at the FieraMilano-Rho exhibition
center from Tuesday 27 to Saturday 31 May, reflected the situation of global markets, attracting 81,980
visitors, 12.1 percent less than in 2006. The reduction equally affected visitors from Italy (39,466 visitors, 12.5 percent less than in 2006) and from abroad
(42,514, 11.4 percent below the previous event). It
must be underlined that, once again, Xylexpo NEW
has been characterized by a high share of international operators, amounting to 51.8 percent of total
attendance (51.5 in 2006). For the time being we cannot go into details in data analysis, organizers will
release specific figures in the next weeks. It is worth
underlining the general mood of the industry seems
clearly optimistic, as witnessed by the fact that 853
exhibitors (804 in 2006; 284 from 38 countries, the
all-time record of the exhibition) decided to be at Xylexpo NEW, covering 75,675 square meters of exhibition surface (73,200 in the past edition).
To have a first analysis of the result, we turned to Paolo Zanibon, general secretary of Cepra, both organizer of the international biennial show as well as editor of this magazine.
“Xylexpo NEW 21st edition left many topics to discuss
with great attention”, said Zanibon. “The first is of
course the reduction of visitors. First, I have to make
a necessary introduction: there are different
ways to analyze trends
of this kind and we are
now realizing – from
data gathered among
exhibitors and visitors
– there’s no one single
Paolo Zanibon.
way to read the trends.

Well, I wouldn’t personally and I wouldn’t want you
either to disguise the current situation. The evidence
is extremely clear but it is also clear that the results
of this last edition are positive on the whole. I’m proud
of it and I feel supported by the opinion of those taking part in Xylexpo NEW”.
What’s your stance then?
“As I was saying, there are many ways to see the
event. Starting off from the most banal but real, the
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economic situation not being positive whatsoever.
And it doesn’t affect Italy only, the entire world has
been affected by the economic crisis. But – this is
the first difference for the readers – we cannot generalize. Exhibitors data and their assigned exhibition
area clearly show that the industry has been facing
all this with great strength and decision, expressing
all its potential. It seems as if difficulties come from
the final portion of the supply chain, those using
the technologies to process wood and wood-based
materials, And this is particularly true in Italy, where
we have seen a real reduction of the operators attending the exhibition.
Secondly, many companies opted for sending less
employees to Xylexpo NEW than in the past: companies used to send the entire staff, while today,
because of growing costs and more and more commitment in everyday activities, becoming more and
more complex in a wider market, only decision makers are involved in these events, those concretely
and directly involved in investment decisions, those
who visit exhibitions to see what could turn out to be
useful to solve production or management problems.
From this point of view I can say that everything
turned out to be right, because satisfaction among
exhibitors – as you could see yourself – was evident...and let me say it even surprised us. With a
more accurate analysis we realized that a reduction
of visitors affecting the number of “curious people”
– or not involved in the decision-making process –
provides exhibitors with better conditions as to have
fruitful contacts. All this led to their positive opinion
about the exhibition and the work they could do.
I repeat: this is not an excuse. We are sure these
things have been heard much more than expected
during the event. A further confirmation comes from
a first analysis of the profiles of visiting companies:
the reduction is not so relevant as the number of individual visitor”.
And the reduction of international visitors?
“In this preliminary stage of analysis, we have seen
different reasons as well. First and foremost, a very
discussed topic: the exhibition offer is richer and
richer. Industry events are growing and are now mostly located “close to home”. In even-numbered years,
we count at least 25 significant events for woodworking technologies; in odd years, we have less
shows to the benefit of Ligna, but numbers are still
impressive.
These are all events which grab the attention of vis-
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itors, although they are not close to Xylexpo NEW or
Ligna. Visitors often prefer to postpone or anticipate
their needs of professional upgrade by a few months
as long as the event is within easy reach. This allows
to save money and optimize their time.
In the great majority of cases, people won’t find, see,
compare what is shown in the leading exhibitions,
which are real innovation showcases; but we all know
which and how many ways there are to transfer
knowledge today, therefore having a contact could
be enough to open up a channel.... without forgetting that there are thousands of companies worldwide which need the highest level of technology or
to upgrade their equipment every year”.
Mr. Zanibon, in your opinion, is it a risk to think we
are facing a sort of visitor segmentation, that is to say
users seem to go to less “challenging” events (from
all points of view) while those working for big companies are most involved in major exhibitions?
“It’s substantially correct although there are many
significant exceptions. For a company in South-East
Asia as well as for a little European joinery, it might
be not so vital to go to Hanover or Milan, if there’s a
chance to get in contact with materials and technologies within easy reach”.
Maybe exhibition organizers should only blame themselves for this, as more and more of them are “exporting” their formula, so the whole category has just to
pay the reckoning...
“This is not true for us, but it’s clear that “door to
door” exhibitions tend to build and enclose specific geographical reference areas, and therefore, to
meet the needs of users which, little by little, disappear from the statistics of other events, maybe more
important, but not so easy to reach.
As in previous edition, Xylexpo NEW was skipped

by entire world areas such as US, the Far East and
China. I have to say we were surprised to see that
the number of Chinese operators was below our
expectations. But it’s not mere coincidence, considering that, in the past few years, in these areas more
and more chances of meetings have been developed and the Italian industry takes massively part in
them; very often it is the largest international party
among exhibitors. Xylexpo NEW takes note of these
strategies and it is really not easy to find concepts
to attract new visitors when there is such a wide offer”.
And what about the “post Sasmil”?
“This is a well-known issue. After Sasmil decided to
deploy new strategies, we opened up the doors to
new products, something we had never done in the
40-year collaboration with Cosmit. But by the time
we were informed of their decision, we just didn’t
have enough time to carry out a brand new strategy. We did our best and some 20 companies accepted our invitation. According to our survey during and
after the exhibition, they are fully satisfied of their
debut. As organizers we consider this just a beginning, a positive one, but when these companies confirm their participation also in 2010, this will have a
strong impact on other prospects; they will realize
that we offer a concrete opportunity, especially for
those wanting to meet international operators. In the
next weeks we will be ready to launch a promotion
for the sectors of supplies and semifinished products so that the event of 2010 will really be NEW!”.

DIMAF
A major event at Xylexpo NEW was the collaboration
with Dimaf, the International demonstration of forest
machinery and equipment. It was basically a “demonstration field” built in San Fedele Intelvi, near Alpe
Grande. Conveniently connected to the exhibition

center by a shuttle service, Dimaf witnessed to Xylexpo’s strong determination to expand its own scope
towards forestry.
From 30th May to 1st June, 16 exhibitors showed
their most effective solutions for working in the woods,
with an interesting program of events and meetings,
making Dimaf a chance to share the culture of wood
and to point out the sustainability of the use of this
precious raw material.
The collaboration with Unif (Dimaf was “created” in
1980 by Sanzio Baldini, at that time head of the
wood research institute on of Cnr and today, besides
being professor at the University of Tuscia, president
of the National Union of Forest Research Institutes)
was not limited to the “site” in Valle Intelvi. An international meeting was also held in FieraMilano starting on 28th May: sustainability in the forest-woodenvironment chain: man, education, machines, raw
materials”. Many topics were discussed, on which
we will get back in the next issues of our magazine.
Great support was given by Region Lombardy, which
was involved from the very start to turn the Dimaf
Project into reality, with the proactive commitment by
Ersaf and local communities for the organization: the
Como Province, the Municipality of San Fedele Intelvi,
the Lario Intelvese forest consortium and the Lario
Intelvese mountain community. A “convergence”
which suggests that, in the future, forestry activities
might have an increasing role within Xylexpo.

OTHER EVENTS
The traditional meeting with Futurlegno
(www.futurlegno.it) was held on Wednesday, 28th May,
while Friday 30th May was the date for another important event dedicated to culture and wood science.
We are referring to the final conference of Cost
Action 44 (www.cost-e44.be) “A European strategy
for wood processing: future resources meet products and innovation”. This is an event we will talk
about later on.

XYLON’S FRIENDS
Let us finish up with a personal note: for
the first time in this event, Xylon, Xylon
International and Xylon.it participated with
a real stand, a 160-square-meter loungerelax area reserved for subscribers and
advertisers. This allowed us to test a new
mode of relationship with our readers and
thanks to it we could gather suggestions
and opinions we will cherish... (l.r.) ■
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COMPETITIVE AND VERSATILE
TO KEEP ON GORWING
Xylexpo NEW gave us the opportunity to talk also about process and product
innovation, marketing enhancement, market presence and available staff,
quick response market changes. These are – according to our interviewees –
the key strengths to leverage for machine manufacturers and finishing operators
in the wood industry.

PART I

“Vector Modulo”
working center
by Alberti Vittorio,
combining two
technologies
for movement
and piece position in two separate machines
- in one single solution;
view from the hall.

The strong competitiveness of countries with
expanding economies, but also the stagnation of
international markets, begin to be perceived. It’s
the time – for machine, system and finishing product manufacturers of the wood-furniture industry
– to adopt innovative and flexible tools to operate
just-in-time even for small production batches. We
talked about it with some actors attending Xylexpo NEW: this is what they told us.

VERSATILITY
FOR THE WORKING CENTER
Manufacturers –especially small and medium businesses – have clear ideas and the requests submitted to woodworking machinery manufacturers
are precise: the main need is to carry out all
machining operations in one single machine. Alberti Vittorio (www.valberti.com) in Gessate, near
Milan, provides “Vector Modulo”, the longitudinal
panel working center with through-feed operation
integrating in one single solution two technologies
for piece handling and positioning, which were
before carried out by two different machines; today
it can operate according to customer requirements

Marco Alberti,
general manager,
Alberti Vittorio.
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and to the type and the size of the panel. Marco
Alberti, Ceo, explained the process. “The integrated systems consist of belt and vacuum cup:
the former is used for handling and positioning all
those elements with frames, just think about some
types of furniture doors used in kitchens or panels
made of materials which do not support vacuum
clamping. The latter is firmly fixed on the workpiece
and it allows to carry out linear and interpolated
milling operations in a precise way. It is used particularly by kitchen manufacturers to produce chairs
with handles recessed in furniture doors and drawer front panels.
The machine presented at Xylexpo 2008 – continues Alberti – is configured for the upper and lower machining of furniture doors and drawer fronts,
but it is already possible to equip the upper sec-

tion with units suitable for side panel machining:
this would allow to carry out the complete machining process in one single machine and with one
operator, ensuring just in time operation and flexibility for all the elements necessary for the production of modular furniture".
With this machine the company is moving towards
smaller organizations: “We wanted to develop a
machine for a production starting from ten kitchens
per day, so to meet the requirement for the growth
process of our customers”. As to market trend there
are some perplexities. “Our vision is quite flat,
except something moving in the former Ussr”, continued Alberti. “Our key technology market is Western Europe, where there is a patent lack of cash
flow and, so, companies postpone their purchases. Today there is a widespread trend to focus more
on sales rather than on production, to acquire
orders in advance and extend the sales network”.
Balestrini (www.balestrini.com) is a company producing special machines for solid wood processing; it is based in Seveso, near Milan. The range
of solutions includes tenoning machines, mortisers, butting-milling-drilling machines, double copying milling machines and machining centers: these
are the aces in the hole of the company to face a
dynamic market asking for easy, quick and precise
machining processes.
Among the most recent models there is “Cube”,
the double numerical control machinery with 14
controlled axes for the simultaneous processing of
all six faces (the machine takes the pieces and
moves it in the various directions to obtain a homogenous processing) and “Fox Plus”, the double NC
working centers for milling and drilling edges. Elio
Balestrini, sales manager, explained us the basic
philosophy. “The double working center can be
used in several industries, for example solid wood
applications, and it allows to machine all the six
faces of the workpiece even with complex shapes,
eliminating multiple passes and possible errors”.
These solutions are targeted for medium-big companies that look for ease of use, automation and
staff reduction.
For the customer, the advantage is making an
investment which is not bound to one single
machining.
For this type of products the market – according to
Balestrini – is evolving; especially if you look at
Eastern Europe where the current uncertainty has

Elio Balestrini,
sales manager,
Balestrino.

a lower impact. With some additional special features: “... for the solid wood industry, automation is
more recent as compared to panels, and unlike it,
solid wood pieces have shapes and machining difficulties of all kinds – said Balestrini – today there
is room to extend market research, the use of software and also specific training for operators".
Thirty years of experience in the production of working centers for kitchens, about forty operators, and
a consolidated presence in a niche market which,
today, ranges from carpentry to furniture. This is
the company profile of Essetre (www.essetre.com),
based in Thiene, near Vicenza. In 2004 the company extended its activity from kitchens to the construction industry, where the most promising markets, besides Italy, are Russia and Eastern Europe,
according to “Block House” model. Kitchens are
- however - the core business of the company,
founded and managed by Gianni Sella; for manufacturers Essetre proposes new systems ensuring higher speed, flexibility and compact design
also thanks to the interaction between machine
control and software systems. “Kitchen and kitchen
top manufacturers operating for over 15-20 years
in the market have to modernize equipment today
– said Sella – and we are ready to provide them

Gianni Sella,
president, Essetre.
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with new machine types". Integrated operations
and compact design are the basic features requested by medium-sized companies: “Fusion” working center for tops, furniture doors and front drawers – in half space – doubles the production, cutting and edging the different elements derived from
bars. Thanks to the partnership with the company
Top and with Pme (Polo meccatronico di eccellenza - Excellence mechatronic center) - a transnational
cluster for excellent companies, universities and private research laboratories - Fusion will be increasingly integrated in other machining processes (for
example in high speed drilling-inserting lines) and
will bring to the development of turnkey equipment
and lines. It is designed win the same approach as
the new “Powertops” router, provided with a piece
handling system with retractable feeding supports
and two working units – upper and lower – which,
operating simultaneously, significantly reduce production times. Once opened the path to innovation,
we pass to marketing and sales issues "... because
– said Sella – kitchen manufacturers are investing".
For over twenty years Veneta Macchine
(www.venetamacchine.com), based in Cerea, near
Verona, has been producing woodworking machinery with a specialization in equipment for the
shaped cutting of solid wood and panels. Its product range is suitable for small businesses and
industrial companies. The company produces also
manual or automatic band saws and Nc working
centers with electronic programming. The range of
solutions includes products for straight and curved
cutting, cutting-off and special machines. Gaia
Marchesini, sales department of Veneta Macchine,
said “…the demand for special machines is
increasing constantly. Special machines include
a system detecting wood defects and allows
machine optimization, controlled through software”.
The same applies to curved cutting machines
which can manage the operations automatically
with a shorter production cycle and less wastes.
The flexibility of the solutions provided by the company streamlines market activity even in difficult
scenarios such as the current situation. “East-European and South-American countries, up to Asia,
are recording positive results – said Marchesini –
as well as Western Europe". The development
includes machine customization according to the
specific requirements of the customer. “Our range
consists in machines with costs and performance

meeting all requirements and suitable for all industries. For the future we expect to grow and focus
in particular on special machines designed for the
customer".

STATE-OF-THE-ART STAINING
AND FINISHING
From furniture to construction carpentry, staining
and finishing technologies play an increasingly
important role for they are targeted to the optimization of time and resources. The story of
Paoloni Onelio & Figlio (www.paolonipesaro.com),
located in Pesaro, started in 1959 with the production of construction and roadworks machinery.
The turning point occurred in 2005, as a result of
growing interest for wood construction and carpentry: The Research and Development department designed and built a complete new series of
staining machines for construction lumber, “La Perlina”, which feed, stain, finish and dry every type
of wood profile up to 100 mm width for 220 mm
height (up to 250 mm for matchboards). The news
of 2008, responding to demands from the Russian
and Spanish markets, is "Tunnel", an industrial
Andrea Paoloni,
export manager,
Paoloni Onelio & Figlio,
with the new
“Universal staining tunnel”.

machine for the impregnation of bigger profiles (up
to 400x600 mm sections). The underlying theme is
one: ease of use and maintenance. Andrea
Paoloni, export manager of his family company,
said: “Tunnel is a machine which delivers the same
performance but costs half of the price as compared to competitive solutions: the difference as
compared to machines of the same kind is that this
machine has simplified electrical and mechanical
systems”. With only two brushes per side which
operate “with variable impact area”, the operator
can decide the finishing level of the stain on the
wood surfaces, and set the machine to obtain
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almost a total drying; also, simplified and minimized
components reduce costs and maintenance and
cleaning operations.
But, above all, operating technology is replaced
by simple mechanics. “The standard version is
adjusted with crank and gears – continued Paoloni
– and maintenance is very easy, and you can
replace spare parts on your own. Substantially, we
significantly reduce costs through simplicity and
we allow customers to avoid future maintenance
costs". In less than three years, "La Perlina" has
sold about 200 units worldwide; that is why we
chose to deliver professional products, such as
“Tunnel”. But what’s the market like at this stage?
“Italy, Germany. Spain and France are the leading
countries by now – answered Paoloni – and Eastern countries represent good destination markets
even if Russia has recently increased import duties".
High technology to carry out complex machining
operations, in an easy way and with results of the
highest quality: This is the “identikit" characterizing last generation sanding and finishing machines
for wood. This is also the orientation of Viet
(www.viet.it), a company based in Pesaro with over
half a century history.
The evolution line is influenced by design and production technology which furniture manufacturers
are developing, as explained Ettore Vichi, general manager: “Italy is more and more oriented
towards product quality and the search for glossy
finishes brings manufacturers to test lacquering
methods or alternative products such as pvc coating”. To meet industry requirements, Viet has
enhanced the features of its machines, such as
"S3" et "S4": “... the innovations include electronic
buffers, electronic management and a new philosophy for machine construction in order to meet
new requirements in terms of sanding cycles, for

Viet electronic pads
are automatically
controlled by the system
with pressure
and working area
to ensure perfect
uniformity of planarity
and perfect finishing on
plain surfaces and edges.

All Viet electronic pads,
controlled by Ipc and Ipc
Compact, are provided
with the exclusive
patented function
“Save Corner”,
allowing to reduce
sanding time
on the panel edges,
saving the most
delicate surface parts
of the panel.

example just-in-time production", continued Vichi.
“Production batches tend to a smaller and smaller number of pieces and machines have to be flexible to process, for example, different geometries
or paints".
The system automatically manages the intervention geometry and the different pressures of electronic buffers, in order to ensure perfect planarity
and optimal finishing on flat surfaces and edges.
Viet exports 50 percent of its production in the European Union (Spain, Portugal, France and Austria);
20 percent in the rest of the world. The remaining
part is for the domestic market. “The global market, except The United Arab Emirates, is postponing investments and is in a "stand-by" position, and
the USA are an important reference in this case",
concluded Vichi.

Ettore Vichi,
general manager,
Viet.
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Painting is a working stage which can influence the
productivity of a company, from the furniture and
window industries up to coffins; the most requested features for a machine are operating speed,
application flexibility, precision and paint optimization without wastes. Cma Robotics

INTERVIEWS

Gianfranco Oberti,
general manager,
Astra Vernici.

(www.cmarobot.com) produces robotized and automated systems in Pradamano, Udine. The company developed a new painting system for doors
and windows: suitable even for more complex profiles, it is equipped with a scanner which automatically detects workpiece dimensions and shapes
without the need for programming and it carries
out all types of painting operations, thanks to a flexible system located in the arm and in the gun. “It
is focused on quality – said Sergio Della Mea,
sales manager of Cma Robotics – and it is suitable
for small-medium customers because it compensates for the lack of painters". For doors and windows you can also adjust the inclination of the jet,
the distance and the number of passes as well as
other useful parameters. Laser system, automation
and high color changing speed characterize also
“GR 6100”, the anthropomorphous robot with six

Sergio Della Mea,
sales manager,
Cma Robotics.

axes for furniture doors, mounted on a longitudinal
carriage; it processes surfaces and edges and it
is also suitable for high-gloss products. Today,
which is the market for this kind of machines? “We
are satisfied despite the general slowdown” - said
Della Mea. We had positive results in Spain and
Italy, where today we do not work a lot, and we are
going better in the Eastern Europe". Innovation
times are established by the industry: “... we deliver a new robot every 18 months or two years, and
with our new machines we can face new segments
conquering market shares", he concluded.
Gianfranco Oberti is general manager of Astra
Vernici (www.astravernici.it), a company based in
Azzano San Paolo near Bergamo. Its product range
includes wood coatings and abrasives: The product searched by producers combines perfect
results with environmental friendliness. “The main
trend is oriented towards more innovative products
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– said Oberti – ensuring high quality and glossy
results with the maximum attention to perfect painting”. According to Oberti, the furniture industry is
experiencing the same phenomenon which has
changed the automotive market. “The quality
increase of the mid-range products follows the

same trend of the automotive industry with the new
compact cars: today mid-range furniture products
have a higher quality, and the demand for environmental friendly solutions and innovative products has increased even in the developing areas”.
The “top” solutions are water-based products for
indoor and outdoor applications, Uv painting lines
(solvent-based, solvent-free and water-based coatings) and high dry-residue products, on which Astra
Vernici is focusing; among its key lines there are
the recent “I Pastelli" (for surfaces made of wood
or other materials), the renewed “Unicolor” (water
and solvent soluble universal high concentration
stains) and “Exterior” products for outdoor applications. This is also the strategy to overcome the
current economic stagnation. “The market is strongly influenced by stagnation in the construction
industry – continued Oberti – mainly in Italy, but we
have the chance to have a product world-wide
renowned for its quality, style and living".

COMPETITIVE IN LOGISTICS
Competitiveness involves logistics as well as product acquisition and distribution process management. This applies also to raw material and finished
product-furniture. Tramontina (www.tramontina.it)
was founded in 1924 in Maniago, near Pordenone.
Today it represents a consolidated organization
producing 15,000 cubic meters of sawnwood, glulam profiles and semi-finished products over a
85,000 sq m area, 25,000 of which are roofed. Innovation is influenced by the evolution of the finished

Cassioli (www.cassioli.com), based in Torrita di
Siena, near Siena, is one of the leading companies
operating in the handling and industrial automation
industry. The organization has proposed “Fast” (Furniture Automatic Storage). “The features of our system – said Paolo Cassioli, Ceo – allow to obtain
performance which would be inconceivable with
any other standard storage systems. Even for skilled
operators, it was enough to observe the operating
equipment for few minutes during Xylexpo to experience the huge potential of this solution”.
The operating logics based on just-in-time production plan sharing and the smart gripping device to
pick up packages (assembled, disassembled and
commercialized furniture) are the key strengths of
Fast system, patented at international level. This
solution allows to automate the process stage included between production lines and unit loading, cusproduct, from semi-finished solutions for doors and
windows and for floorings. “We have been producing glulam timber for years”, explains Livia Tramontina, vice president. “In addition to common
3 layer solutions, we are now introducing 4 and 5
layer glulam timber for manufacturers of doors and
windows with wider profiles and for the installation
of double or triple glazing".
Tramontina processes European hardwood, such
as European Oak and Chestnut; American hardwood such as Red Oak and Brown Ash as well as
exotic hardwood such as Okoumè and Sapelli. “All
these wood types offer bigger lengths and can be
better managed by the user". Other innovations
meeting new requirements in terms of aesthetics,
design and technology are solid wood panels for
doors - with one or three layers - and flooring
boards. In a market stagnation stage, the important thing to do is to keep the situation on an even
keel. According to Tramontina, import from the United States does not cause problems, but a specific planning operation is required in order to avoid
troubles and delays. “Times are lengthening for the
lack of containers. The problem is due to the huge
orders coming from China which have brought shipping lines to use more ships in the Asian regions
rather than from/to the Usa”.
Technologies are innovating, production processes evolve, but often stocking operations and order
management still represent a crucial point for modern furniture manufacturers.

Livia Tramontina,
Vice President,
Tramontina.

Paolo Cassioli,
general manager,
Cassioli.

tomer order creation and delay management. In this
way – continued Cassioli – “... you can reduce onsite logistic costs and optimize the service level even
for the most organized companies". The company
also has two foreign subsidiaries, in Sao Paulo in
Brazil and in Łód, Poland. Export is oriented – for 60
percent – towards China and the United States, Eastern Europe and developing countries up to South
America. Even in Italy the company did not face
many problems. “We are strategically located in the
developing areas”, concluded Cassioli. “In Italy, we
operate in several industries and we always find a
segment which is growing and which has positive
expectations in the medium term”.
by Olivia Rabbi ■

The second part of our interviews with wood
technology entrepreneurs will be published
in the next issue of Xylon International.
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GOING AHEAD WITH
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
Imal (www.imal.it), an Italian
company established in 1970
and situated in the Modena
industrial estate, is a world
specializing in the manufacture and supply of equipment
and systems for the production and processing of particleboards, mdf and osb
boards, as well as being able
to offer a wide choice of hightech proposals and flexibility
to upgrade and modernise
existing lines.

Imal, together with its partner
Pal of Treviso (specializing in
wood waste management
and screening systems), can
count on a team of 250 highly qualified employees and a
strong market presence in all
five continents and 73
nations. Sales continue to
increase due, above all, to
Imal and Pal’s constant
research into new products
and technology for application in the wood based panels sector. The company’s
policy to invest a good proportion of its turnover in
research and development, a
division where several full-

time engineers collaborate in
close conjunction with various
University Research laboratories, enables the company
to retain its reputation as an
avant-garde manufacturer in
this particular industrial sector.
From the inception of this partnership, Imal and
Pal have combined their expertise to develop
even more innovative products
than ever before,
some of which
were exhibited at
this year’s “Xylexpo NEW”,
such as: “Psd-Press security
device”; On-line density profile meters for mats and
boards (“Iso30X”, “Psd”,
“Cdp600”); Quality control
systems (“Winblister” and
“Winthick”); Moisture meters
(“Um700” and “Um900”),
“Apx-Cyclone anti-plugging
system”; Laboratory multitesting systems (“Ib600X”,
“Dpx”, “Um2000”), and particle based pallet block systems.
Imal x-ray systems contain no
harmful radioactive isotopes
and emit only during actual
testing. ■
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LAMINATED BEAMS
PLANTS-FINGER JOINT

HPX
PLANERS

2,4 or more sides.
Working width from 300 to 2200 mm.
Working height up to 350 mm.
Working speed up to 150 mts/min.

tonellomarketing.it

Automatic and semi automatic
machines and plants for
finger jointing processes.

BEAM PRESS

IMPREGNATING MACHINES
Impregnating machines 300/450/600 mm to
impregnate beams and matchboards with
water and solvent based products.

Press for both straight
and curved laminated beams.

the future
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KSA 1600

TIN EVO
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PARQUET PLANTS
Parquet plants for solid wood.

A S K F O R A L E A F L E T O R PAY A V I S I T T O O U R W E B S I T E

w w w. c m m a c c h i n e . c o m

PLANERS - FINGER-JOINT - IMPREGNATING MACHINES - BRUSHING MACHINES - SOLID PARQUET PLANTS
C.M. MACCHINE srl
Via Campazzi, 24 - 36016 Thiene (VI) - ITALY - Tel. +39.0445.381525 - Fax +39.0445.384520
E-mail: info@cmmacchine.com - www.cmmacchine.com

AUTOMATION

SENSORS
AGAINST
VIBRATIONS
Sensors placed in storage, handling
and woodworking facilities have to
face an often underrated problem:
vibrations. The long vibrations effect
implies a very quick wear of sensors,
involving frequent replacements. Components damages, circuits fractures
and wrong electronic switching are
only a few examples of habitual faults.
MD Micro Detectors (www.microdetectors.com), leader in sensors serving woodworking industry manufacturing, offers completely fulfilled of
resin sensors without giving up to
elevated mechanical performances.
Cylindrical photoelectric sensors,
whose diameter is available from M8
to M30, cubic photoelectric sensors
(“PS” and “BS/BV” series) and area
sensors (“BX” series) are the models
in which the resin can be filled. The
latter, including all the components,
allows sensors using also with very
stressing vibrations. Moreover, within
MD Micro Detectors product range it
is possible to find AC sensors with
static “Triac” output that, thanks to the
lack of moving mechanical components, do not give wrong signals also
with permanent vibrations. ■

www.stsautomazioni.it
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20045
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PRODIM ANNOUNCES PROLINER®
FOR THE WOOD INDUSTRY
The Proliner®, patented by
Prodim (www.prodim.nl), is
perfect for measuring teak
decks, doors, interiors, stairs,
countertops, window frames,
vehicle interior, wooden floors.
You will save a lot of time and
money with the Proliner®.
The easy, simple, effective and
cost effective principle is: measuring with a wire. The measuring head of the Proliner® can be
rotated in every direction and
has a wire that can be
stretched out for several meters. With the metal measuring
pen at the end of the wire you
can simply mark the relevant
points. These points are directly translated into a digital Dxf
cad file. It is possible to measure straight, curved or very
complex shapes in an instant
with an accuracy of 0.5 millimetres. Any object can be
measured in horizontal, vertical
or slanting position. The digital
drawing connects directly to
any cnc-machine or plotter and
your production runs in only a
couple of minutes. Prodim’s
most advanced model is the
“Proliner® 8-3D”, for all professional measurements. This
model is very compact and
lightweight, has a lot of storage
space, a large 8.4” touch
screen and extensive integrated software. The machine’s
weight is only 8,5 kilos and is
extremely useful for people who
need to travel and measure onsite. The measuring head can
be folded into the machine for
optimal protection during travel. A socket connection, as well

as the possibility to use
rechargeable batteries provides optimal flexibility.
The machine has a Usb port,
so results can be downloaded
onto a laptop or Usb stick and
the digitizing processing can
be started immediately.
The software platform of the
Proliner® 8-Series is very extensive and offers a variety of possibilities. It can measure up to
14 meters.
With the integrated “Leapfrog”
software larger surfaces can
be measured. It is very small
and compact, but has a lot of
extra storage space. It is possible to carry two spare batteries, a digital camera, different add-ons, and there is still
space for other items. The integrated speakers enable the
user to adjust the beep-volume, which makes it suitable
for noisy working environments. A Led light indicates
the status of the battery. ■
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ECONOMY

STILL POSITIVE FIGURES
FOR WOOD-FURNITURE SYSTEM
A rich set of economic figures provided by the Cosmit/Federlegno-Arredo Study Center:
a precious tool to look into the second half of the year with better knowledge.
I Saloni in Milan have certainly represented the
opportunity to gather information on the economic
trend of the wood-furniture system as a whole. And
– as we are going to show you – though there are

still some significant elements causing uncertainty
(the international scenario is not the rosiest one...)
we did not perceive too pessimistic feelings. And
the success of the event held in Milan seems to

THE OFFICE SEGMENT
According to the preliminary figures
processed by the Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo Studies Office, the office furniture segment has showed remarkable
growth, with production reaching 1,683
million Euros, 12.8 percent as compared
to the previous year, of which 815 million Euros (50 percent of production)
thanks to export.
This means that office furniture foreign

sales went up by 14.7 percent over the
same period in 2006, three percent
points more as compared to the growth
recorded in the national market. Definitely a positive trend.
Excellent results were recorded in the
United States (+32 percent as compared to the first eleven months in 2006),
in Russia (+25.8 percent) and in the
United Arab Emirates (+48.2 percent),

where there is a strong investment trend
in the real estate market supporting also
our contract industry.
Spain (+27.3 percent), Switzerland
(+6.8 percent) and Greece (+46.4 percent) are the most rewarding markets
among the top ten “customer countries”;
also Saudi Arabia (+77 percent) and
Kuwait (+34.3 percent) recorded a
strong growth trend”.

Italy. OFFICE. TURNOVER AND STRUCTURAL FIGURES (million Euros at current prices)
Measurement unit

2007*

% var 2007/2006

Millions
Millions
Millions
Millions

1.683
1.031
815
85

+12,8%
+11,7%
+14,7%
+12,7%

%
%
Units
Units

48,4%
7,6%
1.516
18.534

+1,7%
+0,9%
-2,6%
+1,0%

Turnover (prices at production)
Italy Sales in Millions
Export
Import
Market opening degree:
• Export/Turnover (%)
• Import/National market (%)
Companies
Employees
(*) 2007 preliminary data processed in March 2008.
Source: Cosmit/Federlegno Arredo Study Center.
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Table 1 - WOOD-FURNITURE SYSTEM (Million Euros at current prices)
2006%
Production turnover (a)
38.070
Exports (b)
12.653
Imports (c)
6.820
Balance (b-c)
5.834
Apparent domestic consumption (a-b+c) 32.236
Export/turnover (% b/a)
33,2%
Employees
409.826
Companies
79.344

var. % 06/05

2007*

var. % 07/06

3,0%
5,8%
13,3%
-1,8%
3,9%

39.768
13.714
7.475
6.239
33.529
34,5%
410.876
77.471

4,5%
8,4%
9,6%
6,9%
4,0%

0,0%
-2,1%

0,3%
-2,4%

(*) 2007 preliminary data processed in March 2008.
Source: Cosmit/Federlegno Arredo Study Center.

Table 2 - FURNITURE MACRO INDUSTRY (values in million Euros, at current prices)

Production turnover (a)
Exports (b)
Imports (c)
Balance (b - c)
Apparent domestic consumption (a-b+c)
Export/turnover (% b/a)
Employees
Companies

2006

2007*

% var. 07/06

22.809
11.162
2.406
8.756
14.053
48,9%
231.160
35.333

23.693
12.054
2.735
9.319
14.374
50,9%
231.853
34.429

3,9%
8,0%
13,7%
6,4%
2,3%
0,3%
-2,6%

(*) 2007 preliminary data processed in March 2008.
Source: Cosmit/Federlegno Arredo Study Center.

encourage the most "peaceful” vision... Even Rosario
Messina agreed. The renowned entrepreneur and
president of Cosmit – the company organizing the
International Furniture Salon – talked about “contrasting signs”. “2007 closed with positive results,
even beyond our expectations”, he said.
“Not only has the growth rate been higher as compared to last year, but it has also involved all segments in a more general way.
And during the past few months of the year, a slowdown occurred, with few market and industry exceptions. Contrasts are not missing even in 2008: the
first two months were characterized by caution and
a waiting attitude, but the dynamism perceived during I Saloni seems to indicate that we are quite far

from the crisis signs involving international markets".
The figures provided by Cosmit/Federlegno-Arredo
Study Center show a clear situation: as summed
up in Table 1, the “system” turnover in 2007 grew
by 4.5 percent, reaching 40 billion Euros and
strengthening 2006 results (+3 percent). The growth
trend was influenced by the growth of the domestic market (+4 percent for 33.5 billion Euros) as well
as by export which recorded a significant increase
(+8.4 percent for 13.7 billion Euros).
Export also played a basic role, accounting for 34.5
percent of production. The improved export trend
is also due to what the analysts of the study centre define as “... a structural change of companies towards internationalization. The proof of it
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is that – in the international market of furniture solutions – our country continues to hold a market share
more than double as compared to the average of
the Italian manufacturing industry”.
Another element has to be considered as far as
companies are concerned. According to Roberto Snaidero, president of Federlegno-Arredo, "...
the employment growth – hindered by the reduction of the number of companies – represents just
one of the signs of transformation of our companies. We are experiencing an evolution of competition patterns which are more and more oriented towards an integrated approach to market
presence. Strictly productive considerations –
which are almost exclusively targeted to ensure
product quality – have given way to a strategy
combining product quality with distribution and
brand investments. In this way internationalization is no longer an option but a forced strategy, both for production and marketing. You need
to implement production and sales approaches that are different from the past so to meet
demand quickly and seize opportunities”.
That’s for the system as a whole. Let’s analyze now
the situation of the furniture industry (table 2), where
the scissors between foreign markets and national market has been even more important.
Turnover reached 23.7 billion Euros, that is +3.9
percent over 2006.
Export recorded good results even here: 12 million
Euros, that is 50 percent of total turnover, with +8
percent increase over 2006. A historical perform-

ance, second only to the record levels of 2000 in
this decade.
But, as we said, we cannot be too relaxed. Also
because we all know the uncertainty of the current
international economic situation, which – for the
moment – seems to have caused a growth rate
slowdown if not a contraction. This is a confirmation of the figures of the foreign trade indicating a
less positive trend for the end of 2007 as compared
to the first period of the year. According to the
analysis of Istat figures, the period January-November 2007 seems characterized by "... a marked
positive trend of export (+ 9.8 percent globally) in
almost every customer country, especially in emerging markets, but also less outstanding results for
growth rates if compared to those recorded in the
first eight months of the year".
Good or very good results were recorded again
in markets like Russia (+23.2 percent), Greece
(+19.22 percent), Ukraine (+39.72 percent) and
the United Arab Emirates (+40.62 percent). Also
the demand in three of the most important customer countries is very good or rather good:
France (+82 percent), the United Kingdom (+5.72
percent) and Germany (+3.92 percent). In addition to the “rally” of Germany (finally the “plus”
symbol has reappeared), we also have to talk
about the United States, where we have not been
able to reverse the negative trend for Italian furniture, yet.
The Euro/Us dollar exchange rate is largely responsible for this, needless to say.

FURNITURE
If we consider furniture as a whole – a
macro category gathering furniture items
for houses, offices and other usage as
well as mattresses – we perceive that
expectations are oriented towards optimism too. “This is a positive period for
us” said the President of Assarredo Paolo Boffi. “2007 turnover growth was
close to 4 percent and we almost
reached 20 billion Euros”, he continued.
And he added: “The domestic market
of Italian companies went up by 1.5 percent, a significant figure though not up
to expectations because of the slow-

down during the last months of 2007”.
Growth was boosted – once again – by
export which reached 9,764 million
Euros according to the estimates of preliminary data, with a 7.5 percent
increase over 2006”.

The most recent Istat figures (JanuaryNovember 2007) indicate positive trends
for almost all the most important customer countries. The ranking is headed
by France and the United Kingdom
with 1,244 million Euros (+7.5 percent)
and 1,013 million Euros (+4.7 percent)

respectively. The trend reversal recorded in Germany is significant (946 million Euros, +3.4 percent), while the situation in the U.S.A. remains negative
(-0.8 percent) - though the United
Stases represent our fourth destination
market. Attention from Eastern Europe
has increased, especially for Russia
(+21.2 percent, 645 million Euros) and
Ukraine (+39.8 percent, 144 million
Euros). The Middle East – with the United Arab Emirates buying Italian furniture for 120 million Euros – recorded a
37.6 percent growth.
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Italy. BATHROOM FURNITURE. TURNOVER AND STRUCTURAL FIGURES
(million Euros at current prices)
Also bathroom furniture recorded positive results up to October 2007. Then a
sudden slowdown occurred and the first
signs of rally were perceived only in February. However, this did not influence
2007 balance negatively, with 8.3 percent growth. This is among the most

dynamic segments in the whole furniture
market, with a turnover reaching 436 million Euros in 2007 and a growth rate
more than double as compared to the
average of the furniture industry. In the
domestic market, where Italian companies account for 85 percent of the

turnover, sales increased by 7.6 percent.
Export recorded an even better trend.
Thanks to a closer focus on internationalization by Italian companies, export
reached 72 million Euros (+ 13 percent),
a double percentage as compared to the
result obtained in the national market.

Italy. OFFICE. TURNOVER AND STRUCTURAL FIGURES (million Euros at current prices)
Measurement unit

2007*

% var 2007/2006

Millions
Millions
Millions
Millions

436
378
72
3

+8,3%
+7,6%
+13,0%
+8,4%

%
%
Units
Units

16,6%
0,7%
276
4.235

+4,3%
+0,7%
-2,2%
+1,4%

Turnover (prices at production)
Sales Italy
Export
Import
Market opening degree:
• Export/Turnover (%)
• Import/National market (%)
Companies
Employees
(*) 2007 preliminary data processed in March 2008.
Source: Cosmit/Federlegno Arredo Study Center.

As to product categories, office furniture and
kitchen in the January-November 2007 period
recorded 15.6 and 16.7 percent growth rates
respectively, both exceeding the limit of 600 million Euros.
Good results also for lighting (1,440 million Euros,
+12 percent over the same period of the past year
– the first eleven months in 2006). Upholstered furniture – which represent the key strength of the
“made in Italy” furniture family – remained stable
(1,702 million Euros, +0.1 percent).
And what about the future? According to the
experts growth slowdown of the global trade of furniture and household appliances is likely to occur:
Ice-Promedia forecasts indicate that growth rates
should not be lower than 5 percent in 2008.
Well, we don’t have many reasons for complaint,
even because many people expect two-digit growth
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rates already from 2009. Caution for the next twelve
months, but then...
In this respect, Roberto Snaidero added: “ It is
still early to give final judgments on the economic
situation trend of the industry for 2008. Obviously the constant negative forecasts for economic
growth in Italy are increasingly weakening the
hope for a recovery of national demand, finally
leading to a more stable political and economic
scenario. Stability is the basic requirement to provide companies with an effective support for they
have been the real engine of economy during the
past few years and they have reached these positive results. In such a global and competitive
market, Italian companies cannot afford the costs
of system inefficiencies any more: we will be
forced to play a secondary role in the international market”. (l.r.) ■
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ACIMALL

SIGNALS AND CONFIRMATIONS
FROM THE ACIMALL ASSEMBLY
The “States-General” of Italian woodworking
technology met in Franciacorta. The result
was an accurate analysis of the market
and situations the industry will be facing.

A moment during
the report of president
Ambrogio Delachi.
On his left Ferrante
Pedroni (auditor),
Claudio Ginnasi
(treasurer),
the vice-presidents
Paolo Griggio
and Grazia Finocchiaro
and the director
of Acimall, Paolo Zanibon.

The Acimall ordinary general assembly was held
in Monticelli Brusati, Franciacorta, last 27 June.
The association gathers 223 Italian technology
manufactures who – together – represent 90 percent of Italian production in the industry.
A quiet assembly which can be defined as “ordinary
administration”, during which the balance was
approved and the boards of auditors (for the next triennial term 2008-2011 Ferrante Pedroni, Giovanni
Usuelli and Sergio Ziotti) and arbitrators (Attilio Griner,
Alberto Villa and Marco Villani) were elected.
Beyond “formality”, the work of the assembly
focused on the report of the President, Ambrogio
Delachi, who – after thanking the Board for the work
done – informed Acimall members on what had
been done in the last 10 months.
The speech started from the economic situation and
the remark – as we have already written – that
“...2007 hasn’t unfortunately confirmed the growth
rate of the previous year. Our production grew just
by 2.7 percent, against 16.1 percent in 2006, hard
to repeat. As usual export was extremely important,

accounting for 82 percent of the whole production”.
“Examining the experience gathered in the past
few years – continued the Acimall President – we
see a general climate of uncertainty: short ups followed by sharp downs and negative signals. It’s
high likely the current year will still be affected by
the fluctuations of the past decade.. The best it
could happen is that 2007 figures will be confirmed,
but I doubt it”.
Dalachi commented the figures: “In the worldwide
economic scenario some new protagonists have
emerged, not really unexpected but certainly “not
welcome”, i.e. the apparently relentless increase
of energy costs as well as of raw materials and
a noticeable rise in the cost of money, likely to
increase in the future; a considerable increase of
inflation; a dramatic fall of the Us dollar rating
together with the Us economic crisis due to the
famous problem of subprime loans; and even
stronger competition from Asia”.
Regarding public and working relations, Acimall
President reminded of the commitment so that in
Confindustria there will be more association representatives who, with their experience, could give
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a real contribution to a better and more effective
organization of the many promotion activities
towards international markets.
And he announced in advance a nice change, his
appointment as general manager of Cfi, the Confindustria Fair Committee: “A very positive result
which means that our association is becoming

stronger and this positive result rewards our intense
commitment in the past few years which – I’ll tell
you – has increased the prestige of our association outside our industry”.
Delachi was satisfied with the collaboration with
the other mechanical industry associations belonging to Federmacchine, the federation of the associations gathering the Italian industries producing
instrumental goods, whereas once again he complained about the situation of the relationships with
Federlegno-Arredo, “....we cannot go beyond periodical declarations of intent. However, we will try
to insist on joint initiatives, being confident more
than ever that this federation is Acimall’s natural
partner for new initiatives aimed at the development of our industries”.
“Better and fruitful – continued Delachi – the relationships with the Italian Ministry of International Trade and Ice, a collaboration which allowed
us to carry out important projects for international promotion”.
Satisfaction comes from the close partnership with
Eumabois, the European Federation of woodworking technology manufacturers’ associations,
whose tasks have been expanded and diversi-

fied with the appointment of the new President,
Franz Josef Buetfering of Homag Group, who
will be in charge for the next four years. More than
positive results were achieved in terms of exibition calendar rationalization and reduction of
exhibition costs, as well as regarding the technical and standardization area. Thankful words for
Franco Paviotti – President of Tool Group of Eumabois – and his commitment.
“It is worth pointing out the initiative for the creation
of a new “Made in Europe” logo presenting the
European industry as a whole – added Delachi –
together with the “Choose the original” pay-off, a
campaign which promotes the product origins,
against counterfeits”.
In the President’s report, the activity of the Study
and Promotion Office was highlighted; market
surveys and analysis are important tools for member companies and the promotion activity in general: more than 30 events every year (including participation in exhibitions, meetings and workshops)
and the creation and management of training centers around the world. After India and Russia, Pakistan and probably Colombia will be next.
“As you see – said Delachi – day by day, through
many difficulties and with your irreplaceable support, we are trying to create a global network of
Italian schools for woodworking technology, so as
to conquer the loyalty of a growing number of users
in countries with potential high economic growth
rates, although we should not forget the social
effects of our initiatives, which are not irrelevant”.
The Acimall president summed up to the audience
of entrepreneurs and their representatives the activity of the Technical Office, especially in terms of
standardization and know-how transfer from
research to industry.
Xylon and Xylon International, published by
Cepra – Acimall’s operative branch – were also
mentioned, but attention was focused on xylon.it,
our online magazine, anticipating the development
it could have in the future.
Delachi provided further information on the Xylexpo NEW edition just closed (see article on page
43, editor’s note) commenting on the results and
confirming the commitment of the organization to
create a strongly innovative project for the 2010
edition, a project which “...can support the trend
towards excellence which has to be the driver of
the world’s second largest exhibition”. (l.r.) ■
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FURNITURE

THE FURNITURE AFTER MILAN:
A SHORT REVIEW OF IDEAS...
We are far away from hunting trends or trying to find out how the design of furniture is going
to be in the future. As we already reported in the Xylon issue of April, during the fantastic
2008 Saloni di Milano event, we could see more than you can imagine.
Just like all visitor and exhibitor records have been shattered, it also seems that furniture world
and its “relatives” have exceeded limits that seemed unattainable. Technology and creativity
have resulted into a wealth of solutions that give life to the house, to the environment of everybody’s
dream. In these few pages, we will show you a summary of what we liked the most...

“Atoll 202 Relax” sofa
Clei, Carugo (Como)
www.clei.it
Designers: Giulio Manzoni - Pierluigi Colombo
Corner sofa provided with integrated storage compartment and convertible system to turn it into a
double bed with wood staves.
In the daytime configuration, the linear part is provided with sliding and reclining seat.

Organizing “Storage space”
Lualdi System, Mesero (Milan)
www.lualdi.com
From a simple wall cabinet to a changing
room, up to a walk-in closet. Giving a meaning and a function to the recesses of a wall.
Or creating homogenous storage spaces in
terms of structure and surface.
The “Wall&Door” system, associated to
“Night&Day” in the “Light” version, brings
comfort, consistency and elegance thanks to
a coating that becomes a cabinet door, a
flush door or a boiserie (wooden panelling)
according to your requirements.
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“Fiesta” bookcase
Cattelan Italia, Vicenza
www.cattelanitalia.com
Designer: Philip Jackson
“Fiesta” bookcase with base or wall hanging frame in
chromed and stainless steel or black lacquered steel.

Sitting room “Alterno”
Santarossa, Villanova di Prata (Pordenone)
www.santarossa.it
“Alterno” is the brand new system for living rooms, based on
30 mm thick shelves and backs to be assembled, even partially, according to horizontal planes.
There are three heights of shelves (240-320-400 mm), divided
by thin partitions to be
placed every 150 mm.
Closed compartments
are made with painted
or mirror glass doors
sliding on rails, fully
recessed into in the
shelf thickness. In the
240 and 320 mm constructions, protruding
volumes can be inserted, using drawers of
the “Planet” program (600, 900 and 1200 mm wide).
Two-face versions, side shelves, closing side panels and offset figures are other system features.
With its peculiarities the system can be used even behind the
bed head and in the living rooms as bookshelf-container
together with modular sofas.

“Teepee” chair
Cassina, Meda (Milan)
www.cassina.com
Designer: Konstantin Grcic
A thin leather shell inclined and curved is provided
with a leather backrest. Great technology lies behind
this apparently simple product. To obtain such a clean
design, the seat
and supporting
frame were thermoformed so that
the leather is stiffer
but also more
elastic and comfortable. The base
is strengthened by
a metal frame in
the shape of a half cone, totally covered in leather.
The inclinations of seat and back are designed
according to the material’s reaction to the special
treatments in order to achieve best comfort. No stitches at all.

“Net chair”
Moroso, Cavalicco di Tavagnacco (Udine)
www.moroso.it
Designer: Tomek Rygalik
The success of Moroso originates from an operating
philosophy that intentionally bucks the trend. By
always breaking the schemes, the Friuli-based company experiments with new functions, shapes, materials, techniques and production processes.
“Net chair” is a chair made of metal wire mesh, it is
self-supporting and totally void of an inner structure.
Its shape and sturdiness
are ensured by its geometry which is obtained by
inclining two sheets of wire
mesh together. Material
overlapping enhances the
rigidity of the chair. “Net
chair” is comfortable and
light and it can be used
indoor and outdoor.
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Bookshelf “Level”
Zanotta, Nova Milanese (Milan)
www.zanotta.it
Designer: Arik Levy

“Dragonfly” Collection
Flexform Mood, Meda (Milano)
www.flexform.it
Designer: Roberto Lazzeroni

The “Level” bookshelf collection recalls Gerrit Rietveld’s
works and includes 4 models.
The structure is made of Mdf (12 mm thick) veneered in
natural oak or painted in wengé color, with embossed painted backs available in grey, orange and green. It's the evolution of the previous version, updated in terms of geometry
as well as assembling system of the structure, leading to
less expensive working costs and final price to customers.

“Dragonfly” is a classical and elegant collection which
uses valuable materials processed with handicraft
methods like all Flexform Mood products. With
extreme lightness and elegance, this furniture can be
naturally included in contract and home installations.
With a slightly retro style, both “Dragonfly” bed and
small couch have a timber structure, polyurethane
and Dacron upholstery with a matching protective
fabric. The wood base has the same upholstery and
it’s provided with iron fastening plates. The bed frame
has wood staves, whereas the upholstery can be
selected in a wide range of fabrics and leatherwear.
The designer Roberto Lazzeroni has created an alluring range of products made with peculiar materials
reminding of tradition and techniques no longer used.

“Air” System
Lago, Villa del Conte (Padova)
www.lago.it
Designer: Daniele Lago

Del ‘32
Sagsa, Milan
www.sagsa.net

Two products, bookshelf and table, upset the rules:
the supporting structures are very light, made of clear
crystal, while the table top and shelves are solid,
made of natural or lacquered wood.

The result is the pleasant feeling that the book
shelves and the table top are suspended on air. The
“Air” collection gives the whole environment a new
vision of space, changing the perception of full/empty
and light/heavy relationships.

Sagsa presents “Del ‘32”, a collection of armchairs,
étagères and benches with a retro style, recalling Bauhaus
principles, combining comfort, essentiality and functionality. Accurate machining of the curved and chromium-plated
pipe according to environmental-friendly criteria makes the
collection suitable for every contract and residential environment, from offices to restaurants, from exhibition centers to museums and meeting rooms.
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“Riga” container
Porada, Cabiate (Como)
www.porada.it
Designer: Tarcisio Colzani
153 solid walnut strips, machined individually and applied to
veneered panels. “Riga” is a sort of pack of light stratified shelves
rather than a simple container, and it might look like an abstract sculpture created by nature to celebrate the beauty of wood. Besides this
decorative aspect, “Riga” is also a functional container provided with
five large drawers mounted on invisible guides. Also a lacquered version is available. It ensures a beautiful play of lights and shades, creating an extraordinary decorative effect.

Natural Office Fantoni®
Fantoni, Osoppo (Udine)
www.fantoni.it
Designer: Marco Viola

“Takeaway” outdoor furniture
Pircher Oberland, Doblach (Bozen)
www.pircher.eu
Designers: Julijana Kaftanic and Olga Barmine
Outdoor furniture with a stainless steel framework,
seat and top made of ash strips on Batyline® material and they can be separated from the structure and
kept inside a specific bag in case of rain or during
wintertime.
The collection consists in a dining table (available in
two dimensions), seat, small chair, low tea-tables
(available in two dimensions) and a deck-chair
equipped with a glove box. The following colors are
available: white, sky-blue, dark blue, grey.
The “Takeaway” project aims at giving value and
enhance the beauty of wood, limiting the consequences of harsh climate conditions and offering a
comfortable and natural seat in spring and summer.
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This concept is the best expression of the working
space, going beyond the traditional concept of closed
space to become a sunny place with walls, glazed
doors, brightness creating harmony, great attention to
wellness work, ideal air-conditioning, perfect
acoustics, wood as a natural material melting with
green, ergonomic chairs, a good balance between
technology and tradition, to put man at the center of
the universe.

FURNITURE

“Riciclantica” Kitchen
Valcucine, Pordenone
www.valcucine.it
Designer: Gabriele Centazzo
“Riciclantica” kitchen is characterized by shapes and volumes recalling nature and by environmental-friendliness
and sustainability: minimum consumption of raw materials
and energy, durability, recyclability and non-toxic materials.
That’s why it uses special materials such as carbon, aluminum, steel or stratified laminate. The cabinet door is

made of 100% aluminum and, thanks to the elimination of
fixing screws and steel brackets, it facilitates recycling by
eliminating disassembling operations. The planning of construction details is very accurate: the inside of the new
frame looks flawless thanks to the total absence of screws
and hole caps and the frame perfectly matches with the
panel in the upper part of the cabinet door.

“Ben Grimm” seating system
Frezza, Vidor (Treviso)
www.frezza.com
Designer: Luca Nichetto
“Ben Grimm” is a modular system for both home and
office, allowing different compositions, ideal for all environments of any style and atmosphere. Thanks to the
combination of different modules, many combinations
are created, where small tables, chairs and backs can
be interchanged freely. Backs are available in different
shapes and sizes guaranteeing ultimate comfort.
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“Steelwood Family”
Magis, Motta di Livenza (Treviso)
www.magisdesign.it
Designers: Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
In addition to the “Steelwood” chair - presented last
year as a prototype and now in production - a set of
tables and shelves have been introduced. In this way
“Steelwood” becomes a family that breaks standard
office furniture rules to introduce a warm and “home”
style. A product collection suitable for the most creative office and home environments. During all these
years, Magis has gradually moved away from plastics,
without rejecting it, in order to experiment and use
new materials and technology, keeping all the innovative peculiarities that have always distinguished the
products of the Veneto-based company.
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Behind to every our project
there is the synergy of a big group.

SECEA: advanced solutions in the drying field,
reinforced by the synergy of GSB group companies.

Secea Essiccatoi s.r.l.

Via Pigna 34/A I-36027 Rosà – ITALY - tel. +39-0424-869911, fax. +39-0424-869999, www.secea.com

international

focus on russia

RUSSIA: A CONSTANTLY
GROWING MARKET
Russia is a very important market for our woodworking technology;
but also for other "made in Italy" products and solutions.
We asked Italian operators that are getting ready for Lesdrevmash
in Moscow to tell us which are the most requested machines,
their expectations and their approach to such a dynamic market.

focus on russia

Russia is an important partner for our country: Russians appreciate Italian fashion, style, design, technology and also food, which is increasingly expanding in
all the country. In particular the Italian wood-furniture
industry can leverage a privileged exchange channel,
which has contributed to a constant growth of export
during the past few years. The same trend was recorded in the industry of woodworking machinery: in the
period January-March 2008, our country exported
woodworking machinery in Russia for a total of 23.8
Paolo Griggio
President of the Griggio Group
www.griggio.com
For years Russia has represented
one of the main destination markets
for our woodworking technology.
During the last months, the market
recorded a slight sales reduction,
but I think that this could be a physiological change after the growth
recorded during all these years.
We certainly have the problem of
Chinese competition that is close to
the Russian borders and manages
a big part of the market for costeffective products, both standard
and traditional machines. But we
have the right solutions as to special
equipment and Nc machines, where
few players can compete with us in
terms of quality and performance.
Griggio was one of the first compa-
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million Euros, with a positive increase by 28.3 percent
as compared to the same period in 2007. Today, for
both industries, Russia represents the fifth destination
market, but it is also one of the markets with the higher
growth rates. During the recent Xylexpo NEW, we
asked the representatives of some of the Italian companies operating in Russia to give us their point of view
of the market and its peculiarities and – above all – to
explain us why Italian technology is always so appreciated by local operators.

nies to enter the Russian
market, about 18 years
ago with a very effective
and valuable distributor
network. Now we have a
local subsidiary – Griggio Service – based in
Moscow and with Italian
and Russian speaking
staff. It also has a spare
parts office and customer assistance. All the
staff perfectly know the
market and its problems. At Lesdrevmash we will present several solutions for panel
machining, which covers over 50
percent of local production.
Among these solutions there will be
our single blade squaring machines
and edging machines, which are
recording successful results in terms
of sales. To operate at high levels in

Russia it’s important to provide effective service and high quality, but also
to help local customers know our
technology, which is almost unrivalled. Initiatives such as the professional school in Novosibirsk –
founded in cooperation with Acimall
and equipped with Italian technology – have important feedback in the

Table 1 - WOODWORKING MACHINERY
EXPORT TO RUSSIA IN 2007
MARKET SHARES OF MAJOR GLOBAL EXPORTERS
Germany
Italy
China
Japan
USA
Taiwan

163.9 million Euros
100 million Euros
29.9 million Euros
4.3 million Euros
2.6 million Euros
2.2 million Euros

+0,3%
+13,3%
+48,0%
-43,6%
+72,9%
-1,2%

Source: Acimall study center.

media and help spread the knowledge and the know-how for the use
of our machines.
One last consideration: I think that
in Russia too many exhibitions are
organized... Two per year is too
much and I hope that this dualism,
which increases costs without creating real benefits for companies
and customers, will soon be solved.

Andrea Zavatta
Sales Coordinator of the Scm Group
www.scmgroup.com
Russia is among the top five countries for the export of all products of
the Scm Group: in the past two
years we have seen a growth trend
of about 50 percent per year. Rus-

sia seems to be going through a typical stage of developed markets,
where demand is stronger than supply: the wood processing industry is
developing quickly and the need for
increasingly innovative and competitive technologies is growing. During the last period we have noticed
a growth in the furniture and door
industry generating an increase in
the demand of Nc working centers
and edging machines; even
demand for traditional machines is
going up, showing an industry that
is laying its foundations.
Not all machinery manufacturers are
enough organized to face the Russian market because it is a scenario
featuring several barriers: language,
culture, bureaucracy and customs.
However, day after day, these barri-

ers are being overcome. For over 20
years our group has been exporting
its products in this market and 15
years ago we founded the first subsidiary based in Moscow where
twenty-two operators work in promotion, sales and service. The subsidiary has a structure with wide
spaces allowing to store large volumes of spare parts. Then, we are
operating in the market with local
dealers located all over the territory
and, in particular, in the most important market towns such as: Moscow,
Saint Petersburg, Samara, Ekaterinburg, Novosibirsk and Rostov.
During the past few years, we have
started to operate directly with huge
customers, providing them with pre
and post-sales consulting support,
with the goal to establish a long lasting and direct cooperation relationship. Among the most important
Russian customers there are Dana,
Aquaton, Dyatkovo (Katiuscia),
Mario Rioli (Art-Deco), Xwood,
Verona, Stilnye Kuhni, Mr. Dooors,
Sodruzhestvo with a production
ranging from doors to furniture items.
With these important names, the
"made in Italy" branded Scm Group
is achieving an important position
within the Russian market, thanks to
the quality and high technology of
our solutions and consulting services. The Scm Group is a technology

Table 2 - WOOD-FURNITURE SYSTEM - ITALIAN EXPORT BY DESTINATION MARKETS
January-October 2007 (preliminary figures)
Country
France
Germany
United Kingdom
United States
Russia

million Euros

% var. %

Tons

% var. %

1.511,14
1.195,86
1.110,26
788,43
718,59

8.0%
4.3%
6.3%
-0.5%
23.7%

418,003
352,858
271,434
136,472
88,032

13.5%
2.0%
7.5%
-4.1%
16,8%

Source: Processing by Cosmit/Federlegno-Arredo study center on Istat data.
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partner for big companies which are
increasingly interested in having
services from our engineering
department. Our goal for the next
years will be to enhance this kind of
consulting support, which only a
great group like ours can provide.
Our future success will depend on
our skills in managing and offering
machine and spare parts stocks
even in local subsidiaries.

Mauro Bertin
General Manager
of Secea Essiccatoi
www.secea.com
The Russian market, after some
years of constant growth, has
recorded a significant reduction during the first months of this year. This
slowdown was mainly due to the
financial crisis which has involved
the whole world and which has
affected first operation equipment to
a significant extent.
Also for Secea these first months
were not particularly positive and
sales in Russia went down significantly. However we believe that in
the second part of the year we will
be back to good levels.
In its two facilities Secea produces
wood dryers and – in cooperation
with other companies – wood waste
boilers and storage systems for sawdust. In Russia we mainly propose
traditional hot-air dryers and boilers.
The market requires, in particular,
high capacity equipment, suitable
for softwood and mainly installed in
sawmills. The dimensions of the
country require an articulated presence in the market, as local sales
organizations are not massively
present in all areas. For this reason
we act both through organized distributors and through agents and
market watchers. In addition, the
good contact network established

in over twenty years of activity allows
us to have direct contacts with final
customers.
Russia is a vital market for Secea
and for all first operation equipment
manufacturers.
On average we sell 50-60 plants in
Russia every year, about 30 percent
of our turnover.
The role of Italy is very important in
wood drying technology. The competition between the various companies operating in our territory, in
particular in the Veneto area, boosts
the research and development of
technology innovations. These inno-

vations - aiming at meeting customer
requirements - have brought a quality increase of equipment, cost
reduction benefits and, above all, a
better quality for the dried product.
Secea – paying attention to environmental problems and to the
reduction of energy consumption –
has developed some structural and
technological components allowing
to obtain significant thermal and
electrical energy savings of about
30 percent.
As to the future, we hope that – after
this stage of uncertainty – the Russian market will play again a primary
role for all the industry companies.

Mauro Cassani
Area export manager
of Balestrini Renzo
www.balestrini.com
In Russia the market of solid wood
machinery is going quite well and it
is recording a constant growth, as it
happens in the satellite countries of
the former Confederation. For our
companies, this is absolutely a market on which to rely.
However the investments required
to ensure the presence of operators
are important. For example, in even
years, such as in 2008, a double
participation at exhibitions in
Moscow is necessary, but this is
expensive on the whole.
Then we cannot forget the exhibitions at regional level, which meet
the requirements of areas than can
be even wider than a European
country. The local market is characterized by single companies with
great expansion opportunities, good
financial availability and a very wide
domestic market. This last feature
creates some difficulties in the monitoring and control of the market.
In terms of woodworking technologies, mainly numerical control and
high productivity machines are
requested. The strong development
of the construction industry necessarily brings a high demand for furniture and the good economic availability boosts purchases.
The long wave of political and economic change has not finished, yet,
and the modernization of existing
production equipment continues.
For this reason, our new models are
always considered with great interest and appreciation from local operators. Standard machines maintain
a good turnover share thanks to the
creation of new production units or
product diversification of already
consolidated companies.
This is what we are starting to see:
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no more production of few models
in huge quantities, but real collections to meet the different requirements of customers.
In this respect Italian technology provides the support necessary to
bridge the gap with modern companies of Western Europe and to be
immediately competitive in the market. This production optimization has
also an ecological value: wood
waste reduction and energy saving
ensured by new technologies are
two basic principles Balestrini has
tried to implement for the development of new machinery models.

focus on russia

Mario Moretti
Area Manager Eastern Europe
of Costa Levigatrici
www.costalev.com
In Russia, sales of wide-belt sanders
– which are our specialty – recorded definitely positive results. It is a
market oriented towards a definite
product quality improvement, with a
consequent search for high level
machinery, though there is still a
strong presence of low and very low
cost Chinese machines.
However we are moving towards a
great expansion of secondary
machining. The demand for a finished product of higher quality as
compared to the past brings local
companies to search for quite
sophisticated sanding machines,
equipped with a Pc and ensuring
high performance in terms of productivity and quality.
These solutions are often machines
with 3 or 4 working units, with an
equal share of highly versatile and
flexible machines that allow different
and special machining processes,
and other highly-specific equipment
integrated in complete finishing
lines. This happens because new
companies are growing for single-
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type production – such as interior
doors or windows or lacquered furniture – as well multi-product companies, working on customers‘
request. Therefore, this is a deeply
evolving market. We are Italian technology manufacturers and we are
doing our best in terms of quality
and quantity, for we present a wide
range of products covering all woodworking operations for companies
of every dimension. I believe that we
can do even more and be more
present and active in Asian Russia,
in the area just after the Urals up to
Krasoyarsk and Irkutsk, where in this
moment China is covering almost all
the market. Growth expectations in
the long term are still important for
our technologies, considering that
the domestic demand for products
is constantly increasing.

Marco Vucetich
Area Manager of Pade Sas
www.pade.it
The Russian market is very important for Pade: mainly during the past
three years, in the solid wood industry we are recording interesting
results, in the chair and table industry as well as in the general furniture
field, and also for other machining
processes such as multilayered
wood for chairs and other items.

We are absolutely appreciated in the
Russian area because we provide
high level technology and we meet
production requirements. Local companies often operate with standard
machines and look for technology
solutions to increase the level of their
finished product, obviously reducing costs. Then they want machines
making them more independent
from labor, not for cost reasons but
for the difficulty to find qualified,
skilled and reliable staff. For this reason we sell many Nc machines, that
is high technology. We can say that
90 percent of the solutions sold
include numerical control machines,
while the remaining 10 percent is
represented by standard machines.
As to these machines, we have to
compete – as to prices – with other
countries that are less developed
from a technological point of view
but that give us some problems.
I have perceived that, to be strong
in the Russian market, you need to
provide qualified on-site assistance,
with Russian speaking staff who
know the machines and can program and train people within local
companies. We have decided –
together with our reseller – to invest
in people we personally train here in
Italy and who go back in Russia to
take care for service and to organize our work in the country.
by Danilo Morigi ■

TECHNOLOGY

THE SCM GROUP KNOW-HOW
AT XYLEXPO NEW 2008
Many news and solutions have been offered by the Italian group at the Milan Biennial,
with a 7.000-square-meter-exhibtion area representing one of the focal points
of the event. In these pages you will find some of the new solutions offered.
SCM: NESTING SOLUTIONS
Manufacturers of sashes, box components for furniture, upholstery frames, furniture for boats, plastics and resinous parts means a large number of
companies put their trust in Scm and in its innovative developments in nesting solutions.
This processing technology, which Scm has
always continued developing and perfecting
in its Cnc machining centres, is today presented in work cells with various levels of automation.
The “Accord” intergrated work

Scm “Record” nesting cell.

cell allows a stack of panels to be loaded
on the infeed platform. It machines up to two superimposed panels and unloads the finished machined
parts onto a mat suitably positioned in order to facilitate the operator’s intervention. Ideal for machining
panels that have yet to be painted or veneered.
“Double-side” Record Nt work cell, with double
loading/unloading table located at the sides of the
work table, allowing for alternate machining on the
two worktables. Designed for those requiring high
production levels whilst not being able to
load stacked panels.
“Automatic” Record Nt work cell with
loading bridge at the infeed which
deposits the panel to be machined
directly on the spoil-board in order to
avoid damaging the surfaces of the panel. After
being machined, the finished work pieces are conveyed to the unloading zone. Ideally suited for those
machining painted panels or panels with finished
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surfaces but who still require high production levels.
This work cell is particularly suitable for the nautical sector: a number of Italian and worldwide shipyards have chosen the “Record 132 Nt” work cell,
with spoil-board return system, for the production
of furniture for all types of boats. The production
capacity is the strong point ensuring the realisation of furniture for two 15 metre-long boats every
eight hours.
“Fully automatic” Ergon work cell with automatic loading and unloading bridge. The panels
are picked up from a stack of panels that reaches the loading zone with a roller conveyor and are
deposited on two worktables of the “Ergon”
machining centre by a novel lifting structure.
The machine can perform a different program, both in terms of shapes and execution
times, on each work table.
Once machining has finished, the work pieces are
picked up and deposited on to an unloading mat,
thus eliminating any problems with scrap material. Able to process panels made of any material,
this work cell has been designed for those looking to completely automate the production cycle
and maintain a high degree of flexibility. It can
produce the furniture of four 15 metre-long boats
every 8 hours.

Scm “Ergon” nesting cell.

WAVY FINISH:
NEW DMC PATENT
The parquet and furniture
door sectors pay special attention
to anything which can be seen as
innovation: from new materials to innovative design and even new finishes for the manufactured products. In recent years, parquet producers have diversified their products considerably offering, along with standard prefinished parquet with two or three layers, other products aimed
at meeting the demand of a growing number of
increasingly important niche markets.
The same thing is happening amongst furniture
door producers who are offering a very varied product range. Dmc has devised a new solution, of interest to both sectors: the wavy finish.
Over twenty-five years ago, kitchen manufacturers marketed models with this type of finish, which
were handmade and therefore extremely expensive. Dmc's innovation, for which they have submitted a patent request, consists of a machine
produced on an industrial scale capable of making the wavy finish.
The flexible abrasive action machine is made up
of several operating units which, if integrated with
other units, can also produce the traditional finishes. In addition, there is no problem at all for the
existing painting processes to complete the finish
of these types of products which are ideal for use
as flooring, in kitchens and in furnishings.

SERGIANI: CONTINUOUS-CYCLE PRESS
The “Las 230 SP” is a patented continuous cycle
Sergiani press with electronic control that allows
high productivity and quality of the finishing. The
“Las 230 SP” presses a door in each daylights:
when loading and opening on daylight, constant
pressure is maintained on the other daylights thanks
to its hydraulic circuit. In this way the delay
time prior loading is eliminated and the production process is sped up. The versions
available are from 5 to 10 daylights and the
press is equipped with exclusive Sergiani
high thermal efficiency platens. These
reduce pressing
times even at lower temperatures.
Sergiani’s press model
“Las 230 SP”.

Large parquet strip where it is possible
to see the wavy finish: the latest Dmc patent.

“Las 230 SP” has a total pressing
capacity from 120 to 140 tons; the “Plus”
version can reach the 200 tons. The platens
misures from 2500x1300 mm to 2800x1400 mm.
The 5-daylights version does not require a pit and
it is dedicated to companies that produce from 300
to 600 doors per shifts.
If the press is employed only for veneering, a dive
daylights press can reach a productivity of 1200
doors every eight hours. For this kind of manufacturing, Sergiani offers an automatic composition
system, working without operators.
A ten daylights “Las 230 SP”, led up to its maximun
speed, can press a door every 20 seconds reaching a productivity of 1200 doors per shift.
“Las 230 SP” has another exclusive by Sergiani
that made this press unique in the market. The
press can be very powerful, but if there is the need
it can become “soft”: it can press light flush panels without damaging it and obtaining high quality
of the finishing, leading its specific pressure from
6kg/cm² up to 0,4 Kg/cm².

Platen locking system on the
Sergiani “Las 230 Sp” press.

PARQUET LINE: FROM SOLID WOOD
SLATS TO PACKAGING
From slats to packaging, the manufacture of two
and three-ply parquet flooring holds no secrets for
the Scm Group. Its companies specialized in every
stage of the production process are coordinated
by Delmac Engineering, long-standing reference
point in the parquet systems industry.
The Scm Group masters the entire process, guarantees high quality of the finished product and provides diverse solutions to meet the many different
requirements.
The slat preparation and pressing operations
are very flexible and reduce the
operator’s intervention to a minimum. The “Las 230 Plus” press
is equipped with high-thermal
efficiency platens, an exclusive
Sergiani design, which maintains a consistent temperature
across the surface to assure
excellent pressing quality. The
production capacity of the press is about
8 square metres per minute.
The painting application head with pneumatic cylin-
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MORBIDELLI:
NEW INTEGRATED
BORING SYSTEM
For those who operate in the furniture trade, whether it is home,
shop or garden furnishings, it has today become
fulltime work for the
research of the customers’
needs, on materials, on the
best optimisation of space, on
design and ergonomics. Innovation is the
present and the future thinking in this business,
where new ideas are created and become reality,

Celaschi Line
for parquet production.

Elmag solution
for painting, integrated
in the parquet line.

ders that control the pressure on the panel being
processed assures superior accuracy in the quantities applied.
Thanks to the special machine tooling, you can produce paintwork with special effects on parquet flooring with a structured or irregular surface, or apply
anti-abrasive paint. The feed speed of the painting
line ranges between 10 to 15 metres.
The profiling line for wood flooring has a feed
speed of 60 metres per minute on the longitudinal
profiling machine.
The packaging line allows productivity of 10-12
boxes per minute.
“Powerflex”: Morbidelli’s innovative solution for drilling.

for more advanced answers to the customer needs.
Arising from this scenario for our customers is the
new requirement for producing, with high flexibility
and productivity, customised batches or single
pieces. Morbidelli’s answer to face this requirement
is “Powerflex”, the new integrated boring system.
This new range of boring machines thanks to the
optimum level of automation which allows the complete automated set up of the machine in less then
5” and provides high rates of productivity up to
25/28 components per minute.
“Powerflex” is unique for the great versatility of its
configurations. In fact, can be equipped with upper
and lower vertical units and horizontal units to complete the boring operations on all 6 faces of the
panel. The unbeatable advantage is to be a userfriendly machine, taking advantage of its new generation software which allows optimising the working cycle. ■
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NEW PROCESSES AND SOLUTIONS
FOR “LIGHT PANELS”
A new season has begun for sandwich panels which have successfully come back
during the past months. We talked about it with Walter Naldi, a renowned industry
specialist who patented three solutions ensuring new opportunities.

Walter Naldi.

The pictures of this article
show some example
of the solutions patented
by Walter Naldi.

Sandwich panels – also called lightweight panels
– are not a modern discovery, though many innovations and solutions have been developed during
the recent period providing them with a second life.
The technology development for their production
has reached significant levels, making them “costeffective”. For this reason the industry has opted
for a come back. With new and absolutely stimulating perspectives. In this unexpected scenario, a
basic role has been played by two factors that are
becoming more and more “intrusive”: the low availability of wood which spurs the development of
solutions requiring less raw materials; and the accurate evaluation of the potential of lighter furniture.
This does not only mean to consolidate and continue to implement the Ikea model (a furniture item that
can be mounted at home is made up of elements
providing the same performance of standard materials but with just 20 percent of their weight), but also
to cut logistic costs, streamline handling operations
in the facility and – why not? – remind everybody of
the importance of “lightness”...
Several leading groups and important companies
are focusing on light panels, even if Italy seems to
be “one step back” as compared to powerful German competitors, a gap that is going to be filled by
some of the most proactive and attentive Italian
organizations thanks to the development of new
patents. Today we live a situation in which sandwich
panels – we prefer this term – are not the best solution for high thicknesses, but also for thicknesses
starting from 22 millimeters. And it’s predictable that
this dynamic is also influenced by a higher demand
and, so, by a growing competitiveness.
The transition to these commodities – from particleboard or Mdf – is not painless and huge investments are needed: the situation becomes “affordable” for those companies managing huge pro-
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duction volumes. But there are more and more
technology and process innovations which – day
by day – bring the cost effectiveness level down
to lower levels. Without forgetting that this product
family will be at the center of a new opportunity for
subcontractors and semi-finished product processors (it already is, just think about the “case” of
Egger which has equipped itself for this purpose)
... Well, the idea is good and the best possible solutions will be found soon. The dimensions of these
panels – which can reach up to 5600 x 2070 millimeters – allow to obtain large sub-portions, consequently ensuring the best optimization with
extremely reduced production wastes.
We talked about this with Walter Naldi, founding
member of Selco, a company of the Biesse group,
and a renowned industry specialist.
“Many problems have already been solved,” he
explained. “As for sawing, which requires a simple adjustment consisting – substantially – in a lower pressure of grippers and pressure bars, since

they have to machine panels with a different texture and, so, more subject to crushing. However,
such measures can be easily carried out on sawing machines operating in customers’ facilities.
Edging and hardware application are more complicated issues: we are talking about “empty” panels, with a honeycomb or grid core, that have
absolutely different problems as compared to traditional panels. Some effective solutions have been
already introduced. For edging operations we can
use “T” edges which are successfully applied; the
same success can be obtained with the application of a sort of “double edge” (one supporting
edge between the two panel surfaces and a second external finishing edge). And other solutions
will soon arrive, keeping pace with the growing
demand for this type of material”.
What about hardware?
“This problem is even more complicated: we have
seen ingenious inventions, with inserts that are
applied to the panel through special glues, ultrasounds or extremely intelligent mechanisms. With
one problem only... costs! For this reason, more
and more manufacturers come back to the most
traditional solution, that is a peripheral frame which
can be used as edge support and as structural element for hardware application”.
But in this way we come back to the good old sandwich panel...
“Exactly. We need to find a new way, combining
all the experience acquired in centuries with the
requirements of a modern industrial production”.

Picture 1

Picture 2

Picture 3

The panels (pictures 1 and 3) and the machine (picture 2) patented by Walter Naldi.
1) The milling and plug insertion unit;
2) The plug magazine and its insertion unit (plugs could also be supplied as bars or coils
and cut or split before use) ;
3), 4) and 5) standard working stations for edging operations.
Between positions 2) and 3) squaring units can be inserted. Alternatively it is possible
to carry out plug insertion operations off line, using a specific machine equipped,
for example, only with the aggregates in positions 1) and 2).

And that can be done thanks to your patent, I
think...
“Exactly. I have patented a new type of light panel
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about panels with significant thicknesses, you can
leverage patented and already tested techniques
and/or apply specific edges for this panel typology.
Consider that plug insertion can be carried out in
line using edging, squaring machines or combined
machines modified to be adapted to these sequential machining operations and during panel feeding (see picture 2, editor’s note)”.

including its production processes and some examples of machines necessary for its production.
My idea is that the panel – once sawn according
to the order – has to be ready for the first operation, that is the insertion of plugs between outer
layers and at the four corners. These plugs can be
made of wood, particleboard, Mdf but also of special plastic materials. Plugs must have the same
thickness as the panel’s internal thickness. Plugs
will be introduced thanks to the collapsible inner
layer and their fixing to the inner surfaces of the
outer layers of the sandwich panel is ensured by
a quick-setting glue. The plug will be introduced
so that the outer sides are perfectly aligned with
the two panel sides (see picture 1, editor's note).
There is also an alternative, that is the opportunity
to mill the inner layer of the panel with a specific
tool close to the vertexes, supporting the insertion
operations. With the same milling machine you can
create also narrow grooves which will better keep
the glue inside as well as slots to support plugs
during the insertion processes”.
An absolute precision is required for the plug to be
perfectly “flush”...
“... but it is possible to choose another solution,
that is to insert plugs and then carry out trimming
operations.
At this point you just have to edge normally, exploiting the benefit of filling plugs available at the corners which will make the operation easier and definitely more effective in terms of durability. If you talk
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And in case of small volumes where an in-line
machine is not the most suitable solution?
“In this case the process can be carried out using
Nc working centers equipped with specific milling
units, plug magazine and insertion units which have
to be mounted and activated on one or more heads.
But there is another interesting element according
to my opinion: if we had to produce panels with
edges of different shapes, rather than having different plugs – and therefore multiple magazines –
we might have one plug with different profiles, so
that it can be rotated and inserted to adapt to the
required shape (see picture 3, editor’s note). Leveraging the processes we have described you can
add plugs even in the panel sides where hardware
will then be mounted.
At this point our panel will contain parts placed in
adequate positions, allowing to mount standard
hardware that furniture manufacturers already use
with “traditional” panels (see picture 1, editor’s note).
The plugs placed in panel corners could also be
drilled for the insertion of dowels – which remains
the most solid and cheapest system – or host the
hinge of a cabinet door or the specific base, in the
case of a furniture side. I have also considered that
– once established their shapes and measures –
the plugs could be pre-machined (a pre-drilling for
example), in order to optimize production times
and processes”.
This idea seemed an obvious solution, because it
is a real “multifunctional plug” which – once properly dimensioned and defined – can be used for
edging, mounting and hardware positioning.
All this working with parts with limited dimensions
and without any negative effect on the lightness of
the finished element.
In a scenario where everybody tries to reach the
maximum competitiveness, the opportunity to
machine light panels with a high reliability level will
surely appeal to several furniture manufacturers...
by Luca Rossetti ■

BACCI
“TWIN-JET” FOR CHAIR OPERATIONS

focus on

Company Bacci (www.bacci.com) is presenting for
this focus “Twin-Jet”, a machining centre with numerical control able to do any kind of operation on all the
chair's components. In only one machine it
is possible to do the following operations: tenoning,
mortising, drilling, finger
jointing, shaping, profiling and sanding.
The machine has one
automatic loading station with one or two hopperfeed and one manual loading station. The
loading and unloading operations are made in hidden
time to increase the productivity.
Different cycle combinations are possible such as: two
elements with the same shape, two elements with different shape, right and left pieces with the same setup, elements locked
by pneumatic clamps
or by vacuum pump.
The machine is driven
by a customized software called "Pitagora",
very easy to be used also from not very
expert programmers,
that is able not only to
visualize the trajectories but also to optimize automatically the
programs. ■

The machining centre
“Twin-Jet”.

“Twin-Jet” in operation
on chair’s components.

Russia
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ANDREONI LUIGI

ZAFFARONI

PANTOGRAPH CARVING MACHINES

SAFE SCRATCH WITH “MLS 802RR CC”

Andreoni Luigi, company placed in Meda, near Milan
(www.andreoni.it) produce a wide range of carving
machines, both manual and automatic. All types can
carve rotating, flat and curved pieces and are useful
for production of any carved wooden piece: furniture,
panels, statues, objects, etc.
Manual carving machines are models “Sm1” for the
production of only one piece, having a working length
up to 700 millimetres, “Erredi”, available with 2 and 4
spindles with a working length up to 800 millimetres,
“Media”, available from 2 to 8 spindles and a working
length up to 1,300 millimetres and model “Standard”,
available from 4 to 20 spindles, with working length up
to 1900 millimetres.
Computer controlled carving machines models “Progress” and “Progress Monoblocco”, are usually manufactured with 12, 16 and 20 spindles. Controlled by a
five axis robot, these machines produce pieces automatically and have working length up to 1,860 millimetres. The strong frame of the robot gives a complete
stability also during rough carving operations; therefore it is always possible to start carving operations
from the square pieces, without any previous operation
by other machine. Left and right is no longer a problem. Memorizing a right piece the machine can produce automatically its correspondent left piece and
vice-versa. ■
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Zaffaroni (www.zaffaroni.com), based in Turate, Como,
presents “Mls 80 2rr cc” multi-blades cut saw, a
machine allowing to carry out milling operations and
multiple longitudinal cuts on panels, up to 800 mm
width and three meters as to length.
It’s basically used within the production of office or
showroom components industry where the production
of decorative panels is very much requested for the
design of walls, ceilings and so on. “Mls 80 2rr cc” can
be used “stand alone” or it can be integrated in continuous lines, but it can be used also in standalone
mode through specific loading and unloading automated operations. This model is provided with a special
roller feeding system, made of ground and chromiumplated idle lower rollers and rubber-coated drive upper
rollers. All the rollers used in this machine have been
adequately oversized, considering the
mechanical stress involved during
operation. The substantial difference of this model is that it can
be used with the same spindle
rotation and piece feed
direction. This is
because of the
safe measurements that have
been adopted so
“MLS 80 2rr cc” view.
that the machine
is fully safe for the
operator ensuring
scratching operations
on all types of panel (with every cover) avoiding possible splintering.
It’s a sturdy machine, accurately designed, provided
with many of the “Mls” series tools, such as the system
for the adjustment of the cut depth without changing
the height of the interchangeable working plan. This
ensures a perfect cut with no vibration.
Obviously, all the successful features characterizing
“Mls” machine series have been maintained, such as
the motor-driven opening of the workpiece passage,
according to the panels thickness and the opportunity
to lift the feeding unit by pushing a button on the control panel, so as to reach the spindle unit and carry out
tool changing operations in a comfortable and safe
way, as well as the safety system controlling incoming
workpiece thickness. ■

BFB LEGNO

VIGANÒ MARIO

TECHNOLOGY FOR SAWMILLS

THE “COMPACT” WORKSTATION

Bfb company, based in Belluno, Italy (www.bfblegno.it), founded in 1972, is working in the automation
of processing system in the sawmills.
It has built machines and plants installed in various
countries of the world, both for the softwood sawmills
and for hardwood sawmill. Of course, also in Russia
they have installed plants during the last ten years.
For the Russian market specific machines have been
manufactured for the woodworking process of the middle and small log of sawn wood: these lines, both with
head’s machine twin log band saw and blade circular
ripsaw, have a good capacity production, and have a
good cost performances. For the completion of the
productive lines, the multiple ripsaw machines and the
edging machines are built in automatic or semiautomatic configurations.
The Bfb’s reference contact in Russia is the firm: Star
Contract ltd - Starovagancovski for.,15/15 - Moscow. ■

Viganò Mario (www.viganomario.it) is a leading brand
in the production of finishing machines in the wood
sector, and not only. Its history dates back to the late
1970s; first established in Carugo (Como), a couple of
years ago it was transferred to Arosio (Como), where it
was able to expand and have larger spaces available.

The new polishing unit “SBR”.

focus on russia

Viganò Mario has always stood out because of the
quality standards it has reached and the professional
competence it has attained in its field.
The machines produced to a standard extent are also
versatile and can be customised according to individual requirements. The broad variety of products it has
available ranges from protective film application units
to roller polishing units and direct and indirect stamping machines.
Its machines are a distinguishing feature of the “madein-Italy” style and are sold worldwide, as they represent
an excellent investment for small- and medium-sized
firms by allowing an increase in productivity and a
reduction in unit costs. The film application units may
be used on their own or as part of a production line;
they are provided with motorised roller conveyors at
infeed and outfeed; they run at a high speed and provide a constant and accurate application of film: shorter, longer or flush with the edge of the panel.
An important new product was presented during the
“Xylexpo 2008” show: “SBR”, a new roller rotating polishing unit. This will represent a significant innovation
as regards working speed and process, offering an
excellent end result, that is possible through a new
concept of polishing. ■
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ZUANI

BALESTRINI

“LOGIFIX” TECHNOLOGY FOR TOOLS

“VIVA” FOR CHAIRS MANUFACTURING

Zuani (www.zuani.com), a leading Italian company in
the woodworking industry, is presenting its range of
tools developed with the “Logifix” technology. This
technology gives to the finished product an high standard of quality and at the same time guarantees a long
lasting performance of the tool.
Zuani’s up-to-date technology and know-how is offered
with self-centering “Logifix” knives solutions. Benefit of
this solution, that has less standard
knives, are the finish result on timber, as well as the easy toolings’
maintenance with less downtime.
The well-known “Logifix” system
has been improved during the last
years to reach high level of tenoning, trimming and profiling; this
allows to get the highest performance from the window line through
dedicated cutting and axial angles
on the tool bodies. Another important characteristic of this system
system is the material used for the
profiled Hw knife. The very high quality of the widia
powder together with the micro-finish polishing treatment gives to the “Logifix” knives the optimal solution
to produce with high-standard results.
All “Logifix” tool range is suitable to all production lines,
from the latest cnc machinery that requires high rpm
and feeding speed, to the most traditional spindle
moulders. Zuani is also synonymous of safety; since
the beginning all tools have been certified Bg test for
the German market to align, few years, ago also the
European En 847-1 certification. ■
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The stand of Balestrini (www.balestrini.com) at the
forthcoming Lesdrewmash 2008 will have on display a
recent hit in the production of the over 50 years experience company, a reputed world-wide known pioneer
in the field of machinery manufacturing for solid wood
especially dedicated to chairs, tables and other furniture components. “Viva” is the name of this machine, a
sophisticated 5-axes cnc machining center that offers
high performances combined with user-friendly controls. “Viva” is the "ideal solution for the manufacturing
of chairs". The machine is in fact able to perform in one
cycle all the typical assembly operations (mortising,
tenoning, butting, drilling, etc.) with maximum accuracy. This machine has been developed to satisfy the
todays’ need of being able to machine high volumes of
parts but divided in small batch. This machine eliminates in fact the need of setting-up different machines
operated by different workers, while guaranteeing a
high standard in productivity and accuracy.
Visitors at the show will see how simple it is to operate
this machine and how fast the production can be
thanks to fluid and fast working cycles.
An automatic self-adjustment system, which is instructed by a part of the workpiece programming, enables
this machine to operate on completely different parts in
a time of only very few minutes.
The success of this machine is also boosted by a userfriendly programming software named “T-Cas” developed by Balestrini, which simplifies its use even to
operators not skilled in cnc machines programming
and avoid any possible mistakes.
“Viva”, which was introduced to the world market in
2006, has now become very popular and is currently
successfully used by several customers in Europe,
America and Asia. ■

TVM TERMOVENTILMEC

BRE.MA.

PELLET PRODUCTION PLANTS

FLEXIBILITY AND CUSTOMIZATION

Tvm termoventilmec (www.tvm-termoventilmec.com)
designs, builds and installs machines and suction-filtration plants for wood companies and it’s offering its
complete plants for pellets production within the
Russian market.
Undoubtedly the topic wood as heat and energy generator has sparked off discussions; Tvm has developed a highly automated plant for the production of
pellets, offering the possibility to add value to woodworking scraps.
Pellets – small cylinders of pressed wood – are definitely one of the most interesting solutions and are

Bre.Ma. (www.brema.it) is specialized in the production of Nc vertical processing cells for boring, routing,
milling and hardware inserting operations. All Bre.Ma.
installations allow the processing in sequence of panels with different dimensions without any manual set-up
interventions for in real time production. The flexibility
of Bre.Ma. machines allows the customization of each
installation according to the production needs, combining structures, equipments and tools.
“Vektor” is a Nc vertical flexible through-feed boring
machine able to sequentially drill, mill, insert and route
panels. This model can be equipped with 10-positionrevolver units, with independent drilling units and hardware inserting units and is available with structure
length 15,25,30 and with “FC” version for opposite boring operations and “K” version for doors processing.
In addition to the “Vektor” range, Bre.Ma. supplies the
“Krono” model, a flexible Nc processing cell with
inclined working plane and panel locking system
through self-selecting automatic suction cups, able to
process solid wood and aluminium door. The range of
Bre.Ma. products, with vertical panel processing, has
the advantage of a reduced overall machine area and
an easy panel loading and unloading system. ■
“Vektor”.

emerging as one of the most surprising products in this
industry, both for their performance and for the attention they are drawing from final users, for both domestic and industrial use of the biomass.
This trend has led Tvm to take up the challenge and
develop its know-how to create a highly automated
plant for pellet production.
Tvm can offer its customers high performance as well
as increasingly competitive products, thanks to its profitable collaboration with a renowned and consolidated
sales group as “Koimpex” is.
Thanks to new installations, references have become
more important and located in a vast area.
Main references are: Krasnoderevtshik of Cheljabinsk;
PK Angrstem of Voronezh; Tiger Company of Smolensk; Krasny Oktyabr di Tyumen; Elegia Ltd of
Borovichi; Zao Dera Penza; Aldoor Uljanovsk; Lores
Ivanovo; Union Porte Mosca and last acquisition Novij
Dom Rjazan. ■
“Krono”.
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TERMOLEGNO

CEFLA FINISHING

THE VALUE OF DRYING

DOORS FINISHING MARKET

Termolegno (www.termolegno.com) is present in over
50 countries. Different climates and requirements,
demanding the same efficiency from drying systems.
Every dryer is designed and built to support snow
loads in the order of 160 kg/m2, with the possibility of
boosting the support capacity to 250 kg/m2 and withstand wind pressures in the order of 120 km/h.
Aluminium and stainless steel are the materials of
choice, thanks to their resistance to the corrosive
effects of the tannins secreted by wood and to the
structural deformation resulting from a high thermal
and productive cycle. The dryer walls are made of aluminium panels, insulated by 100 mm of high-density,
non-hygroscopic mineral wool.
Termolegno has designed and developed seven models to optimize the wood processing cycle:
“Termovap” vaporizer designed for a treatment with
direct or indirect injection of low-pressure steam (with
heating coil or tank to boil the water); “Csd”: dryer
designed to be loaded by fork lift truck; “Csd-T”: dryer
loaded by rail-mounted trolleys; heating system based
on hot water, superheated water, steam, or diathermic
oil; “Aus”: a dryer model studied to integrate the components of the dryers of masonry construction, built by
the customer following Termolegno directions, drawings and technical specifications; “Minidryer”: a dryer
designed for treating small quantities of lumber; “PreDryer”: a dryer designed for controlled storage and
preservation of lumber before drying. The “Csd-Ht”
model, the Termolegno dryer equipped with electronic
controls for the plant-health thermal treatment of wooden crates, deserves a special mention of its own.
Termolegno knows wood: it leverages the same natural
elements that have generated it (water, earth, fire, air)
for the drying method ensuring plant reliability, low
energy consumption and a continuously evolving technology in order to give wood an added value. ■

The production of doors is one of the most diffused and
required elements on the Russian market due to the
important development of the house building sector
and consequently of the economy of the country.
Cefla Finishing Russia offers door finishing lines for
this special market by following the technologies
always used and realized by the holding company for
this production type.
Cefla Finishing Group (www.ceflafinishing.com) has
gained an extremely deep experience as the worldwide diffusion of the group allows the acquisition and
elaboration of quite differentiated requests because of
the diversity of materials, lacquers, aesthetic tastes and production systems running
in all five continents.
The first distinction is
collocated between
flat and shaped doors
of different type, while
another division concerns the use of finishing systems that
require quick and forced drying processes or lacquers
that require long stay times in curing ovens. All these
technologies are very well known by Cefla Group and
a lot of finishing lines are already present in Russia,
some of them already in production (Mario Rioli-Sofia)
or in commissioning phase (Stalker-Volhovets): these
lines are the concrete answers to differentiated products. In the context of flat panels and base coat preparation, the group presents roller application machines
belonging to the “Smartcoater” series, produced by
the company Sorbini, since decades leader in this sector; the product is completed by curtain coaters and a
large range of brushing machines for cleaning and
sanding operations.
The application on shaped doors is realized by Cefla
Finishing with following automatic spray machines:
“Easy2000”, “Roctre”, “iBotic”. The company offers
as well the complete series of in-line curing
ovens/systems connected with the application
machines: in-line ovens with Uv radiation with patented
Ecogel system, “Aquadry Evolution” ovens for the use
of waterborne coats, patented vertical ovens with large
storage capacity. The lines control software are customer tailored. ■
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“Kompat”.

C.M. MACCHINE

STROMAB

TO SERVE WOOD CARPENTRY AND BUILDING

BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE AND FOR RUSSIA

In the Russian market C.M. Macchine (www.cmmacchine.com) focused particularly on their "historical”
product which is the planer in the various models
“Basic”, “Kompat” and “Ksa” having working widths
up to 2200 millimetres and working speed up to 150
meters per minute
in order to cover
the needs of all our
potential customers both artisans or
big industries.
Besides the planers C.M. Macchine
is having a good
commercial success with the finger
jointing plants, both
automatic (model
“Hpx”) or semi-automatic (model “Easy Beam”), including the beam press for the manufacturing of laminated beams for the house-building
industry. They can supply also turn-key plants of small
and medium dimensions for the laminated beams manufacturing. C.M. Macchine has also introduced in the
Russian market the impregnating machine “Tin” with
working dimensions of 600x450 millimetres for the
impregnation of beams and matchboards with water or
solvent based products. ■

Stromab (www.stromab.com) the leading Italian manufacturer of automatic cross cut saws, sawing centres
for beams and equipment for block-house technology have recently moved to a new purpose built factory
in Campagnola Emilia. This new 7500 square meters
plus facility boasts the latest state of the art manufacturing equipment including cnc machining centres and
a high tech automatic paint and powder coating line. In
addition to the manufacturing area and production
assembly lines there is also a dedicated product
development area, showroom and offices. The company which was founded in 1965 is privately owned and
run by the Bertesi family. In recent years they have
invested a lot of resources into the Russian market. In
fact, thanks to continuous analysis of the market new
products sized on the Russian customer requirements
have been developed. Among them, great success
has been obtained by the range of equipment for the
house building technology such as “Blox”, “Big-Blox”,
“Auto-Blox” and “Big Auto-Blox” which brought
Stromab at the fore front of house building technology.
Furthermore we can not forget one of the most complete range of presses for laminated beams and glued
panels “SL1”, “SL2” and “SL3”. The most impressing
figure of this range is the total lack of after sales problem. In fact out of “150 SL” presses sold to Russia in
the last five years, never a single spare parts has been
required by any customer. ■

Press model “SL1”.

“Hpx”.
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STORTI

GRIGGIO

SAWING LINES

THE “UNICA 500” SERIES

Within the Storti sawmill line product range
(www.storti.it), customers purchase fast and high
recovery sawing solution for small and medium logs
size (minimum 100 - maximum 450). All solutions used
in Storti lines are developed in cooperation with the
customer and tested in real life production. Saw blades
and “canter” cutting technology are used in sawmill.
“Pgs” lines sawing machines convert logs into madeA picture of Paolo Griggio
giving the plate as
“best dealer of the year”
to the Russian DVT.

to-measure
sawn boards in a single
pass using saw blades cutting technology. The sawing phases of “Pgs” lines are: log
infeed with orientation device; four/eight saw blades
cutting unit; slab recovery line; main prism cutting line;
stacking lines complete with multiple trim cut devices.
“Canter group 350/450” compact and integrated sawing machines convert logs into made-to-measure sawn
boards in a single pass simultaneously producing top
quality pulp chips.
The sawing phases of Canter 350/450 lines are: log
infeed with orientation device; two/four side chipping
sawing unit; profiling unit; side boards edged cutting
unit; main prism cutting line; stacking lines complete
with multiple trim cut devices. Storti customer service
supervises the machine
manufacturing
from order placement to delivery
and throughout
the warranty period and the product life. ■

Griggio from Reschigliano, near Padova
(www.griggio.com) is presenting “Unica 500”, a squaring panel saw with tilting blade. It is a new variant – of
course revised and corrected with state-of-the-art
technological enhancements – of the series of combined models with multiple operations Unica that the
company used to manufacture from its early beginnings. On all models, the tilting blade is entirely made
of cast-iron and the blade lifting is carried out on linear
guides and ball pads. The carriage is machined entirely on a Nc working center and is therefore particularly
sturdy. The blade change is extremely quick and easy.
“Unica 500 Program 3” is a panel saw with tilting
blade, electronic programmer with three controlled
axes and parallel guide with ball screw transmission,
with maximum traverse speed equal to 10
meters/minute, “Program 3” is the electronic programmer with touch screen control, designed to program
the parallel guide position with automatic compensation of the dimension with tilted blade. The positioning
of the ledge on the extensible guide of the squaring
carriage is carried out through automatic calculation,
obtaining the upper and lower distance of the panel
and its compensation with tilted blade.
In addition, the blade lifting process is programmed
with height compensation according to the panel thickness and blade adjustment. Up to 650 3-axis working
programs can be stored. ■
“Unica 500 Program 3”.
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CO.MA.FER.

SMC

NEW BRIQUETTING PRESS

DOOR AND WINDOW SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

The compression of the material waste has always
been an ambitious studium and research for
Co.ma.fer. Macchine (www.comafer.it) .
The brand new machines, fully technological and “à
l’avantguarde”, show the never ending investments in
the development and in the project phase.
Thanks to the twelve thousand machines sold in
these years Co.ma.fer Macchine has become a specialist in the world market relating to the briquetting of
wood, with the same philosophy that leaded the company to the quality certification Iso 9001:2000.
Furthermore, the company provides a comprehensive
and reliable after-sales service: their customer service
technicians are a team of motivated, qualified and
responsible workers who guarantee flexibility and reliability. Their work is supported by an extensive spare
parts service available to them. Their fully trained and
qualified service team is always ready to assist the
customers' requirements. The company believes in the
rapid movement of technological ideas and therefore
has projected a new machine.
The new briquetting press model “Dinamic 350S” is
the result of the evolutionary project of the model
“Dinamic 250N”: the same basement and the electrical control board have been used. The two motors and
the two pumps of the model “Dinamic 350N” have
been substituted by a unique strengthened pump and
motor. The project of the model “Dinamic 350S” concretizes in specific technical improvements as well as
in absolute high performances. We tried to achieve a
more contained and
highly competitive price
though the
standard
equi p ment
of the air/oil
cooling system and the
refrigerating
unit. ■
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Smc (www.smcmacchine.it) is a company based in
Rosasco, near Pavia, producing special woodworking
machines for doors and windows.
As far as door lines are concerned, Smc performs
milling, drilling and screwing anuba, lock automatic
insertions, while on frames lines, packing insertion,
cropping, drilling, drilling and screwing anuba, counterplates or receivers milling, small basins insertions
and receivers screwing. Moreover, the production
range is enriched by horizontal and vertical presses for
fastenings assembly and doors with static or line level;
numerical control pantographs for doors and windows
working; drilling and screwing anuba machines; milling
machines; screwing machines; gluing pins inserting
devices for doors and windows.
Picture in this page is showing an automatic line for
doors. Special lines and machine production can be
supplied according to customers’ requirements. Smc
produces seven different manufacturing lines such as:
door project, window project, automation project, pin
project, routers project, assembly project with glass
and silicone; movement project are also produced. ■
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“Fox”.

COSMEC

SISTEMI

THE RECENT NEW PRODUCTION

EXPERIENCE, QUALITY AND SERVICE

Cosmec (www.cosmecsrl.com) has been producing
woodworking machines since 1960. Strong in their
experience and faithful to their international image,
Cosmec continuously devotes its research to obtain
the highest quality, technology and
reliability and offers their customers a wide range of products, which constantly
develops into new
projects, both in the
field of multiripsaws
and Cnc routers.
Cosmec machining
centres are wellknown for their structural
strength and rigidity combined with an extreme versatility. In the wide range of 3-4-5
Cnc routers for wood, plastic and aluminium processing we would like to highlight the
recent new products, the “Fox”, entry-level machine
with compact footprint, allowing small shops to take
advantage of Cnc technology, and the “Smart30”, the
real novelty for Cosmec, with open frame, movable
bars and vacuum cups, which joins high level characteristics and performances together to user-friendliness, thanks to a very innovative graphic interface.
The above models (see pictures) are added to
“Conquest” and “NR” product lines, which by now are
considered to be a tradition and a guarantee of quality, together with the wide range of multiripsaws, which
are regarded as some of the most reliable and longlasting in the world production. ■

Sistemi (www.sistemiklein.com) is a company backed
by over thirty years of experience in the woodworking,
aluminium-working and plastics tool manufacturing
industry, specializes in solid carbide router bits for cnc
routers, collet chucks and cutter arbors, bits for automatic boring machines, all kinds of Hs and Hw bits, Hm
tools for hand portable machines, cutterheads, Hw circular saws, Hs and Hw knives.
Sistemi’s sales programme includes a wide range of
tools for hand portable machines with 6/8/12 millime-

“Smart30”.
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tres shank, thus enabling them to meet most of joiners
requirements. Solide carbide router bits are produced
out of the best raw materials currently available on the
market using cnc machines which guarantee the highest tolerance levels, smooth, burn-free cuts and
extreme accuracy in production.
Measuring instruments for the furniture industry and
special equipments for door and window frame makers
complete the Sistemi’s sale programme. ■

SECAL

SERGIANI - SCM GROUP

IMPORTANT INNOVATIONS

POLYURETHANE GLUE PRESSING SYSTEM

The trademark Secal (www.secalsrl.com) nowadays is
synonymous of high specialization in timber drying systems. With robust and quality structure and advanced
technological solutions, Secal presents important innovations in drying cycles management systems. The control
unit “Plus 3000” is an electronic system applied for the
process of timber drying which can be shaped and
extended according to the client's requests. Now Secal
is proposing it with several advanced functions like: the
double wood moisture, “heart and surface”, that meas-

Polyurethane glue has entered Sergiani’s pressing
world (www.sergiani.it): the new “Pur System 3”
equipment proposes platen gluing to achieve uniform
surfaces without defects.
Thanks to the characteristics of the “Pur” polyurethane
glue, it is possible to rapidly glue panels, at ambient
temperature and with gluing that does not fear humidity, preserving impermeability and quality for many
years, and is also perfect in moist environments such
as a kitchen or a bathroom.
Sergiani’s system realises three-layer sandwich panels
for doors and furniture with a productivity that can
reach four panels per minute for batch 1.
Compact and controlled by only one operator “Pur

ure the moisture movement from the heart to the surface
of the tables and are particularly important in drying of
difficult and very thick wood; the advanced drying pack
with the autopilot function, which allows the management of the drying process setting the minimum and
maximum limit of relative wood moisture desired per
day/phase to achieve the requested final moisture; this
function allows significant savings in terms of drying time.
“Plus boiler Pro” is a software dedicated to monitoring
and supervision of the thermal power plants. It includes
nine probes (eight temperature units and one climatic
unit). The industrial Secal Pc, with touch screen 17"
monitor, can be connected to a Lan net and, via internet,
directly to Secal, giving the operators the possibility to
download software and updates and to be supported by
remote online technical assistance. ■

System 3” applies laminated Mdf covers on door
frames, already provided with honeycomb.
The system picks up at the same time frames and folders from different stucks, spreads the glue on the
frame, tilts up the upper folder placing it on the lower
one: now the sandwich is ready for the pressing.
The system is designed so that the sandwich can be
made with panels of different sizes.
“Pur System 3” is controlled by an integrated software:
“LeoMes” by Sergiani that allows the program setting
of the single individual machines and, simultaneously,
to optimise production activities from order launching
to finished product completion. In both cases it is possible to remotely control the line by teleassistance. ■
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ELMAG – SCM GROUP

SECEA ESSICCATOI

“MAGNUM” SPRAYING LINE

THE CONTROL SYSTEM “KEY-1000”

The “Magnum” spraying line is the Elmag Superfici
(www.elmag.it) solution to obtain excellent quality panel finishing, especially for furniture, kitchen cabinet
components and passage doors.
The compact and high-tech “Magnum” spraying line
features very controlled spray application, an excellent
paint recovery-recycling system, and is very capable
of short production cycles; a limited investment is
required. The Elmag Superfici line uses an innovative,
water-based Uv product in its painting cycle and can
process panels sized from 150x300 mm to 1300x2500
mm; the production speed is up to 12 metres/minute,
depending on the type of coating and the length of the
dryers. The “Magnum” spraying line is composed of an
automated “Magnum” sprayer with a double reciprocating arm, a pressurized cabin, a double paint recycling unit and an electronic control system.
The three models of the new Elmag sprayers meet any
production needs, up to a line speed of 18
meterst/minute. Complex quality requirements, e.g.
glossy finishes, can also be met. The new “Magnum”
features a large cabin, easily accessible from both
sides. “Magnum” is also
equipped with a new
electronic control system, for top performance
at high machine speed.
Up to three “scrape on
wet” paint recycling units
can be installed on
“Magnum”, for the separate recovery of different
painted materials and an immediate product change.
The sprayer is combined with linear dryers for rapid
flash-off drying processes and a Uv lamp dryer, for
final paint polymerisation. ■
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Secea Essiccatoi (www.secea.com) belongs to the
Gsb Group. In the several sawmills of the group wood
is dried by Secea kilns. The modular building system of
the structure and of the walls is easy, fast and sure
and enable a rapid assembly of the installation. All
components are cut up by thermal shear automatic
machines. The very low thermal transmission coefficient 0.32 kcal/m_h °C is achieved thanks to glass
wool with oriented fibers whose ends are stuck on the
internal surface of the panel. The air flux through the
wood is optimized by using reversible ventilators with
changeable diameter and inclination of the blades.
The installations are equipped with highly efficient heat
exchanger in inox steel/alluminium with great resistance to the wood acids. All the kilns are managed by
the control system “Key-1000”: professional system for
the control of the
kilns and for the
integrated management of the
boilers. The system is composed
by an industrial
Plc and by a
"touch screen" which allows through an intuitive
menu to control all the installation parameters. The
control of the kiln's devices (vents, valves, motors,
humidity and temperature detectors) is realized by
means of a digital bus connection, carried out by only
one cable which transmitted both the alimentation signal and the actuators.
The possible applications enable to reduce up to the
50 percent the electricity and thermal consumption:
“Key fan” (management of the fans' rotation speed
according to wood humidity); “Key time” (electricity
consumption management according to the time
bands when electricity is cheaper); “Key electric
plant” (management of the electricity consumption of
the installed kilns according to the customer priorities);
“Key thermal kiln” (management of the electricity consumption of each kiln); “Key thermal plant” (management of the thermal consumption of all installed kilns).
The “Key-1000” system allows the remote control of the
installation from the office or home or directly all over
the world from Secea assistance office. ■
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FAPIL

ANGELO CREMONA

CNC TOOLING SPECIALISTS

ONE CENTURY OF EXPERIENCE

Thanks to the use of the most modern designing and
construction techniques, Fapil (www.fapil.it) is able to
offer, in addition to a wide range of standard cutting
tools, custom-made tooling, designed and manufactured in observance of the latest European safety rules
and guaranteeing high quality performances and
results. Even the most complex production requirements find a solution by Fapil, thanks to the development of technically advanced tools studied by its engineers. Fapil means nowadays quality when it comes to
choose for: cutter heads
and brazed tooling (Tct)
for conventional machinery; drill bits, router bits
and accessories to
machine wood and plastics; straight router cutters and profile router
cutters for Cnc machining centers; Cnc tooling
for door and window
production. One of the
most important successful product of Fapil over
the last year is
“FastLock”: the cutting
tool for a quick and safe
fixing. “FastLock” is the
right solution, fast and
perfect to machine both
solid wood and all other
wooden materials. The
shank
type
cutter
“FastLock” allows an
easy clamping of the knives through torx screws guaranteeing a fast and safe change in compliance with the En
847/1-2 regulations. The customising of the cutter profile
on the shaped cutter body enables the customer to
machine any profile obtaining very high quality levels of
the final product thanks to the best possible cutting hook
and axial angles. Among other Fapil products, we find
the shaping cutter (diameter 20 to 30 millimetres) with
Hw replaceable knives available with various dimensions, with positive and negative axial angle, for the
machining of veneered panels, available also in the version for the automatic tool change. The whole production program from Fapil, is widely illustrated on the new
Din A4 format catalogue also available on Cd-Rom. ■

Angelo Cremona (www.angelo-cremona.com), with
more than 100 years of experience in machinery
design and manufacturing, constantly innovates and
introduces the latest reliable technology to the plywood
and veneer industry, taking always into account the
specific needs of the customers.
In the field of plywood and peeled veneer technologies Angelo Cremona designs, engineers and manufactures machines, lines and complete plants, including: debarkers, log-sizing
machines and complete log
handling lines; fully automatic,
high-tech, heavy duty veneer
peeling machines and lines
for small, medium and large
diameter logs of all species
from various climatic regions
and conditions; sophisticated
drying systems for wet veneer
with automatic loading and unloading, also combined
with automatic grading and stacking lines of the dry
veneer sheets; core-composers, glue spreaders, layup and pressing lines with various configurations and
different automations, puttying lines; plywood squaring
lines, plywood sanding and grading lines; over-laying
lines for plywood panels (film facing).
In the field of decorative veneer, where Angelo
Cremona is specialized in technologies and machinery
supply, the range of our products includes: log handling and flitch preparation lines; horizontal, vertical
and rotary slicers; peeling lines for thin decorative
veneer; drying systems for decorative veneer; dry
veneer clipping and binding lines. ■
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FINITURE

SBF CONSULT

“SAV” AND “ROUND ABOUT”

THE NEW “SERIES 900” FOR SANDING

“Sav” is the electrostatic and automatic
system, with intelligent piece scanning
device, that Finiture
(www.finiture.it) has
set for answering to
small and medium
windows producers’
exigencies.
The plant is composed by a reciprocator, a spraying system, an electrostatic
generator, a double piece-scanning device, a synchronous unit for the overhead conveyor and an electrical
board for the complete plant control. Thanks to the
scanning device and to the electrostatic system, which
reduce to the minimum the painting overspray, “Sav”
limits the paint consumption and guarantees a uniform
distribution of the product on the whole piece. The
intelligent infrared dimensional optical reader can
exclude some parts of the piece to be painted, i.e.
avoiding the hanging hooks.
The control board special electronic card permits programming the guns opening and closing before and
after the piece surface; the result is an optimum painting quality and a reduced overspray incidence.
Spray guns, made
of stainless steel
with a cartridge filter, work with airmixed system. As
they are assembled both on the
horizontal and on
the vertical level,
the paint reaches
all the piece surfaces. Thanks to a special hydraulic
circuit, the colour changing is extremely rapid without
need of emptying pipes from the previous painting
product. Following the different production demands,
single or double reciprocators can be installed. In fact
combining one reciprocator with “round about” technology, a new bi-rail system designed by Finiture, the
two sides of the pieces can be automatically painted. ■

Sbf Consult (www.sbfstefani.com) is introducing the
“Series 900”, the new series of sanding machines
equipped with cross and longitudinal belts in several
arrangements, designed and carried out to fulfil all
requirements in sanding and super-finishing of solid
wood, veneered surfaces, lacquer and high gloss
sanding. The machines of this series are available
starting from two belts and with lifting table (PM) or with
constant pass-line and lifting head (TM) suitable for the
insertion in automatic working lines.
The standard execution includes the electronically
controlled and sectioned pads of the new generation,
the main motors equipped with inverter for the variable
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speed of the abrasive belts, the variable feed speed
controlled by means of the inverter, the belts cleaning
blowers pneumatically controlled and time operated
and the Cn unit for the full control of the machine with
touch-screen and color display.
The control of the new segmented pads is carried out
through electromagnets; this allows the micrometric
adjustment of the press-on force with seven differentiate pressures: one on the centre, three on the right
edge and three on the left edge, to improve the sanding quality on every surface and without risk to damage
the panels.
The electronic segmented rod at the infeed transmits in
radiofrequency the reading of the surface to be sanded. Serial connections via optic fibres. ■

FRIULMAC

SELCO - BIESSE GROUP

“FLEXIMAT” AND “CONTOURAMAT”

NEW “WN 750” SERIES

Since Selco (www.biesse.it) was founded, its maximum
expression of technology has been the “WN” series.
First with the “WN 200” and then the “WN 600”, Selco
had revolutionized all the panels sizing standards.
Today with “WN 750” Selco had surpassed itself.
The structure is the now famous patented “L-shaped”
base, but further reinforced and stiffened.The pressure
beam has a dual-independent structure that blocks
material efficiently in every cut condition, it creates an

The model “Fleximat”.

The “Fleximat” range of machines by Friulmac
(www.friulmac.it) is designed to cope with a wide variety of products in the field of fixtures, furniture and panel processing, ranking at the top of the category for
sturdiness and reliability. Equipped with work-piece
return systems or integrated in automatic processing
lines, it represents the most flexible solution for both
small or large production requirements.
“Contouramat” is the new generation double end-profiling machine which uses a completely redesigned
base frame and feed system, to achieve maximum processing precision and consistency. Only one operator
is required and the machine is suitable for any kind of
end profile. Its compact design reduces space requirement and an extra short changeover time is needed for
different profiles. Other features are: no tear-out after
profiling; end-boring, face-boring and edge-boring
available; 45° bevel cut capability (on the vertical axe).

The model “Contouramat”.

Selco “WN 750”.

airtight chamber on trim
cut for an effective dust
suction. The new-patented Cnc movable suction
hood further improves the
dust extraction. This
places itself exactly at the
end of the rip cut removing the dust generated by
the blade at the panel
stack exit.
A new-concept patented
side aligner exerts the
pressure directly on either
Detail of Robotic Blade Change
side of the blade path. It is
with automatic scoring blade adjustment.
a fully Cnc axis that can
adjust the alignment intensity according to the material type and stack height to be cut. The flagship of this
model is the “Robotic blade change” (patented):
thanks to a fully servo-driven system, the main blade is
automatically changed and aligned to the scoring
blade in a few seconds, reducing the dead time normally required for this operation.
These characteristics and others make the “WN 750” a
high-performance product devised to satisfy all
requirements of the demanding Russian market. ■
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PIEMONTE PARQUETS

FUL

“SOLIDO” PARQUET COLLECTION

TOOLS FOR ANY NEED

Owning to the nature of Basso Legnami (www.bassolegnami.com), which has its origin in wood working,
within the range of the floorings of Piemonte Parquets
(www.piemonteparquets.com) a company belonging to
their group, there is the traditional, genuine solid wood.
Therefore the name “Solido” includes a wide range of
solid wood T&G floorings in big dimensions with thickness up to 22 mm (“Solido-Maxi”).
But the new element of Piemonte Parquets is the possibility to have also solid wood floorings in a prefinished version in natural oil or water based reparable

Ful (www.fultools.com), founded in 1970, is a leader in
the production of hard metal tools for woodworking,
plastics and non-ferrous metals.
Backed by continuous investment in the latest cnc
technology complemented by design through threedimensional software with particular attention to quality, Ful is able to provide customers with the final solution that ensures better productivity and quality at the
lowest cost. In particular the wide range of special
tools for drilling, made with the best raw materials
available and with the help of cnc machines last generation, is able to meet the needs of any user. Also, if
between the range of items available in the catalogue,
there is not what required, Ful is able to plan and produce it in a short time according to specifications provided by the customer. Ful also uses stringent quality
controls and equipment to ensure that each tool manufactured complies with the highest quality standards
and can provide the best performance available on the
market today. Ful products are sold exclusively through
a network of distributors who are able to provide the
necessary technical support and after-sales required
by the major users. ■
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Solid Wenge bathroom floor - natural oil prefinished.

Solid Slavonjan Oak
thickness 22 mm.

lacquer, with all the options and personalised versions
offered in “Legno&Stile” collection: from transparent
to old-fashioned, from whitened to aluminium and
many others. All finishings and products are executed
in complete accordance with ecological and bio-building principles.
“Solido” is a certified product “100 percent made in
Italy”, available with smooth or brushed surface and in
different species such as: Slavonjan Oak, Doussie,
Wenge, Panga Panga, Iroko, American Teak, Burma
Teak, Merbau and Zebrawood. ■
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GIARDINA©07

FINISHING SYSTEM

PLUS

FOR YOU AND THE ENVIRONMENT

MOS® PLUS
This tunnel is
designed for
fast drying of
waterborne
products with
the lowest
energy
consumption
in its category

ESSICCAZIONE VERNICI ALL’ACQUA

UV PLUS®
U.V. Tunnel with
electronic power
adjustment offering
Low Consumption.
This Tunnel can
save up to
20,000 Kw/year
because it reduces
the exhausted air
to atmosphere
by 12.000 Kg of CO2
(Kyoto Conference)
DRYING OF UV PRODUCTS

GIARDINA OFFICINE AEROMECCANICHE S.p.A.

Via V. Necchi, 63 - 22060 Figino Serenza (CO) Italy
Tel. +39 031 7271 - Fax +39 031 781751
www.giardinagroup.com - info@giardinagroup.com

GIARDINA

PESSA

GABBIANI - SCM GROUP

CHIPPERS TYPE “CRS”

THE NEW RANGE OF SINGLE BEAM PANEL SAWS

focus on russia

The recovery and recycling of wood wastes is a topical
subject: the exploitation through processing allows the
direct use as fuel in various types of plants for energy
production, as fuel for boilers and raw material for production of pellets, briquettes etcetera. Specialist in
wood processing and particle comminution, Pessa
Impianti (www.pessaimpianti.com) designs and manufactures machines for the primary working of wood and
flake preparation: discontinuous flakers, knife ring flakers, chippers, hammer mills, refining mills, wood feeders, storage silos for flakes and chips. Pessa has
recently increased its range of universal chippers with
new small size models, studied for the recycling of
wood wastes as sawmill edgings and small diameter
logs, suitable to produce chips for boilers.
The rugged construction chippers are equipped with
rotor with 2-3 knives, easy to replace; overdimensioned
shaft and bearings guarantee a long life to the rotor,
even if subject to very high stress. Infeed rolls are treated and hardened to resist to high wear while the
screening nets are reinforced by crosspieces. ■
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Gabbiani (www.scmgroup.com) presents its new
range of single beam panel saws featuring the very
latest advances in technology.
Fast cycle times ensure high throughput rates and a
high level of customization ensures that the same
machine model can be tailored to a wide variety of
requirements. A strong machine base and reliable
components ensure a long, productive life cycle for the
“Galaxy 3”. Gabbiani has also redesigned the major
components at the heart of this panel saw. The saw
carriage, for example, now ensures even greater cutting precision. Carriage movements are even faster
thanks to the drive units and the smooth-running recirculating ball screws.
The machine bed has a single upright fitted with the
“Thk” slideways for the blade carriage. This feature is a
characteristic of all Gabbiani machines and has been
redesigned to support intensive, heavy duty use on
three work shifts.
The pusher and pressure units have also been
redesigned to ensure smooth movements, precision
positioning and optimised sawdust extraction.
The Pc–Plc control system and control interface have
been designed to make life easier for the operator. No
special expertise is required. The “WinCut” interface is
very user-friendly. The interactive diagnostic pages
make troubleshooting simple and ensure a rapid return
to service. The new version of the “Ottimo” optimisation program has a new graphic interface, a new algorithm and new parameters with bitmap association. ■

PADE

GIARDINA

“VARIO TT” MACHINING CENTRE

WOOD AND GLASS FINISHING

Pade (www.pade.it) is presenting “Vario TT”, a
machining centre with overhead five axis and mobile
cross beam, featuring high rigidity and stability. It is
equipped with two working tables and thanks to its versatility it can be both used as a classic five axis
machining centre with vacuum system and as a
machine for working large batches with automatic
loading/unloading system.
Head configuration “cross” type with four independent
motors, 10 kW each and ceramic bearings.
Tables of “Vario TT” are the “tandem” type (patent
pending) with vacuum system: four mobile vacuum
cups for each table, adjustable both in “X” and “Y”
direction, in a way to be adapted to the shape of components. In addition to the vacuum system, pneumatic
clamps can be easily integrated, specifically useful
with automatic loading.
Loading magazines are movable along “X” axis thus
offering multiple advantages such as: maximum versatility of the machine that can be either used as a classic five axis machining or as a machine for large batch-

Giardina officine aeromeccaniche (www.giardinagroup.com) is present and successful in the field of finishing systems manufacturing since over 30 years.
Along the years, they developed and widened their
range of technologically advanced finishing installations in the direction to improve plant productivity, raise
the quality of the finished products and reduce environmental pollution.

es with automatic loading/unloading; easy and fast
change over from manual to automatic loading by simply fitting the dedicated clamps and positioning the
piece magazine into the work area; manual loading of
the piece without any barrier in front of the operator as
the two magazines are “parked” on the side of the
machine; automatic loading magazine can be also
used for long pieces when the two working tables are
controlled in synchronous way (moving the two working tables at once). ■

This is proven by the success obtained in the field of
automatic spraying equipment, Uv-curing technology,
roller coating, vacuum-machines for mouldings, glassfinishing installations and the newest Mos® (Selected
microwaves) drying system, the eco-friendly drier
suitable for water-based lacquers on
wooden or glass substrates. Thanks
to their high flexibility, Giardina is
capable of supplying
solutions to any market
demand in the field of finishing, being all mechanical, electric and electronic
(hardware and software)
parts are directly produced
in their own factory.
The product range for wood finishing includes solutions for different products such as installations for flat
and moulded panels, mouldings, booths and pressurized systems, to coat doors, window-frames, chairs,
tables, parquet, skis, cabinet-doors, drawers, frames,
picture-frames, building materials, coffins, assembled
and disassembled furniture etcetera. ■
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ORMAMACCHINE

MORBIDELLI - SCM GROUP

MEMBRANE PRESS “PM/AIR SYSTEM”

“UNIVERSAL” WORKING CENTRE

At the beginning of the ‘90’s a new working way spread
off on the whole world: the use of polymeric foils, particularly pvc, to cover 3D panels like kitchen and bathrooms cabinet doors. Even if Ormamacchine (www.ormamacchine.it) was anyway able to manufacture those
products with the existing machines, the choice was
oriented to create a new machine targeted to this specific work: in 1994 the “Pm/Ca/Air” press was born, a
machine which
has still today
the higher number of imitations on the market.
With the opening of new markets, especially
in Eastern Europe, there was the necessity to manufacture machines with lower costs but with same automation and quality: that’s how the “Pm/Air/System” press
was born, an updated and simpler version of
“Pm/Ca/Air” press. This machine maintains all the main
features of its origin machine in order to guarantee a
high working quality. The main difference is that this
press has only one working tray, but it is anyway possible to mount as option a second tray on the opposite
end loading side, forming then a shuttle press with two
working stations. The press platen is heated by electric
contact resistances which allow a reduced consumption and assure a temperature tolerance of ± 1 °C on
the whole surface, extremely important condition to
grant the highest uniformity of foil finishing. The
machine is also provided with special pliers for a fast
membrane hooking-unhooking. Without wasting time
and simply by pushing a key on the control board, this
system allows to change the type of working from
membrane pressing to a cycle without membrane
using only the pvc foil. All valves and other function
equipment are checked during the working cycle and
possible anomalies are shown by a video alarm. This
press is able to grant a working cycle of about 2’ with
standard panels and this can give the idea of the possible production capacity, which can be reached with
waste percentage less than one percent. This machine
has recently had an aesthetic restyling with the building of a futuristic thermoformed casing with sliding
plexiglas doors and other tilting doors has been built in
order to let easy access for maintenance. ■

The Morbidelli (www.scmgroup.com) working centres
represent an advantageous solution for customers who
are taking the first steps in the furniture market, and
who are looking for high performance with reduced
investments.
Morbidelli introduces “Universal”, a working centre with
gantry structure and working areas ranging from
2450x1250 mm to 3660x1660 mm.
Starting from a solid base, a working mobile unit with
closed ring structure, totally electro-welded, and from
the highly reliable sliding system on prismatic guides
of the axes, “Universal” includes quality features allowing numerous configurations.
The drilling head can be equipped with 7, 12 or 24
independent vertical spindles and 8 horizontal spindles. The power of the electro-spindle (6.6 or 8.5 kW
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up to 24000 rpm) provides routing operations under
any condition, while the automatic tool change, with
over 30 tools, increases the productivity of the machine
and its application flexibility: from bathrooms, kitchens,
office furniture, to fitting, to interior door production,
ect. The working tables “Tv-Morbidelli” with aluminium
supports without any tubes and pneumatic connections, which could obstruct suction cup positioning.
The pneumatic locking system of the suction cups
permits loading and unloading of the panels with complete safety, avoiding, during these operations, accidental displacements of the suction cups that can
cause damage during passing. ”Universal” reduces
labour, setting time and waste. ■

for
CNC
routers

FAPIL’s mission is to “design and build cutting tools for every
machining, guaranteeing service, quality, and profitability for your company”
A wide range of tools, meeting the most complex production requirements in
wood and plastics processing and observing European regulations.

FAPIL srl (I) 24019 ZOGNO (BG) Via A. Locatelli, 51/a - Tel. +39 0345 91179 - Fax +39 0345 92726 www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Cutting
tools

®

METAL WORLD

GIBEN

THIRTY YEARS OF TOOLS

QUALITY AND INNOVATION

Giben (www.giben.com), as forerunner in panel beam
saws manufacturing, is involved in the international
business with subsidiary companies in United States,
Canada, Australia, Denmark, Spain, with whom
assures its customers a sale and after sale service with
skilled personnel.
The new single line panel saw “Prisma3000 Spt”
included in Giben “Industrial Line” is equipped with
“Xy-Cut” moving grippers and ensures high performFor over thirty years, Metal World (www.metalworld.it)
has produced tools for working wood, plastics and
light alloys. It has acquired experience cooperating
with the major manufacturers of furniture, kitchens,
wood-block flooring, Jacuzzi tubs, footwear and so on.
Metal World was established in 1976, close to Udine,
not so far from The Slovenien and Austrian borders and
since then it has offered a professional approach to its
customers, investing more and more in research and
van machines, relying on highly specialized staff.
For years Metal World has been present on the Russian
market with a vast range of products: dowel drills, diamond tools realized whether on request of the customers or on standard drawings, router bits, economic
bits, nesting and finishing cutters, cutters for matchboards and flooring, hogging units, chucks and clamping systems. This year Metal World has developed a
new clamping system: “Top System Plus”, the evolution of the toolholder-flange that allows the balancing of
hogging units directly onto the machine, increasing the
production of the tools and their performances, eliminating almost all the motors’ vibrations.
With regard to the router bits, the technical staff has
studied some of new generation, in solid carbide, with
a particular spiral, able to give great results on different materials and in terms of prices, too. ■

Moving grippers “Xy-Cut”.

ance and versatility to the furniture industry. This model is available in “Sp” version with manual loading of
the boards or in “Spt” version, with loading from lift
table and pusher equipped with two coupled groups of
“Xy-Cut” moving grippers, one on “X” axis and one on
“Xy” axis. “Xy-Cut” is the new revolutionary moving
grippers system that positions each individual gripper
along the length and cross axis of the machine pusher.
The grippers position automatically, controlled by the
saw computer Giben “G-Drive Control”.
The position is always optimized depending upon the
size of the boards, the cut sequence, the size of the
strips or the size of the parts.
With “Xy-Cut” full stacks of panels in a staggered pattern can be cross cut in one single cycle as if it were a
checkerboard pattern. “Xy-Cut” moving grippers can
manage all cutting pattern variables, combining great
versatility and an increase in production that can be
estimated as twice over current systems. ■
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KOIMPEX

GREDA

INNOVATION RHYMES WITH SIMPLICITY

INNOVATION ON SHOW IN MOSCOW

Koimpex (www.koimpex.eu) was established in 1981
and has been operating on international markets for
more than 25 years. Company’s main office is in Trieste
- Italy, and the branch offices are in Sezana (Slo),
Zagreb (Hr), Skopje (Mk), Moskow (Rus), Saint
Petersburg (Rus), Ekaterinburg (Rus) and in Minsk
(By). Koimpex gives a major importance to the quality

The innovation that Greda (www.greda.it) will exhibit at
Lesdrevmash in Moscow aims to meet the more and
more demanding customers’needs, which focus in concentrating as many as possible working operations in
one Nc-machining centre in order to ensure both flexibility and a high production capacity rate at the same time.
On this purpose, Greda will be showing “Poker”, whose
features emphasize even more the high technological level and the
creative genius of this
company. “Poker” is a
three axis machining
centre with five operating units and twin-table,
suitable to execute not
only end-working operations (such as tenons,
mortises, end-cutting),
but even shaping, routing and sanding operations at reduced working times and in total
safety. Greda is also
specialized in manufacturing 5-axis machining centres such as
“Argo”, equipped with
operating head complete with one electro
spindle, 16 Hp-24.000
rpm and a 12-position
Nc-controlled tool-changer. The same solid
structure of Argo features “Sprinter”, another important
5-axes machining centre designed with a compact birotative head complete with four independent and powerful motors to guarantee high quality finishing at
reduced time. Argo and Sprinter have been engineered
to process all components of chairs, beds, tables, stairs,
musical instruments and furniture. For the panel processing, Greda offers “Sirio”: a wide and complete range of
three, four and five axes machining centres especially
engineered for those customers who require a flexible
machine able to fulfil the request of a market featured by
volatile trends. Greda has not neglected to develop dedicated software, “P-Grecam”, easy-to use and pricefriendly Windows-based cad/cam. ■

focus on russia

Koimpex booth at Xylexpo New 2008.

of services offered, the prove of which is the achievement of the quality certificate Iso 9001/2000.
Koimpex woodworking engineering, the company's
main division, is able to offer machines, lines, tools and
every solution to different production systems and to
specific requests for the woodworking industry.
Moreover, Koprojekt is able to project and develop
highly specialized manufacturing lines for all customer
needs. A reliable after-sales service and the technical
assistance give an essential and highly professional
support to final customers. ■
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HIRZT
STANDING INNOVATION

Hirzt (www.hirzt.com) remarks itself as a continuously
growing reality in the Russian market where innovation
and technology of Hirzt’s range have confirmed a big
success for years. This year “Lesdrevmasch 2008”, that
will be held from 1st to 4th of September, will host some of
the most innovative and remarkable new technologies of
Hirzt’s boring range at Hirzt stand (pav. 2, hall 1). “Tosa”:
the Nc electronic borer for small carpentry and nonstandard panel process. This revolutionary point-topoint compact machine extends quality and flexibility
also to small-sized companies, with low investments;
“F” series (“F6”-“F8”-“F10”- “F9L”): the Nc through-feed
electronic borers line that combines high productivity
and flexibility, erasing set-up times and representing a
real strengthness for small companies and non-standard
panel process. “F”
series, with four
different models, is
Horzt’s technological answer to any
exigency.
“Livra”: the electronic Nc throughfeed panel borer
with boring head
equipped on specific customers need. Productive and
flexible at the same
time, thanks to different boring head compositions with
independent spindles, can be equipped with saw for
grooving, hinge unit and router. “Livra” grants high productivity and maximum flexibility and the “double boring
head” version reaches the highest boring performances
in its category.
“Meris”: the series of automated boring plants and
industrial working centres to completely satisfy
automation and productivity needs of the working
cycle. Technological solutions studied “on demand”,
make “Meris” a flexible and efficient working centre to
answer the requirements of big industry.
In fact their slogan is “Our technology is your work at
zero cost”. ■
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TECHNOLOGY

COMPLETE TURNKEY PLANTS
FOR WOOD PELLETS
Pellets from wood biomass to generate energy. These concepts are becoming
more and more topical. However, it’s important to fully understand the potential
and challenges of big plants. In the meantime, Tvm of Spresiano (Treviso)
has got a really important order...
Wood as energy source is becoming more and
more topical. It’s a very discussed issue, floating
through confusion sometimes, and not everyone
understands that, in actual fact, it’s time to take
a further longer step. It’s time for this technology
to come out of home applications and to become
an energy production system suitable for industrial demand.
An important issue we have discussed in the past
few weeks with Livio Zaros, Tvm (www.tvm-termoventilmec.com), a company whose background
reflects such market changes, as today its original business, industrial suction plants, represents
only 40 percent of turnover. The rest was progressively shifted to the design and production
of pellets plants which is an industry where it’s
hard to find companies providing turnkey plants
manufactured with the collaboration of long-experienced partners.

Its expertise has allowed the company to sign a
major contract, and this is the reason of our meeting with Zaros to discuss several issues in details...
but let’s start from the beginning.
”This is the most important order our history – said
Zaros – signed with Four Winds Capital Management from Boston (Usa), a financial fund
focused on investments on forest activities in America; for the first time they decided to invest in
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Europe, more precisely in the Balcan region. This
challenging project concerns the creation of plants
for pellet production in Serbia, then in Bosnia,
Macedonia, Bulgaria... The managers of this investment fund carried out an accurate market analysis, redefining the industrial plan we are being
involved in as a result of our capacity of delivering
complete plants, where the only thing we don’t provide is the building itself. Early this year, we signed
the first contract with Forest Enterprises Doo –
the company specifically created in Belgrade – and
we are in negotiations for a second contract. We

expect to deliver the complete plant in September
and to the production by December 2008, 12
months after the order signature”.
Rapid times for companies which normally plan
their “payback” in rapid times as well...
“...and this clearly shows what kind of project we
are talking about. For a financial fund, the most
important thing is being up to investors’ trust. The
aim of this project is challenging because we are
not talking about pellets to feed some thousand
heaters; it is a wide-scope “fuel switch” initiative

The model of the new Tvm plant being built in Serbia.
10 oscillating screen
11 press dosing lung
12 pellet press
13 bulk pellets storage bin
14 automatic bagger
15 automatic palletizer
16 pellets stock
17 centralized suction plant
18 control room and panels

1 wood wastes to be chipped
2 chipper
3 chips and sawdust storage area
4 blade extractor
5 screening and refining
6 drier feeding lung
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8 rotary drum dryer
9 storage bin for dried material
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for the replacement of traditional fossil fuels,
addressing companies which will be able to replace
their current energy sources with pellets, so that
they can make an alternative as well as competitive choice. This is a new approach where the goal
is the generation of energy for the industry, a sort
of historical change based on the availability of
wood wastes from several sawmills in the area.
Such projects can be deployed when you have
adequate wood source and an open market in the
same area, because this is a low-added-value
product for which logistics and transport can have
a strong impact on cost effectiveness”.
Mr. Zaros, from your words we see a new situation
never seen before...
“Exactly. This kind of investments show that pellets
are recording increasing success and that they can
be used not only for limited and seasonal applications in home environments, but also as an industrial commodity throughout the year, 24 hours a
day, to produce energy”.
From subcontractors in the wood industry – those
using wastes to generate less expensive heat – to
real partners for the production of energy from alter-
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native sources. A major change indeed....
“For years we have been working with this vision,
consolidating our design skills and expertise.
We can conceive and design a plant, our industrial history allows us to produce some significant
parts, we selected a team of partners that allow
us to deliver any kind of order. This project shows
what we can do and which solutions we can adopt
to create highly reliable plants working with no interruptions. We have to think bigger. We already do,
as suppliers. Now have to try to educate customers
so that they can take this option into account.
We are currently working on production volumes
of 4 tons per hour; but reaching up to 20 tons per
hour we will have a completely different industrial
scope, offering quite different options and benefits to entrepreneurs.
From a technology point of view, it doesn’t make
any difference: it’s still about material preparation,
drying, dosing, pressing, packaging or storing bulk
pellets into storage bins for industrial use”.
As we were saying before, the current focus on
alternative energy will help...
“Sure. The world is waiting for significant steps into
this direction. Biomass is available in sufficient
quantity and public attention on these topics has
been growing exponentially.
Between 2008 and 2012, we will see a massive
deployment of initiatives related to the Kyoto Protocol, with the creation of “ecocompatible” projects financed by carbon credits, i.e. the fines that
polluter countries shall pay to the World Bank for
breaching the limits of emissions in the atmosphere
and that will be used to support innovative projects
of sustainable development.
There are huge world regions where wood is unexploited, tons of biomass are just burned or left to
putrefy. Often, wet material is burned, with lack of
oxygen and with no control, generating very high
levels of pollution. And when wood putrefies, the
result of fermentation is methane, a pollutant that
is even more harmful than carbon dioxide.
The ideal solution would be to create a synergy
between countries which can offer solutions and
countries where raw material is available. We are
working hard in this respect, trying to identify all
instruments that can help us develop these technologies on a larger scale. We already have contacts with the World Bank, but we are referring to
situations where the production of a few tons of pel-

lets per hour and investments in the range of few
millions are not really significant and hardly taken
into consideration, although the idea is considered
as very positive.
In order to be included in the initiatives financed
by “carbon credits”, we have presented our ideas
to the United Nations technical committee, and
we obtained their approval both for the programs
to fight methane production from rotten wood and
biomass (the “methane avoidance” project) and
for the effectiveness of our solutions in terms of
“fuel switch”, i.e. the substitution of fossil fuels with
fuels coming from renewable sources”.
A new era for Tvm, supported by a new approach
to communications, as Zaros said, “...we have been
investing on promotion and boosting this technology with specific tools – which were presented at

Xylexpo NEW in Milan – to involve and inform institutions, prospects, engineering companies so that
they can understand we can be partners for important projects. It’s not just offering technology, but
rather showing an alternative...”.
“Thanks to this change – said Zaros – our turnover
went up from 5.2 million Euros in 2006 to 7.4 in
2007. We focused on new markets and decided to
put the know-how of our partners (Pal, Trasmec,
Cmc Texpan, Zepi, Blue Engineering and others)
to the service of a new way of using wood. We
decided to take the risk and we invested on this.
We think we can have a say and we can demonstrate there are opportunities to catch in a world in
search of new answers to old problems”.
(l.r.) ■
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AGB

TRIALALLUMINIO

CUSTOMIZABLE LOCK

“LINE” AND “KLIPPO”

Agb-Alban Giacomo (www.agb.it),
based in Romano d’Ezzelino, in the
province of Vicenza, is specializing
in hardware for doors and windows
made of wood, pvc or mixed systems. Set up in 1947, it has more
than 300 employees, more than 40
thousand square meters of covered surface and more than 20
thousand items on the catalogue
to meet everyone’s request. Since
1996 the company has been proud
of its Iso 9001:94 certification and

“Line”: three solution in one single
programme (horizontal boiserie,
vertical boiserie and at the same
time an horizontal/vertical boiserie). “Line” by Trialalluminio

“Mediana Revolution”.

since 2004 its certification was
renewed according to 9001:2000.
Among the most innovative products, to mention is the interior lock
“Mediana Revolution” for houses,
with “Quick Latch” front panel and
spring lock: interchangeable, customizable and suitable to every furniture style. The Abs front panel
covers the lock completely, as well
as the fixing screws and possible
milling flaws for the lock installation; it is applied easily with a snap
and it is available in Ral colors,
customizable on request, or natural
wood reproduction. ■

hardware
for furniture

“Line”.

(www.trialalluminio.com) is made
up of one profile. The profile in a
vertical position can contain an
adjustable rack on which we can
arrange bracket for shelves or other furniture. The panels are hooked
thanks to simple plastic clips
against release and they can be
easily removed for inspection.
“Klippo” is an aluminium structure
that can be easily customized by
the customers. It is made up of two
uprights and two traverses on
which, one or more wallboards are
hooked thanks to clips. Adding one
or more crossbars it is possible to
change the aspect of the door.
The wallboards
can be hooked
with system against release
but they keep
being easily removed or changed.
The result is a
wardrobe with
an “important”
door, solid, easy and complete. ■
“Klippo”.

CEAM AMADEO

TITUS+LAMA+HUWIL

CINETTO

ALL FOR CLOSING/OPENING

FURNITURE FITTINGS

SLIDES SILENTLY

Ceam Amedeo (www.ceamitalia.it),
based in Cermenate (near Como),
is a firm established in 1963 and
specialized in hardware production
for furniture manufacturers.
Four lines of production, each one
for articles in various size, materials and finishings, offer a complete
range of: invisible hinges for
doors and cabinets; k.d. fittings;
rods and telescopic arms for
boards with up or down opening.
Ceam is certified Uni En Iso
9001:2000 and their goal is to satisfy customers taking special care
at the work organization: planning
(with an internal technical office),

Titus, Lama and Huwil which are
now consolidated under the name
Titus+Lama+Huwil (www.titusplus.
com) present innovative door moving systems, advanced connectors
and furniture locks through worldclass engineering.
With the “Glissando Tl” damper,

Opening or sliding a door has
changed radically compared to the
past for those producing hardware.
Movement without quality is useless: it has to be fluid and silent,
requiring little effort, and above all,
assisting the final user. This is the
concept which has led Cinetto
(www.cinetto.it), specializing in the
industry of hardware for furniture
with sliding movements (based in
Rubano, Padua), to create “Softspace”, a new range of patented
products to make motion easier,
more comfortable and safer. The
first “Softspace” solution is a selfclosing damping system for overlapping sliding doors: fully invisible, the system is applied on the
back of the door, between the
blocks, and it slides together with
the door, changing the concept of

The new mechanism “Mercurio”.

administration and production in
order to answer to the different customers’ requirements.
“Mercurio” in an innovative solution: a new mechanism for the vertical opening of the folding doors. It
assures an easy opening and a
soft damped closing.
By assembling the door hinge with
a centered or offset fulcrum, it is
possible to obtain a two or threeposition doors opening. ■

a“Huwilift-free”.

solutions for “Touch opening'” electric lift-up systems and Huwilift-free
customers can benefit from new
features of furniture doors opening and closing. Electric lift-up
systems for comfortable door lifting
operation by sensor and “Huwilift
Free” which opens lift-up doors
with fingertip effort, enrich Huwil’s
family of 15 solutions for door lifting
- the most advanced and complete

“Touch opening”.

range available today. User’s experience is enhanced when the door
closes softly and safely with
“Glissando Tl” hinge soft-closing
system, easy and practical with its
toolless mounting feature, or
opened with just a light touch with
hinge and lift-up solutions for
“touch opening. In-depth understanding of production engineering
led to the launch of the “Combi
dowel” connector. ■

the sliding door being slowed
down by a fixed element. No jolts,
and above all, a regular and
smooth closure for light and heavy
doors (up to 60 kg). ■
The “Softspace” system for silent door sliding,
patented by Cinetto F.lli.
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&ROM LOG TO &INISHED PALLET
7E ARE THE ONLY ONE COMPANY IN THE WORLD THAT MAKES AUTOMATIC PLANTS TO TAKE
YOU FROM THE LOG TO THE lNISHED PALLET MATS AND BOARD PACK
/UR PLANTS ARE ENGINEERED TO SATISFY THE CUSTOMERS REQUIREMENTS WITH SYSTEMS
FOR  PALLETMINUTE UP TO  PALLETSMINUTE

$AL TRONCO AL PALLET lNITO
3IAMO LUNICA AZIENDA AL MONDO IN GRADO DI FORNIRE IMPIANTI
AUTOMATICI PER LA TRASFORMAZIONE DEI TRONCHI IN PALLETCO
PERCHI CHIODATI ACCATASTATI E PACCHI DI TAVOLE ) NOSTRI IM
PIANTI SONO IN GRADO DI PRODURRE DA  PALLETMIN lNO A 
PALLETMIN

$U BILLON Ì LA PALETTE lNIE
.OUS SOMMES LA SEULE ENTREPRISE AU MONDE QUI PRODUIT DES
INSTALLATIONS AUTOMATIQUES CAPABLES DE TRANSFORMER DES
TRONCS EN PALETTES lNIES COUVERCLE ET PILES DE PLANCHES
.OS INSTALLATIONS SONT ÏTUDIÏES AlN DE SATISFAIRE TOUTE DE
MANDE DE NOS CLIENTS AVEC DES LIGNES DE PRODUCTION ALLANT
DUNE PALETTEMINUTE JUSSQUÌ  PALETTESMIN

$EL TRONCO AL PALET TERMINADO
.OSOTROS SOMOS LA UNICA EMPRESA QUE PRODUCE INSTALA
CIONES AUTOMÉTICAS PARA PASAR DEL TRONCO AL PALET TERMI
NADO TAPAS Y PAQUETES DE TABLAS .UESTRAS INSTALACIØNES
SON PROYECTADAS PARA SATISFACER LAS NECESIDADES DE LOS
CLIENTES CON SISTEMAS DESDE  PALETMINUTO HASTA  PA
LETSMINUTO
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DEZI LEGNAMI

STABILUS

DOAL

75 YEARS CLOSE TO CUSTOMER

CONVENIENCE IN A SPRING

ALL ALUMINIUM

In the 1930’s, Dezi Nazzareno
started to work independently within the wood industry as an electric
sawmill, and through three generations, today Dezi Legnami (www.dezilegnami.it) is famous worldwide as a leader in the production
of drawers for all kinds of furniture.
This year, the company will be celebrating 75 years in business.
Based in Pollenza, in the province

Stabilus (www.stabilus.com) based in Koblenz, Germany, with a
wide international organization,
produces some 138.5 million gas
springs every year. Its products
are irreplaceable in countless of
applications in the furniture industry and other sectors. Stabilus
products include: “Lift-O-Mat”, the
gas spring to lift, lower, move and
adjust, allowing an ideal balance: it

Sliding door of “Wing” line.

Stabilus “Lift-O-Mat” gas spring.

Some examples of the Dezi Legnami
production.
“Bloc-O-Lift” model
of the gas spring by Stabilus

of Macerata, the company produces drawers made of solid
beech, multi-layer birch and pvccoated particleboard. All products
can be used for different systems
of guides available on the market.
With the precious collaboration of
an important company in the hardware industry, a new state-of-theart system for the assembling and
adjustment of front drawers has
been recently launched on the
market. ■

lifts weights, dampens rapid movements and ensures an ideal movement for all users. “Bloc-O-Lift” is
a gas spring to adjust with no predefined steps and block rigidly or
elastically, in height or inclination,
for different applications. “Bloc-OLift T” is a range of gas springs for
the comfortable height adjustment
of tables, improving ergonomics
and flexibility thanks to the height
adjustment. In Italy, Stabilus has
always been represented by Enea
Rossi-Siros (www.enearossi.it) in
Segrate, Milan. ■

Doal (www.doal.t) based in Mosnigo
di Moirano (near Treviso), is a young
and dynamic company, Iso 9001
certified which develop and manufacture aluminium profiles and systems for the furniture industry. Skill
and know how of the people of their
technical department and their
machineries put the company in the
position to present to the market a

Structure system “Star”.

range of products, as well as to be a
partner for their customers in developing custom projects.
Innovative system of self bearing
boiserie “Clipper”, the sliding door
program “Wing”, the wall storage
structure system “Star”, together
with aluminium door frames program
“And”, are some examples of their
product’s range. Company’s mission
is to give shape to ideas through the
research and development. ■
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DONATI

SPREAFICO

EURO ORVEL

INNOVATION IN THE DRAWER

OPEN AND CLOSE EASILY

PARTNERSHIP WITH CUSTOMER

“E02” drawer is the brand new
product by Donati (www.donatisrl.com), set up in 1982 and based
in Cibrone di Nibionno (Lecco).
For years the company has been in
the furniture industry for the production of accessories, guides,
hinges, shelve supports, legs and
feet, always focused on market
trends. The new drawer, made of
steamed beech wood, has the
same peculiarities and functions of
the metal drawer, with linear and
clean design. The big innovation of
this drawer, for a medium/high-end

With a production factory in
Calolziocorte, in the province of
Lecco, Spreafico Cerniere is a
producer of both small parts and
hardware for furniture and design.
Among the products being offered

Euro Orvel (www.orvel.it) from
Camerano, in the province of
Ancona, is specializing in the production of accessories for furniture.
With its 33-year experience, a
national and international sales
network and 30 percent of turnover
deriving from export, Euro Orvel
produces aluminum complements
and coatings, shelf supports, hanging staffs, accessories and small
parts of metal and plastic, also
packaged: a wide range of products created internally by the company which, together with its own
customers, has offered rational as
well as high quality solutions for 30
years with Uni En Iso 9001:2000
quality certification. ■

The new “Articolo 300” hinge with spring closure,
available in the Spreafico Cerniere catalog.

to meet the operators requirements, to mention is the new
“Articolo 300” hinge with spring
closure applicable directly on the
product with self-threading screws
with no need of pre-boring.
Specifically designed for the application of doors to caravans, chests
and aluminum doors, is produced
in due materials with wide range of
finishing: iron with galvanized, nickel-plated, brass-plated, bronzed
and stainless steel finish. ■

market, is the front panel adjustment thanks to an integrated system, as well as the drawer quick
release system, the full extraction
opening and the cushioned closure. ■
New Donati “E02” with quick release system, full
extraction opening and cushioned closure.
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SINCO

FIT ART

SALICE

READY TO BE ASSEMBLED

“AD HOC” UPRIGHTS

“LIFT” OPENING SYSTEMS

Partner of many furniture industries
for a long time, SinCo (www.sincosrl.com), company based in Zoppola (Pordenone), showed everyone its strenght and ability in creating accessories trays and stainless steel sheet, fund, pay complete and shaped, dividers door,
dustbin, front drawer interiors,
media auctions side etcetera,
modified for the most important
names like Grass, Mepla, Blum.
Thanks to constant updates and
experience concerning this field,
they developed seriousness and
professionalism, that is why can be
assured final customers a complete, design and technical assistance during each stage work.
SinCo has been able for many
years to create, assemble and
pack simple trays or particular
accessories, ready to be sent to
the final customer. ■

The firm Fit Art (www.fitart.com) of
Moncalieri, Torino, has been working
since 1992 in the contest of aluminium uprights and its correlated
accessories. Production happens
by an assisted-molding process,
through raw material selected to
have the best mechanical and aesthetic result; attention, value and
resistance
(endurance) typify (portray-describe-define) its
products. It is a
sort of modular
ironmongery for
dealers, display
units, equippab“Horizontal” system.
le walls, partition

Salice (www.salice.com) proposes
"Lift", a product range including
opening systems for flap doors,
folding doors, swing-opening doors
and parallel-opening doors - the
result of constant research and
development efforts that have
always characterized the company.
“Lift" opening systems have been
designed to provide an alternative
solution to open the cabinet doors
of wall units, giving greater flexibility and offering better space utilization. Their mechanisms facilitate
assembling operations; they are
perfect for kitchen wall cabinets,
cabinets with shallow depth, such
as bathroom cabinets, adding
design originality and elegance.
“Lift" for single flap doors can be
used for doors with a handle or
alternatively without a handle in

Detail of new “Nb” series.
Stainless steel accessories for kitchen trays.

Dividers and accessories for dustbim.

walls, hangrail solution for closets,
library, mirrors, scenes (wings), selfstanding elements,display gondolas, etc.,by the means of a range of
1500 interchangeable accessories
on 24 different racks. By this year the
new “Horizontal” system, which
does not need any tooling on the
panel, has been introduced. It can
be combined with “Nb” series, an
innovative system, characterized by
a fast sliding-anchorage assembly
for panels 19 mm thickness. ■

“Lift”, flap door.

combination with the "Push" selfopening system.
All "Lift" systems are suitable for
wooden doors or aluminum-framed
doors and they all incorporate the
exclusive "Smove" decelerating system; moreover, close attention has
been paid to aesthetic factors of the
systems. The mechanisms are neatly concealed by a cover which gives
the interior of the cabinet a streamlined and elegant finish. ■
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ARTISTICA LANCINI

PICMEC

GIEFFE

FROM PRODUCT TO SERVICE

CERTIFIED QUALITY

FROM PIPE TO ACCESSORY

Fonderia Artistica Lancini (www.
fonderialancini.com) is a firm that
produces fittings for period furniture as handles, knobs, keys,
escutcheons and accessories,
present for many years in the
Italian and international market.
All the cycle of production is made
in the factory: from the creation of
the model to the construction of the
die; from the casting f the material
(brass and zama) to the finishing,
realized in many different colours.

Picmec (www.picmec.it) has been
producing since 1965 steel ball
bearings and ball bearings covered
with thermoplastic materials and
simple and telescopic runners for
drawers suitable in many industrial
fields, particularly in office and
house furniture. The aim of the company is to supply products with
good prices, increasing quality and
performance. In order to reach such
results, they adopted the Iso 9000
quality system, obtaining in 1993 the

Tubes for wardrobes, legs for
tables, complete table systems,
column systems, and solutions to
manage space in the kitchen and
in the bedroom, are the core of the
“Gieffe” range (www.gieffe-italy.com), division of Formenti e Giovenzana (ww.fgv.it) based in Veduggio con Colzano, in the province of Milan, specializing in the
production of equipment for kitchen forniture,
hardware, mechanisms in general and semi-finished
products for the furniture industry.
A key strength of the company is
the production plant, among the
most modern ones, to transform
simple metallic tubes into highimpact patented solutions.
Formenti e Giovenzana’s production includes hinges, guides, drawers, alternative openings (sliding,
vertical etc.), handles and knobs,
and hanging bars. ■

The range of steel ball bearings.

An example of style and traditional finishing
which characterizes the furniture handles
produced by Fonderia Artistica Lancini.

The only aim of the firm is to satisfy
the necessity of the customers:
samples and offers are sent in brief
time, in particular in the Italian market, the firm is used to contact
directly the customer by its own
agent or retailer. ■

official certification from Icim according
to the standard Uni En Iso
9001, certificate 117; this allows to maintain and constantly improve their products and
services; particularly as a further
improvement Picmec obtained from
Icim in 1999 the Product Certification in their runners sector
according to the standards Uni
8604, Uni 8605, Uni 9087 and Din
68858-A50. All runners passed the
fifth level in every test. All Picmec’s
products are subject to a test programme based on reliability and
endurance criteria. ■
Telescopic runners for
drawers.

The basket containers for the furniture industry
by “Gieffe”, a division of Formenti e Giovenzana.
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PAMAR

GRUPPO POZZI

OMR

LINEAR WITH SOFTNESS

SYNCHRONIZED OPENINGS

LOCKS AND PADLOCKS “CROSS”

Pamar (www.pamar.it) has been
producing handles, knobs and
accessories for furniture since the
mid-fifties without ever leaving its
place of Renate (Milan). Pamar is
here presenting a bar handle model “Mn 1143”, designed by Gordon
Guillaurmier, with soft, rounded
forms, in contrast with the rigour
typical of articles of this kind.
Decidedly transverse, it's particularly suitable for kitchen furniture.
The distinctive feature of this model is the knob, a response to the
need to create a complete range to
satisfy a broad spectrum of
requirements. “Mn 1143”, made of
zinc, aluminium magnesium alloy,
comes in three sizes, with a choice
of galvanised or epoxy lacquer finishes. ■

With three specializing companies
– System Holz producing hinges
and closing systems for furniture
industry, Metal Stampi producing
hundreds of products for furniture
industry, aluminum doors, sliding
and side-hinged doors; and Pozzi
Ferramenta, counting 30 thousand
different products Gruppo Pozzi
(www.gruppopozzi.it), based in

Founded in 1967, Omr di Olivi
Roberto & C. (www.omrserrature.it)
designs, manufactures and distributes security locks.
Since May 1st 2006, after acquiring
the Moia company, in the market
since 1958, the product range has
been extended to include production of door locks and high-security
locks for armoured doors.
The new brand “Cross”, created to
offer a large assortment of good
quality inexpensive locks and padlocks, is the newest addition to
extensive product range.
Omr products have applications in
diversified market sectors, from
small companies to heavy industry,
offering a range solutions which
respond to market demand and
individual customers’ needs. Our

The “Overmax System 356” for open/close
synchronized movement of furniture doors.

The bar handle model “Mn 1143”
suitable for kitchen furniture.

The model “Mn 1143” in the knob version.
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Cremnago di Inverigo and in
Brenna-Pozzolo, in the province of
Como, has always been proud of
its global service system together
with a wide range of products.
Among the recent innovative solutions for the furniture market, to
mention is “Overmax System
356”, the patented system for tophinged doors with syncronized
opening movement, to be mounted
on wooden doors as well as aluminum frames with glazing.
Benefits are: minimum visual
impact, with mechanism incorporated in aluminum shoulders, and
completely free compartment, plus
easy application and minimum
thickness of the wall unit shoulder
measuring 18 millimeters. ■

Products of the new line “Cross”.

products introduced in 2008 include
safety interlocking system for
chest of drawers, innovative, fully
secure and easy to apply. ■

GARBARINI

REGUITTI

HETTICH

THE INVISIBLE CLOSURE

HANDLES FOR ALL NEEDS

THE NEW “SENSYS” HINGE

Garbarini (www.garbarini.it) from
Olgiate Olona, Varese, has launched an innovative range of patented door-closing systems, an
original revisited version of the
original concept of furniture locks,
designed for both traversing and
rotary rod locks, enhancing both
aesthetics and functionality. The
metal rods and fixing jumpers are
replaced by thermoplastic staffs
with an original finishing, compatible with the more popular locks
and able to hide every fixing system, ensuring a perfect combination of closing mechanisms with
internal finishing of the furniture.
The “Lifter” product line allows to
combine easy and rapid assembling with elegant design and
enhanced functional performance.
Garbarini production also includes
standard and exclusive products
for equipped walls, wardrobe,
kitchens, electrification and finishing for desks. This range includes
rigid, flexible and coextruded profiles in pvc, abs, ps, polycarbonate, noryl, thermoplastic rubber and other resins. ■

Since 1975, Reguitti (www.reguitti.it) has been manufacturing handles and accessories for high quality doors and windows, mainly
addressing joineries, door and window manufacturers, door installers
as well as final users who can find
the products of the company in
over 400 authorized resellers in
Italy. Over 120 different handle

Launched at the latest Zow in Bad
Salzuflen, the new “Sensys” hinge
by Hettich (www.hettich.it) with
integrated “Sylent System” hides
all technical parts, therefore the
user feels just the great comfort of
the machine, thanks to the furniture
door which can be closed automatically and with dampening system,
with an extremely wide rotation
angle. The closing movement is
soft and smooth. “Sensys” strikes
also for its new extremely elegant
design. The hinge arm cover has
an appealing shape and it can feature a logo; lovely is the cover of
the hinge seat. Looking from the
front side, the release bottom to
remove the hinge is hidden. Hinge
and cross base are harmoniously
matching. The thin 4 mm visible
coupling, useful for doors with
sharp edges and thickness up to
22 mm, offers benefits to kitchen
manufacturers and the same
applies for the shallow depth of the
connecting sea. ■

“Lifter” closing
systems for doors
produced by
Garbarini with
thermoplastic
rods.

“Ginevra" series handles,
natural glossy finishing.

“Cinzia” handles, satin chromium-plated
brass finishing and lacquered brass insert.

models are available for over
25,000 products offered by the
company. The whole production is
carried out with various materials
such as brass, zamac, aluminum,
stainless steel, china and it
includes handles and accessories
for interior doors and windows,
entrance doors, sliding doors and
hotel doors, all categorized in different ranges meeting technical
and style requirements.
Accessories and coordinated
parts are also available. Reguitti’s
offer includes classical and vintage
lines as well as minimalist, contemporary and linear style ranges. ■

The new-generation “sensys” hinges,
with integrated “Silent System”,
stand out for their regular design
and soft movement. Picture: Hettich
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HÄFELE ITALIA

OMP PORRO

ITALIANA FERRAM.

100 PERCENT PRACTICAL

VERSATILE FINISHING

SILENTLY OPENS AND CLOSES

Häfele Italia (www.hafele.it), partner of the wood processing industry, furniture industry, architects,
designers and specializing resellers, based in Lentate sul Seveso, in the province of Milan, and
the German Group Vauth Sagel
specializing in accessories and
components for the furniture industry and equipment, offer a new
solution to keep corner cabinets in
the kitchen always in order: “Slide
Corner” rotary and pull-out system. With the new movement of
wood shelves, the corner piece

Omp Porro (www.ompporro.com)
based in Cucciago, in the province
of Como, was set up in 1946 and
produces handles and metal seals
for furniture, entrance gates and
interior decorations. More than 400
machine tools manufacture over 30

Italiana Ferramenta (www.italianaferramenta.it) presents two products: “K Push” is the new automatic opening system for doors without handles or knobs. A special
inner mechanism provides a very
silent, yet powerful utilization,
granting a long durability which
makes it perfectly suitable for a
wide range of doors.
“Triade” is the concealed mounting
bracket for shelves minimum 25
mm thickness. It has been conceived to simplify the shelf installation. It is provided with three

Different finishes, glossy gold
and satin chromium for handle model “526”.

thousand items sold in 76 countries
worldwide. Specializing in brass,
stainless steel and aluminum
machining, Omp Porro is famous
and appreciated by users, designers, industries and resellers for
product quality, processes and
service. The innovative solutions
offered represent the most genuine

“K Push” system.

“Slide Corner” rotary and pull-out sysem,
ideal for kitchen corner furniture.

can be fully exploited with easy
access to nearby furniture even
with pulled-out fitting.
The system’s maintenance and
cleaning is simplified by the rounded shapes of its shelves, smooth
surfaces and the possibility to
remove the shelves quickly.
The ergonomic design, the materials used and the easy installation
as well as easy use of this unit represent Häfele’s concept of functionality. ■
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“Triade”.

Three different sizes (32, 64 and 96 mm)
and glossy gold and satin chromium
finishes for handles model “524”.

“made in Italy” design: starting
from traditional culture, the present
is interpreted to project into the
future, with innovative products
and
material
combinations,
between glossy gold and satin
chromium, available in other 20
different finishes. ■

indipendent adjustments when the
shelf is partially inserted: vertical,
horizontal and by inclination
When the shelf is partially inserted,
the shelf angle can be adjusted
front to back by turning the supporting pins with an apposite openended wrench.
The capacity loading of “Triade” is
15 kg each (shelf weight included)
for a shelf max 300 mm deep. ■

hardware for furniture

OLIVARI

LAMBERT

MENTI

ECOLOGIC HANDLE

PROFILES FOR ANY NEED

“PRESTIGE” FOR KITCHEN

Set up in 1911 (Borgomanero, in
the province of Novara), Olivari
has always been associated to the
big names of Italian and international architecture and design. The
company (www.olivari.it) has presented new handles resulting from
its technological and esthetics
research. Cutting-edge is “Beijing”: designed by the American
architect Steven Holl, rigorous and
essential, it’s available for doors
with rosette and cremone, and provided with the Dk safety device.
The focus is on the finish: “Biocromo” glossy and satin (Olivari
patent with application on brass,
trivalent chromium instead of hexavalent, which damages health and
environment) and satin “Superinox”. News are: “Edge” handles
(design by Peter Marino) with
leather, wood and glass joints with
wide personalization, “Lesmo”
(design by Olivari), symbol of speed
and dynamism as well as full safe
and comfort, and “Sky” (design by
Claudio Bellini), with geometric and
sculptured shapes. ■

Lambert (www.lambert.it) is a
company based in Nova Milanese
specializing in the production of
metal profiles for the furniture and
lighting industries.
It has been operating in the furniture industry for several years, producing technical and decorative
profiles than can be used as
frames, edges, furniture doors,
glass stops and fixing systems in
general, in all the applications
requiring particular decorative finishing. “1452” profile and its specific angle accessory, item “9452”,
are available for every thickness
cupboard and for every anodized

Since 1971, Menti Metal Meccanica (www.menti-mm.it) based in
Meledo di Sarego, Vicenza, deals
with metal wire working to produce
kitchen accessories such as hanging devices, basket containers and
columns. With “Prestige”, a range
of pull-out basket containers with
accurate details, Menti goes further in terms of quality and innova-

“Beijing” handle, designed by Steven Holl
in different finishes: glossy and satin
“Biochromium” and satin “Superinox”.
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aluminum finishing. They ensure
easy installation through the use of
polyurethane glues, a solution that
has proved to be effective and safe
both for handicraft and for huge
companies in the furniture industry.
Among all other products provided
by the company, we can find the
glass stops “Squadra” code
“1433”, “Huniko”, code “1390” and
code “1055”, the wood-aluminum
profile “Iris” code “3557” for cabinet doors, and a series of decorative profiles for doors that are
exported to many countries around
the world. ■

tion, thanks to full extraction
guides. “Servo Drive”, the kit available as option, allows the opening
of the drawers with just a soft touch
when your hands are busy: it’s the
solution of the future and Blum
(specializing in new opening and
closing systems for wood drawers)
has fully tested it. Several shelf versions are also available: from metal
wire to glass, but also other materials such as melamine or modern
methacrylate in different colors. To
mention are 18/10 stainless steel
shelves which can be easily
removed and
washed in a
dish-washing
machine. ■

Above:
“Prestige” by
Menti, pull-out
basket containers.
Right:
“Prestige”
kitchen column
with pull-out
basket containers
“Prestige”.

CONTACTS
international

The
easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...
info@xylon.it

INCOLL GROUP

LEMI

WIDE RANGE OF FITTINGS

THE “SEGNO” COLLECTION

Since 1974, Incoll Group (www.incoll.it) is an international import/export company of fittings for the furniture's market (small fittings, drawer slides, hinges, technical mechanisms, shelf supports, ambient
accessories, levelers-castors-legs,
lighting, handles-knobs).
Thanks to 33 years experience
Incoll Group is able to guarantee a
high quality service and a wide
range of products both "made in
Italy" and "made in Asia". Incoll's
headquarter is placed in Italy with
business branches in Poland,
Czech Republic, Romania and a
representative office in China for
the quality control of the incoming
products. Thanks to its logistic and
warehouses' capacity it can satisfy
the most demanding national and
international requests. Incoll daily
works to look for new products and
to improve services to attend its
customer confidence. ■

“Segno” is the new series of pullout basket containers, shelves and
angle elements offered by Lemi
(www.lemi.it), based in Barberino
Val d’Elsa, in the province of
Basket containers for kitchen furniture
in the new “Segno” collection by Lemi.

A detail of the new “Segno”
collection, combining
chromed steel and glass.

Florence, set up in 1959 and specializing in the production of metal
wire items for kitchen, bathroom
and offices. Designed by Giancarlo
Vegni with the engineering of
Alberto Rocchi, the new collection
is characterized by the elliptical
section of the chromed steel profile, a technological process leading to innovative solutions in terms
of quality. The combination with
glass and laminate shelves, customizable by customers on
request, and several sizes available lead to countless solutions for
a functional as well as elegant
kitchen. ■

Incoll Groups’ products range
for furniture industry.

CONTACTS

The easiest way
to find the partner you need...

international

SECONDARY PROCESSING
OMGA spa

VEBA MECCANICA srl

Via Carpi Ravarino, 146
I-41010 Limidi di Soliera (MO)
phone +39 059 897333
fax +39 059 565000
www.omga.it
omga@omga.it

Via Emilia, 1678
I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it
info@veba.it

Woodworking machinery manufacturer, specialised in finger
jointing lines, optimising saws, picture frame cutting machines,
simple and double mitre and radial saws, tables for windows
finishing.

The product range is wide in the sector of traditional
woodworking machines: thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular saws,
spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines, band-saws.

SCM GROUP spa

CURSAL srl

Via Emilia, 77
I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

Via Bradolini, 38/a
I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com
info@cursal.com

Woodworking machinery: the widest range of products

Complete range of automatic optimizing cross-cut saws full
optional for solid wood processing with customized versions for
the putting on line with machineries of primary and secondary
production.
• nc with interface software, automatic-laser scanner for
lengths-widths-defects detection, moisture measuring system,
printers, nc stops
• automations: loading-unloading automatic handling systems.
Feeders-unloaders and stackers with vacuum system and pliers,
multiple horizontal transfers, feeders and infeed devices for
multi-blade circular saws, moulding machines and finger-joints.

SIMIMPIANTI srl

SERGIANI spa

Via Romilli, 31
I-20139 Milano
phone +39 02 55213741
fax +39 02 5395305
www.simimpianti.it
simimpianti@simimpianti.it

Via G.Pascoli, 42
I-47852 Cerasolo Ausa-Coriano (RN)
phone +39 0541 759029/759063
fax +39 0541 759722
www.sergiani.it
info@sergiani.it

Hot and cold presses. Single and multiopening automatic
pressing lines for veneer, laminates, finish foils, melamine paper.
Membrane presses. Embossing presses. Presses for edge-glued
panels. Pressing lines for flattening of veneer.
Lines for doors, parquet flooring, H.F. pressing lines.
Calander pressing lines using polyurethane and hot melt glue.
Presses for polyurethane injected panels.
Vacuum systems for material handling.

Presses and handling systems
for wood industry

Pressing lines for panels with automatic one-daylight and multidaylight through-feed presses; special cold and hot presses,
post-forming presses, door and 2-3 layer parquet pressing
systems with patented automatic multi-daylight through-feed
presses; complete range of panel handling equipment for
rationalization of all production lines; feeders and stackers
with swinging arms or with portal structure, panelturners,
transfer in execution on request.
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SECONDARY PROCESSING
AGAZZANI srl
Via M. Minghetti, 13
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 6222511
fax +39 059 641666
www.agazzani.it
info@agazzani.it
Complete range of band saws from Mod. 400 to Mod. 1050
combined with a number of optionals.
Range of band resawing machines Mod. 800-900-950
equippable with feeding device.
Range of quick and sturdy single-blade Cut-off saws
with blade diam. 350-500-600.

ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding machines for both small
and medium companies and for industrial productions.

PAOLONI GROUP

VOLPATO srl

Via F. Meda, 3
I-61032 Fano (PU)
telefono +39 0721 854251
fax +39 0721 854001
www.paolonimacchine.it
www.futura-woodmac.com
www.it-tecnica.com
info@paolonimacchine.it

Via C. Colombo, 18
I-35011 Campodarsego (PD)
phone +39 049 5564039
fax +39 049 9200960

UNIQUES TOGETHER
Our production range offers: circular saws, circular saws with
electronic programmer, edge-banding machines, electronic panel
saws, calibrating and sanding machines, spindle moulders,
spindle moulders with electronic programmer, surface planers,
thicknessing machines, combination machines, mortisers,
vertical belt routers, hydraulic presses, semiautomatic boring
machines, vertical cnc, horizontal cnc, 4-sided straightening
machines, 4-8 spindles automatic moulding machines,
cnc machine to build doors.

Manual, semiautomatic and automatic sanding machines for
edges, straight and curved profiles in solid wood for veneered
and polished edges. Moulding sanding machine. Long belt.
Sanding machine. Sanding machine lines. Special sanding
machines. Denibbing machine for edges and profiles.

GRIGGIO spa

NUOVA PROGETTI snc

Via Cà Brion, 40
I-35011 Reschigliano
Campodarsego (PD)
phone +39 049 9299711
fax +39 049 9201433
www.griggio.com
info@griggio.com

by Clerici Roberto & Rossetti Filippo
Via Bonifica, 6
I-27030 Sant’Angelo Lomellina (PV)
phone +39 0384 55189
fax +39 0384 559984
nuovaprogetti@libero.it

Griggio, for 60 years leading company in the field of traditional
woodworking machinery, with a wide commercial network in
Italy as well as abroad, which has reached 90% exportation.
Production includes: panel saws; panel saws with electronic
programmer; spindle moulders; spindle moulders with electronic
programmer; thicknessing machines; surface planers; band saws;
band re-sawing machines; multiple boring machines; universal
combined machines; automatic moulders; wide belt sanders.
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Cn Milling machines, anuba machines, cn working centers,
lines of production and special machines for doors and frames,
automatic screwing of locks and counterplates, wide range of
accessories and solutions.

SECONDARY PROCESSING
A.C.M. srl

ESSETRE spa

Via A. Einstein, 7
I-42017 Novellara (RE)
phone +39 0522 661284
fax +39 0522 653433
www.acmitaly.com
acm@acmitaly.com

Via del Lavoro, 10
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com
info@essetre.com

Band-saws diam. 400Æ940mm. Power band re-saws diam.
740-940mm. Oscillating edge sanders. Band saw blade guides.

BALESTRINI RENZO spa
Via Don Sturzo, 3
I-20030 Seveso (MI)
phone +39 0362 52721
fax +39 0362 527250
www.balestrini.com
sales@balestrini.com
For more than 50 years innovative machines for working chairs
and furniture components by solid wood: cnc working centres,
double-sided shapers, round-end tenoners, mortisers,
end cut-off boring and milling machines.

Nc working centers for processing tables, furniture, furniture
doors, chairs, windows and doors, stairs, roofs and beams.
Automatic working lines for processing kitchen tops.

GREDA snc
di Daschini N. & C.
Via S. Agata, 3
I-22066 Mariano C.se (CO)
phone +39 031 750966
fax +39 031 750967
www.greda.it
info@greda.it
Nc-machining centers for processing of chairs, tables, furniture,
windows, doors and beams.
Round-end tenoners, mortisers, double sided-shapers,
end-cutting, boring, shaping and glue/dowel inserting machines.

BIESSE spa

ORMAMACCHINE spa

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com
sales@biesse.it

Viale Lombardia 47
I-24020 Torre Boldone (BG)
phone +39 35 364011
fax +39 35 346290
www.ormamacchine.it
comm@ormamacchine.it

The Biesse Wood Division product line includes panel sizing
centres, vertical panel saws, manual and automatic
edgebanders, squaring/edgebanding machines, sanders,
cnc machining centres, routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material handling equipment
and packaging.

Production range: cold presses, hot presses, frame presses,
embossing presses, solid wood and/or plywood bending
systems, pu presses, edge and face gluing pressing lines,
membrane presses, fully automatic through feed pressing lines,
single and multi daylight pressing lines for doors and parquet,
short cycle pressing lines for melamine impregnated papers,
customized pressing systems upon request.
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SECONDARY PROCESSING
ANDREONI LUIGI

OMAL srl

Via Fermi, 23-25
I-20036 Meda (MI)
phone +39 0362 70104
fax +39 0362 73629
www.andreoni.it
andreoni@andreoni.it

Via Adda, 1
I-22070 Senna Comasco (CO)
phone +39 031 561308
fax +39 031 561277
www.omalsystem.it
info@omalsystem.it

For more than 40 years Andreoni is specialized in
manufacturing manual and automatic pantograph carving
machines, to produce any kind of wooden pieces: furniture
parts, panels, wooden objects, etc. A full range of carving
machines with the best solutions to meet different needs
of customers: from the small artisan to the big industry.

Cnc machines for boring, milling, hardware
and dowel inserting.

C.M. MACCHINE srl

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

Via Campazzi, 24
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 381525
fax +39 0445 384520
www.cmmacchine.com
info@cmmacchine.com

Via Irlanda, 1
I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Planers: with working width from 300 mm to 2100 mm and
working speed up to 120 mt/minute for hydro models.
Impregnating lines: To impregnate wood beams, matchboards,
wood houses elements with dimensions up to 600 x 450 mm.
Finger-jointing lines: Automatic and semi automatic lines
for the production of laminated beams, bi-lam and kvh.
Parquetry lines: For the production of solid wood parquet.
Brushing machines: 1 side and 3 sides and up to 4 brushes.

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for cutting wooden
panels, plastic and acm products. Welded steel frames,
to grant rigidity and precision. Special applications allowing
the possibility to make also grooving on sandwich panels
for folding. Automatic horizontal beam saws with many
different configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

STROMAB spa

FRIULMAC spa

Via Zuccardi, 28/a
I-42012 Campagnola Emilia (RE)
phone: +39 0522 1718800
fax: +39 0522 1718803
www.stromab.com
info@stromab.com

Via della Tecnologia, 3
I-33050 Pavia di Udine (UD)
phone +39 0432 655007
fax +39 0432 655107
www.friulmac.it
friulmac@friulmac.it

Radial arm saw; pendulum saws; circular saws; hydraulic
and pneumatic cut-off saws; electronic pushers and side stops;
optimizing and defecting cutting lines; clamps for frames
and cabinet doors; presses for edge-glueing panels; presses for
laminated beams; cnc machining and sawing centres for beams.
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Double end tenoner for the processing of components and
panels for kitchen cabinets and entry doors, furniture, windows,
lines for the production of parquet at fixed and random length,
automatic devices for glue injection and dowel driving,
working centres for the production of components
for solid and wrapped wood furniture, working centres
for the “Just in Time” production of furniture components,
stiles and doors, automatic feeders for moulders.

SECONDARY PROCESSING
HIRZT srl

BASITECH srl

Via Rovereta, 22
I-47853 - Cerasolo Ausa di Coriano (RN)
phone +39 0541 729292
fax +39 0541 729294
www.hirzt.com
info@hirzt.com

Ermes Center-Via Italia-C.da Rovano
I-64023 Mosciano S. A. (TE)
phone +39 085 8071388
fax +39 085 8078406
www.basitech.it
info@basitech.it

Hirzt has produced a complete range of edgebanders, nc boring
machines and automation systems for over 20 years. Thanks to
the constant technological progress the Hirzt’s range has
reached a very high level of quality joining high productivity
to high flexibility and satisfying specific exigency for every
single customer.

Planning and supply of complete fittings for the production
of furniture and fixtures.
New and second hand woodworking machinery.
Technical assistance and software.

MACMAZZA srl
WOODWORKING MACHINERY

PROGETTO ABITARE
di Segato Gianfranco

Via Mondini, 72
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 288000
fax + 39 0721 288001
info@macmazza.it
www.macmazza.it

Via Cesare Battisti, 28
I-35010 Limena (PD)
phone +39 049 8843032
fax +39 049 8846853
www.progettoabitare.com
info@progettoabitare.com

35 years experience dedicated to top level beam saws,
with special customized big plants and also smaller & standard
applications, to cut panels of every type for similar wood,
postforming, plastic, aluminum, fibrecement, etc. final mechanical accuracy and last electronics to work ‘on line’ check our videos on www.macmazza.it.

Company specialized in vacuum presses production:
cold and hot membrane presses, angular membrane presses,
membrane presses with single or double work surface,
membrane presses for veneering, membrane presses
for melamine impregnated papers, membrane presses
for plywood bending.

RVM srl

STETON spa

Via Giovanni XXIII, 8
I-22060 Arosio (CO)
phone +39 031 758241
fax +39 031 764171
www.rvmgroup.it
rvmgroup@rvmgroup.it

SS Romana Nord 41
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 686771
fax +39 059 681774
steton@steton.it

Trade of new, used and reconditioned woodworking machines.
Machines reconditioning.
Original spare parts for Ocmac edgbanders, clamps
and squaring edgebanding machines.

Machines, cnc working stations and special plants for windows;
classic and special presses and pressing lines; horizontal beam
panel saws; wide belt sanders; panel saws and a complete range
of traditional machines for joinery.
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DELIVERY OF COMPLETE PLANTS

TEKNA srl

SECEA ESSICCATOI srl

Via Monte Bisbino, 56
I-20021 Baranzate (MI)
phone +39 02 356961
fax +39 02 3562293
www.tekna.it
tekna@tekna.it

Via Pigna, 34/A
I-36027 Rosà (VI)
phone +39 0424 869911
fax +39 0424 869999
www.secea.com
info@secea.com

Machining centres, 3, 4, 5 axes suitable for the fabrication of bars
and panels, non-ferrous and similar materials (wood, composite etc.).
Automatic loading and unloading systems for both panels and bars.
Automatic and cnc cutting machines and lines with one or two heads.
Manual cutting, drilling, chamfering, riveting and sealing machines, copy
routers. Well established know-how in the supply of machineries/lines for
the production of architectural systems (windows and doors, cladding
systems and curtain walls), furniture accessories,
construction components, industrial components, automotive
and transportation components.

Turn-key plants for wood drying.
Steaming chambers, pallet heat treatment kilns
according to FAO-ISPM 15 rules.
Hot water, superheated water or steam bio-mass boilers.
Complete hydraulic plants. Wood chips refiners,
pneumatic devices, silos.
Drying cycles electronic control devices (hardware and software).

SPECIAL PROCESSES

KOIMPEX srl

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Multi-blade panel saws; v-grooving machines (folding system);
longitudinal precision milling machines.

NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
OSAI spa
Via Torino, 14
I-10010 Barone C.se (TO)
phone +39 011 9899710
fax +39 011 9899808
www.osai.it
sales@osai.it
Complete range of numerical control units, servo-drives
and servo-motors.
Project and development of special application solutions in
cooperation with the machine tool builders.
Technical support and technical services,
in Italy and worldwide.
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Moscow
S.Petersburg
Ekaterinburg
Minsk

Via Nazionale 47/1
I-34151 Opicina (TS)
phone +39 040 2157111
fax +39 040 2157177
www.koimpex.it
info@koimpex.it
Skype: koimpexsrltrieste

Koimpex has been operating in the international market
for more than 25 years. Koimpex woodworking Engineering
is able to offer machines, lines, tools and every solution
to different production cycles and to specific requests for the
woodworking industry. Koimpex Engineering is able to project
and develop highly specialized manufacturing lines to satisfy
the clients needs. The after-sales service and the technical
assistance guarantees, at international level, an essential
support for the final clients.

PRIBO srl
Via Nazionale, 12
I-38080 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it
info@pribo.it
Design, production, installation, training, technical service
for sawmill machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber handling, debarkers for
hard-wood and soft-wood. Technology for sawmill.
Sorting plants up to 50 boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading, impregnation machines.

SURFACE FINISHING
EMC srl

CEFLA sc

Via Brodolini, 23
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0542 688034
fax +39 0542 643959
www.emc-italia.it
emc@emc-italia.it

Via Selice Prov.le, 23/a
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0542 653111
fax +39 0542 653344
www.cefla.it
ceflaimola@cefla.it

Best manufacturer of high performances calibrating sanding
machines, smaller investment, widest options range
Most reliable, safe and easy.

Technology, machines and systems to address any requirement
in the finishing of wooden items, plastic and glass products.

TECNOAZZURRA srl

MAURI MACCHINE srl

Via del Tesoro, 210
I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it

Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com

Industrial painting machines as: dry painting booth,
water painting booths, pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

Finishing machines and lines for mouldings.
Finishing machines and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

ELMAG spa

CMA ROBOTICS spa

Viale Elvezia , 35
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it
info@elmag.it

Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture panels, hardboard,
mdf or chipboard panels, doors or parquet flooring with roller
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air drying systems.
Automatic and robotic spray lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and printing on coils.

Company specialized in fulfillment of robotized solutions
for painting chairs, tables and assembled furniture.
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SURFACE FINISHING
VERTEK GROUP srl
Via Meucci, 9
I-35010 Cadoneghe (PD)
phone 39 049 8873132
fax +39 049 8873150
www.vertekgroup.it
info@vertekgroup.it
Vertek Group is born in 1985 with the planning, construction
and sale of painting equipments. Today, after over twenty years
of activity, the firm has grown and, diversifying the products,
it has successfully entered even the principal overseas markets.
Our production foresees the planning and realization of
complete painting lines and machines for the treatment
of wooden surfaces.

WINDOWS AND DOORS WOOD FRAME
COOP LEGNO Società cooperativa
Via Sant’Eusebio, 4/G
I-41014 Castelvetro di Modena (MO)
phone +39 059 702712
fax +39 059 702254
cooplegno@cooplegno.it
www.cooplegno.it
Certificated Integrate System for:
Quality - uni en 9001, security - ohsas 18001,
environment - uni en iso 14001.
Production of classical and modern interior
wooden doors.
Production of poplar plywood, multilayers,
combi, pmp, t-fex.

USE OF RESIDUAL WOOD,
GENERATION OF ENERGY AND HEATING
IMAS AEROMECCANICA srl
Via Lombardia, 14
I-40064 Ozzano Emilia (BO)
phone +39 051 798377
fax +39 051 798843
www.imas.it
info@imas.it
Design, production & installation of air suction filtering
& stocking plants for woodchips, painting booths & boxes,
heating plants and pellets production plants.
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AUXILIARY MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT
SMC srl - Macchine e sistemi
per la lavorazione del legno
Via per Castelnovetto, 8/12
I-27030 Rosasco (PV)
phone +39 0384 670948
fax +39 0384 682322
www.smcmacchine.it
info@smcmacchine.it
Smc srl production is divided into no. 4 specific divisions.
Door project. Automatic lines for the working for doors and
doors frames. Automation project. Automatic lines for the
assembly and screwing of ironware. Special machines project.
Window Project.

TVM TERMOVENTILMEC spa
Via Tagliamento, 1
I-31027 Spresiano (TV)
phone +39 0422 724187
fax +39 0422 724188
www.tvm-termoventilmec.com
info@tvm-termoventilmec.com
Complete dust extraction systems, pneumatic conveying
systems, storage systems, dosing systems, energy recovery
systems; ducting, special radial fans, self-cleaning bag filters,
rotary valves, unloading systems, storage silos, rotary blowers,
crusher, refiners and components.

O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.oma-srl.com
info@oma-srl.com
Components and suction plants for dusts, smokes, fumes - Air
cleaning - Dry and water painting booths - Pressurized painting
plants - Cleaners with activated charcoal for solvents - Suction
benches and booths for the sanding powders - Separator cyclones - Electric fans - Inverters for the saving of energy - Filtering
groups and handled sub-stations with mechanical and automatic cleaning in counter-current with compressed air - Storage
silos - Sparks bearing system and automatic extinguishing - Mills
and refiners for wood - Briquetts presses - Dryers - Pellets presses - Complete plants for pellets production - Boilers and warm
air generators for solid fuels - Industrial insonorizations

PRIMARY PROCESSING
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it
info@modesto.it
Our production of woodworking machines: edger, cross-cutter.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it
info@primultini.it
Machinery and equipment for sawmills, vertical log band saws,
chipping canter, resaws, edgers and saw servicing equipment.

BIGONDRY srl

STORTI spa

Drying and steaming
technology for wood
Via delle Industrie, 61
I-36050 Cartigliano (VI)
phone +39 0424 219594/3
fax +39 0424 592367
www.bigondry.com
info@bigondry.com

via F. Dioli, 11
I-26045 Motta Baluffi (CR)
phone +39 0375 310324
fax +39 0375 310329
www.storti.it
info@storti.it

BIGonDRY srl plans and realizes: timbers drying kilns, traditional
type, completely in aluminum and/or in masonry, with water
warm 90°C heating system, overheated water, vapor, diathermic
oil; fittings of vaporization for the wood, with distribution of
the direct or dawning vapor; ht phytosanitary treatment plant
(ISPM-15); control's automatisms connected to the PC for the
management and the control of the drying cycles.

Sawmill machines and lines: canter groups, prismatic machines,
edgers, cross cutting machines, multi rip saws, mechanizations,
slabs recovering lines and logs sorting lines.
Nailing machines and lines: nailing machines and auxiliary
machines (milling machines, branders, etc.).
Packs treatment machines and lines: boards stackers and packed
wood registering-sectioning machines.

HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES
BOTECO spa
ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and clipping lines.

Via L. Pettinà, 16
I-36010 Zanè (VI)
phone +39 0445 316411
fax +39 0445 316400
www.boteco.it
boteco@boteco.it
commerciale@boteco.it
Boteco produce control handles and it now offers a large range
of articles as handwheels, handles, lever, knobs.
Our articles are characterised by high quality and good price.
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VARIOUS

WOOD PAINTS

CONTROL LOGIC srl

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa

Via Ennio, 25
I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com
info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings for interiors and
exteriors, uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings, polyester
coatings, nitro coatings, fire-retardant coatings and pigmented
coatings. Products for parquet floors, special effects, stains,
impregnating agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems for industrial
dust extraction systems.

SALCHI WOOD COATINGS spa

KABELSCHLEPP ITALIA Srl

Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.salchi.it
info@salchi.it

Via Massari Marzoli, 9
I-21052 Busto Arsizio (VA)
phone +39 0331 350962
fax +39 0331 341996
www.kabelschlepp.it
infoksi@kabelschlepp.it

Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings for interiors and
exteriors, uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings, polyester coatings,
nitro coatings and pigmented coatings. Special effects, stains,
impregnating agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

Cable and hose carrier systems and life-line cable systems,
guideway protection systems, chip conveyor systems.

EDGES AND VENEERS
ALPI SPA

CORBETTA FIA srl

Viale della Repubblica, 34
I-47015 Modigliana (FC)
phone +39 0546 945411
fax +39 0546 940251
www.alpi.it
info@alpi.it

Via Settala, 8
I-20124 Milano
phone +39 031 761303
fax +39 031 762142
www.corbettafia.it
info@corbettafia.it

Alpi is world leader in the production of reconstituted wood
decorative surfaces.
The continuous research applied to wood innovation - both
aesthetical and technological - and a constant commitment
to environment improvement, make Alpi a benchmark
manufacturer for the interior design and contract industry.
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Corbetta Fia provides the market with a fully comprehensive
product range which includes edging in abs, veneer, melamine,
laminate and aluminium as well as papers for lining different
surfaces and adhesives for numerous types of applications.

TOOLS AND AUXILIARIES
LEUT srl

CRUING srl

Via Pisano, 1 - Fraz. Asparetto
I-37053 Cerea (VR)
phone +39 0442 83244
fax +39 0442 83283
www.leut.it
info@leut.it

Via Scozia, 14 - Zona Industriale
I-64026 Roseto degli Abruzzi (TE)
phone +39 085 8930787
fax +39 085 8930790
www.cruing.com
info@cruing.com

Production of tools for working on wood, aluminium and pvc
with facing in hss, hm, diamond and tantung.

Diamond tools for the woodworking industry.

OMAS spa

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE

Via B. Cellini, 45
I-60019 Senigallia (AN)
phone +39 071 7920718
fax +39 071 7920713
www.omastools.com
info@omastools.com

Via Montanelli, 70
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com

Woodworking Tools. Programmed Tooling Systems for
Windows and Doors. Cutter Heads. Multi-profile Sets.
Circular Saw Blades. Bits. Planing Knives.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it
info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading Italian manufacture of tools
for the Woodworking industry. We are producers of high
precision tooling with tc reversible tips as well as reversible
profiling cutters for cnc automatic and traditional
woodworking machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

Sistemi srl produces tools for woodworking, aluminium and
plastic working, measuring instruments for the furniture industry
and special devices for door and window frame makers.

C.P. UTENSILI snc
di Crescentini Michele & C.
Via Montanelli, 71
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
info@cputensili.it
Skype: cputensili
CP Utensili a company with 40 years of experience in processing
woodworking tools, is the ideal partner for tooling solution on
demand. The German Quality Norm BG-Prüfzert for the high
production standard and an export quote of 70% confirms
the international prestige of the company. Flexibility and fast
delivery was always the way to success.
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TOOLS AND AUXILIARIES
WITOX srl

UTENSILTECNICA srl

Strada della Selvagrossa, 15/4
Località Case Bruciate
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 200129
fax +39 0721 200153
www.witox.it
export@witox.it

Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com

Founded in Italy in 1924, Witox has always focused
on quality, manufacturing a complete range of professional
woodworking tools for the main important markets
in the world.

FUL FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it
fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools for the woodworking,
plastic and aluminium for more than 30 years.

Production of specials mechanical fixing and diamond tools
for wood working cnc machinery.

ALIPRANDI snc
di Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio,
Paola & C.
Via Manzoni, 10
I-20050 Sovico (MI)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it
aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the production
of wood working tools in solid carbide and carbide-tipped,
both standard and special production.

BSP srl

FAPIL srl

Strada della Fornace Vecchia sn
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 402093/400665
fax +39 0721 26627
www.bsppesaro.com
info@bsppesaro.com

Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it
fapil@fapil.it

Bsp company produces the complete range of tools for wood
working: circular sawblades, brazed tools, tools with
changable knives and pcd tools for all kind of machines.
The high standard and acknowledged quality of Bsp produce
is the result of a thirty-year experience and a high technology
applied for realising it.
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Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design and build cutting
tools for machining wood, board materials and plastics.
Specialists in cnc tooling.

TIMBER DRYERS
TERMOLEGNO srl
IMPIANTI IDROTERMICI
Via del Sile, 4 - Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio
della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
Dryers, pre-dryers, minidryers, vaporizers, from a basic unit
of 10 m3 up to 250 m3, dryers tunnel-type systems. Turnkey
drying plants complete with waste-wood, gas- or oil-fired
furnaces for the production of hot water, steam, superheated
water, or diathermic oil. Dryer for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates. Control systems. Measure systems.

SECAL srl
Via della Fornace, 81/33
Z.I. Castelmino
I-31023 Resana (TV)
phone +39 0423 784252
fax +39 0423 784248
www.secalsrl.com
info@secalsrl.com
Drying kilns, steaming chamers, plants for phytosanitary
treatments (Ispm 15 Fao), drying process control systems,
moisture meters, wood waste boilers, turn key plants.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SPAI srl
Via Sansovino, 53
I-31029 Vittorio Veneto (TV)
phone +39 0438 941934
fax +39 0438 941966
www.spaisoft.com
info@spaisoft.com
Cutting optimisation software for panel saws.
cad/cam software for drilling and routing workcenters.
Supervisor and production software.

WDE MASPELL srl
Strada di Sabbione, 65/A
I-05100 Terni
phone +39 0744 800672
fax +39 0744 807056
www.wde-maspell.it
wdeinfo@wde-maspell.it
Vacuum driers since 1962.
Production range: vacuum driers for solid wood (capacity from 5
to 100 m3). Vacuum press driers for solid wood (capacity from 0,3
to 10 m3). Vacuum press driers for veneers.

HANDLING AND COMMISSIONING
CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com
info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation sector. Highly personalisable
and specific systems for furniture assembling, the automatic
storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs (lgv), robotized
islands, conveyors, sorter systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

ELECTRIC SPINDLES
ELETTROMECCANICA
GIORDANO COLOMBO srl
Via Rivera 53,
I-20048 Carate Brianza (MI)
phone +39 0362 904282 r.a.
fax +39 0362 990817
www.gcolombo.eu
commerciale@gcolombo.eu
G. Colombo Electromechanics has designed, produced and commercialised electrospindles to be used on different materials for
50 years: wood, marble, plastic, steel and light alloys. Thanks to
the personalized and flexible design, the domestic high-precision and technology production and a fast and accurate postsale assistance, any need the customer has can be satisfied as
well as small and large order by developing solutions in close
collaboration with the manufacturers of machines tools.
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Lines with Presses
and Automation Systems
for Doors, Flush panels, Laminated panels,
2 and 3 layer Parquet

SERGIANI spa - Cerasolo Ausa (RN) - Italy - Phone +39/0541/759029
Fax +39/0541/759722 - www.sergiani.it - info@sergiani.it

il legno è il nostro
divertimento
wood is our game
le bois est notre amusement
la madera es nuestra diversión
ÇÈÓÈÅÑzàÕÑÐÃÛÈÖÅÎÈÚÈÐËÈ

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A.
Viale Lombardia, 47 - I-24020 Torre Boldone - Bg - Italia
Tel. +39 035 364011 - Fax +39 035 346290
ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - France
Route Dipartimentale 432
26320 - St. Marcel Les Valence - France
Mobile : 6 82736534

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - Russia
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